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• How, for god’s sake, can you be truly at Ease if you don’t Bow, Surrender to how 
things really are? How can you Let this (Surrender) Happen if you don’t See (how things are), 
if you are floating somewhere in unconsciousness, in the never-Knowing mind-world, if you 
don’t Know What to Surrender to or in? So, without (True, Pure) Seeing there can be no Rest, 
no Final Peace (beyond ‘blessed’ moments of feeling (totally) peaceful), and you are kicked 
and pushed around by Forces That you don’t understand (for you do not See and you Are not 
Consciously). This being played with (like a football thinking he himself rules the game) 
really goes on forever if Consciousness is not Allowed ‘in’. 

It doesn’t make sense if you, as ego, try to surrender to something (not nice) which, so 
you have reasoned, is just the way it is and which you cannot seem to change. You cannot 
(surrender like this, as yourself). Your (deadly, mind induced) trying to accept things, life, 
yourself, has got nothing to do with True Surrender. It is totally incomparable, from another 
world. Only Consciousness Allows True Surrender, True Embrace of what(ever) is. 
Something Bigger than You has to Allow Surrender to what is, you (in your own world) are 
helpless. Only if there are holes in your (gigantic but fragile) fort of (supposed) self-
protection, the Bigger Thing (That is Consciousness) can Come in. As long as you keep on 
entrenching yourself in your fort there can, by nature, be no (real) Ease. The walls of your fort 
are made of tension, it is their very substance, tension to keep True Open Feeling, That is 
Consciousness, out. Only in your fort you seem to have moments of peace, relaxation after 
occasions of (big) effort (effort to maintain or even strengthen the walls) but this is no Real 
Peace, Ease, for if it looks like you (finally) head for Real Rest then (of course) you start to 
(half-consciously) feel the (always present) pain, the (energetic) stress, the 
uncomfortableness, of the walls again and this urges you to make a new effort, to do 
something nice, cosy, comfortable, consoling, something arousing laughter, to have a social 
talk, to drink the deafening poison of alcohol or breathe in the consoling cancer of cigarettes, 
to change or rearrange the interior of your house or move at all to another house, to clean, to 
repair something, to be creative, to make love, to start a new education or to teach, to plan or 
fantasize about a new holiday, a (new) lover, a new job, a new life etc. etc. etc. 

Your whole life you’re busy with not feeling what is, with exchanging one form for 
another, with not Allowing Rest, Space, Time in Which, by Itself, by Nature, Consciousness 
would ‘Visit’ you. Your whole life you are busy not to be at Ease, to exclude (the possibility, 
a moment, of) Consciousness. Your life-job is to not See. 

And of course, if you are fed up with all of this time-following and -wasting, if you 
finally Allow some Space for Consciousness, it, the content Consciousness ‘wants’ to Shine 
Its Light upon, seems a terrible mess, a dreadful chaos in the beginning. It’s horrible. So, 
immediately you feel an impulse to do ‘something else’ than nothing, whatever it is 
(including having thoughts). It is not so easy to (be Truly Present as (a) Conscious Energy-
Body and) just sit and be in (and be conscious of) total chaos, in total dis-ease (pain, you 
might call it) and not to react to it and start doing again (including things like fantasizing) and 
by that in fact, but unconsciously, create even more chaos – so that it will be more and more 
difficult to finally say ‘stop! now it is enough!’ to all of this – and that’s why so many (most) 
people who grow older won’t Make ‘it’, won’t Do ‘it’ anymore, meaning in this sense: won’t 
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Find the courage anymore to Allow (the supposed monstrum of) Consciousness, to Allow 
Space for It to Shine; they give up, It All seems too much, it’s easier to ignore It and to go (or 
stay) in an own fantasy-world, a world of illusions, longings, likes and dislikes, rejections, 
resistance, blaming, a (deadly) bit trying to make contact, filling, killing time, trying to have 
(and like) childish hobbies. But, it must be said, most people are old already when they are 
young, on the run forever, too afraid to really Rest, to Allow Consciousness to Shine (as 
Them), to be at Ease with everything, (with and as) True Life as It is, to Allow the Divine 
Pain of missing the Boat: not Truly Marrying, becoming One with Their (Divine) Beloved. 

What to say? If you don’t want to See (that You Are Seeing) you stay restless(ness) 
forever. 
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• You must (sooner or later, but if you take ‘your’ Self Serious: now) take full, mature 
responsibility for your physical ‘stuff’. The fact is that your physical body has ‘also’ an egoic 
structure, to defend you against Consciousness. Actually there’s no need to talk about ‘also’, 
for the physical egoic structure is ‘just’ the physical, feelable manifestation of the way you as 
a whole protect yourself, weapon yourself against becoming Conscious (supposedly) too 
quickly. One might say that the body, unconsciously, ‘thinks’ that it will die if it would Allow 
Consciousness, Seeing what is, if it would Allow the free streaming of Energy through all its 
channels (high and low, gross and subtle). That this (supposed death) is not so you can only 
learn and see by actually allowing the body to allow more and more energy. You cannot 
expect Consciousness to Come and Take you Over completely (if you would Want this at all) 
when your physical manifestation is full of blocks, full of resistance. (In fact the whole 
physical body itself you can call a form of resistance – the Grace-Given form that by and as 
its resistance to Consciousness enables Realization of its own Impersonal and Inseparable 
Divinity – only to be Transcended by Ultimate, Free, Incessant (and body-Overwhelming or  
-Outshining) Consciousness.) Anyway, it makes more sense to ease, facilitate the Process (of 
Realizing Consciousness, Transcending your existence as unconscious earthly suffering), to 
Allow Consciousness to find and Feel (all) the blocks in your physical body (energetic-
physical body in fact, for there is no matter, there is only constant movement, even there 
where there seems (total) stuckness to be the case). Your ego would like to think and thinks 
that this body you are associated with is simply the body you have got, you have to do it with 
(and as) and that’s it, what to do? This is not true, it is once again an(other) escape route you 
try to fix yourself in, to stone yourself in – to not have to feel your fear that in fact everything 
is moving, changing all the time, and that there’s, ultimately, nothing to hold on to, not even 
the (supposed) physical body. ‘You’ shape your body. It is being shaped as a (unique) form in 
which resistance to Consciousness manifests. But it is flexible, in motion all the time. In its 
flexibility there is either a Movement towards becoming more and more Stone, solid, 
inflexible (That most people prefer), ór a (more unpopular) Movement towards Transparency, 
so that everything, the whole Universe can just go through you without resistance, painful, 
blissful or whatever. These Movements can (seemingly) alternate but in Fact they are even 
both always, every moment present, sometimes driving one almost crazy of this ‘inner’ (but in 
Fact Universal) fight. 

You will start to feel that your body changes if you become more Conscious – and it in 
fact never settles down anymore; energy keeps on changing forever. To feel this changing in 
the stone-direction is more difficult, for normally (but not necessarily) this happens in 
unconsciousness. 

Anyhow, Consciousness is (always) the Primal Force. If you are somehow drawn to the 
Purity, the Immaculateness That Consciousness is, you will start to notice that your physical-
energetic body is resisting ‘your’ Journey to your Beloved (Consciousness) and, by Nature, 
you will take mature responsibility for your physical-energetic blocks. And you must anyway, 
for it becomes too painful if you don’t allow the pain that wants to break, free in the process 
of releasing the energetic contractions. If you really allow the body to free itself from its 
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burdens, then the body might (and probably will) ‘act’ very strange now and then (seen from 
the egoic perspective and judgements about ‘normality’). 

It is as simple as that, you cannot be(come) Truly Conscious in a fixed body, wherein 
energy is not allowed to stream. Consciousness, the Primal Force, to Manifest on (and as) 
earth has to Marry Energy. By Seeing (and Connecting to, that is: not dissociating from) all 
the endless movements of Energy (without reacting, without being absorbed by it) Something 
Else, Deeper, Something Beyond, starts to Transpire through, Make Itself Known: 
Consciousness. But if there is no movement (or only superficial, unconscious exchanging of 
grosser forms), for you block it – also by and as (illusion of) body, how can It Shine through 
at all? Consciousness Needs high speed of free energy, high frequency, in order to Manifest, 
to be Truly Lived (as). 

So, more and more, if ‘you’ want, let your body be a conductor, Allower, of 
Consciousness instead of a resister. Allow (Consciously, which is crucial) the Dance of 
Energy to take place in and as your body, for, yes, it is a, more and more subtle, Dance – 
many times painful Dance. See, however, that you do not, like most people, get fixed on (or 
fascinated by or indulge in) all these energetic processes you feel in your (energetic) body. 
The True, Divine Process is about Truth, Consciousness (Penetrating, Pervading Energy), not 
about having a nice time when bodily blocks are dissolving indeed. If you’re indulging in 
(whatever) energetic processes you will be (like many) a slave of having to unblock energetic 
contractions again and again in order to feel nice (which indeed is a natural consequence of 
energy that suddenly is being released). Being a slave (of energetic forms, conditions) is 
suffering. There is Something Beyond every possible condition or form; there exists Freedom 
from slavery (of form, conditions): Pure Consciousness... 

If the speed of Energy becomes higher the difficult thing is to stay Conscious, to stay 
Present as Consciousness, and not fall for the seduction of going along with the attractive (or 
just attention-demanding) energy-forms coming by. (On the other hand, Consciousness gets 
‘stronger’ as well, so it is surely not impossible.) If the speed of energy gets higher and 
higher, just stay Present, don’t react, and finally the whole bloody thing, the whole show of 
(even the finest, most subtle) energetic seducing, is Seen through and Explodes, and You are 
(Present, as) Consciousness, not able anymore to really fall back, fall for the seducing Female 
Principle (of contracting and binding attention into forms). You are Free(d). 

Your True Willingness to Allow Bodily (Spiritual) Processes does the (Real) Work, you 
must know, and not your (great or modest) egoic effort you put in it, not your cramped 
attempts to free your body of its blockades. So, Consciousness is (always) the Primal Factor 
or Source or Real Mover; but also, sure, you must then Allow energetic processes to, 
naturally, follow, unfold, respect the Primal True Motiveless Movement no matter how 
strange or not-done they seem. 

And, finally, if there is the relief of Whole Bodily Surrender, Full Submitting of the 
Body to the Divine Process, You’ll See that your Body is Consciousness (and not just an 
energetic allower of the Divine Process). 
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• Transcending, Overcoming of Karma (or bound energetic attention) is to be on your 
knees and in total frustration and despair, for you See now that you cannot get rid of ‘your’ 
Karma. You have to give up, consciously. You have to give up (yourself), you fall, for You 
See, for every egoic or self-trying is (necessarily) failing. 

You cannot work yourself a way up (to a preferred (heavenly) spiritual state that is 
Permanent, that means: True). The (true) way is down, (to be forced) down on you knees. 

The thing is not to practice hard and then celebrate your achievement. The Real 
Spiritual Process has got nothing whatsoever to do with sports as you maybe like to see it. 
You’re used to that, to this (let’s call it) American attitude. You do your very, ultimate best 
for something (whether it is praying, reciting a mantram or ‘positive’ affirmations, doing 
selfless service, simple or very sophisticated, specific esoteric spiritual practices or whatever) 
and then you (must) succeed, you can pick the fruits of your (gigantic) effort or supposed 
sacrifice. Sure, you might reach something. You might feel nice or peaceful or feel a lot of 
love for people. You might have interesting visions, meetings in the astral worlds, seeing 
auras, become a teacher maybe. And then? 

You’re still stuck with yourself... This however only a few, very honest people can truly 
See. 

Real Spirituality is about Transcending yourself. Or better said: Allowing (the Natural, 
or Divine, Process) that you disappear while alive, here on earth. 

The True ‘way’ is down. It is to Allow Consciousness to Shine upon human life. Human 
life itself and your and everyone’s inevitable frustration in it is the ‘way’. To live consciously, 
to feel honestly all the time what you actually feel, in natural dedication, inevitably sooner or 
later leads to the Seeing that no job, no social position, no money, no friendships or social life 
in general, no partner(s), no sex, no art, no activities, no pleasures, no spiritual life or practice, 
no inner states, no sacrifice, nothing does really fulfil you – and to the Seeing that you don’t 
do or did (in the past or assumed previous lifetimes) anything wrong either, but that nothing 
can truly fulfil you. Seeing this totally (and not half or almost), on your knees, swimming in 
‘your’ tears, Letting the Full Breath of Life affirm your frustration, Transcends you, it is the 
end of you, the Big Relief. You will live further on without self, without ego – for you See 
(totally and for good, permanently, inherently) there is nothing to get for you (and ego exists 
by ‘grace’ of (openly or secretly) wanting something for yourself – or even for others). 

You will live free from any bonds, as a Divine, Truly Human, Creature. 
The Divine (or No-Separation, No-Division) is Revealed to you – (only) in (total) 

Humbleness (Which is Egolessness). 
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• You and no one cannot work him- or herself a way ‘up’ to the (supposed) Divine. 
Spiritual life is no alternative for normal, human life, as if this would be the way out. In this 
‘going up’ energetically (and with the mind) you’re still functioning, doing spiritual practices 
or whatever, as you. Nothing (really) changed, only the content of your activities, practices or 
attention changed, not you – even not when you would feel different (inner states) or would 
see much more or different (subtler) things now. This seeing and feeling different things is, 
again, just a new content for the same ‘you’. As long as you are fascinated by craving or 
reaching for any content, you simply cannot be Transcended. Endless new forms will come 
into your view, forms after forms after forms... My god, this is suffering. And you think 
you’re progressing in all of this. And again this is another (mind-)form coming by, taken 
seriously by you – by whom…? Now the content is called ‘progress’. 

But what to do? If you (still) cannot or don’t want to See (for it is too threatening for 
‘your’ ego) that it is frustrating, boring, suffering, this endless same arising of new forms, 
then this is so, for the moment. 

Only the ones who are not afraid of (and are, thus, Surrendered in) pain will See My 
Kingdom and Truly Live, in Me, as Me, open, without sorrow, without wantings, without the 
burden of themselves... 
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• My Task is to help you (a little bit or even a lot, if you would totally Allow Me) to get 
frustrated. If you are frustrated enough (in ‘normal’ life) you will (start to) See, to Feel 
Something in Me, Something That doesn’t seem from this world, Something True Beyond 
everything that you took for reality in this world. You will, more and more, get new Eyes, or, 
let’s say, your latent Divine Eyes start to function and develop (and maybe shine already). 
And, by Nature, you will be, Feel more and more Attracted to and by Me, to and by this 
Something, and less and less to and by the world and its normal attractions. And suddenly 
(after some time, however in few cases immediately, at first Glance) you Realize, you have 
Fallen in Love, you are in Love – with Me, with this Something, not with a person, but with 
this Something, That Transpires through this seemingly ordinary manifestation (as a human 
being). 

Yes, the Divine Manifests Itself in and as (or Makes Itself Known through and as) a 
Human Being, in, through and as those (few) Bodies, where there is no person (at all) 
anymore. I’m Here, to Show you This, to Show the Divine here on earth as Living Reality, as 
not a dream or fantasy, but as your actual Chance, Possibility, as your Divine Mirror (and 
only True Resort), as True Reality (beyond the apparent). 

The ‘difficulty’, of course, is that your Eyes need to be developed first to be able to Use 
Me. They need to be Awakened. I could ‘Do’ (or Allow) this (however, it is a profound and 
normally long process, it is not just some trick) but without the Eyes (Working already), you 
won’t let Me, you don’t trust Me, you still think that it is possible that something can go 
wrong with you, that there is a ‘you’ (at all) to protect, to be guided and controlled only by 
you yourself – whatever this (you) may mean (which you don’t Know at all in fact). You 
cannot See yet (only supposedly in the mind, that in its continuous separative tendency thinks 
to be so clever) that We are One already, that there is no you, and that ‘only’ the Eyes to See 
(Non-Separateness, which is the Divine) need to be Awakened. For this to Happen I first need 
to ‘kill’ your other, normal eyes, that means the ability to see all kinds of attractions in the 
‘normal’ world of forms needs to be ‘destroyed’. I ‘Do’ this, subtly but powerfully, in fact by 
Offering Myself. If there is (suddenly, or gradually) a Bigger Attraction That Appeals 
Somewhere to Your Very Own Truth This will (sooner or later) Outshine all other attractions. 
You will See, you can just try to run after the normal seductions and attractions after (Truly) 
Meeting Me, but, by (Divine) Nature, all these forms in the ‘normal’ world will loose one by 
one, or even the whole bunch at the same time, quickly or gradually their ‘normal’ 
attractiveness. They seem worthless now somehow, without Soul or Life or Heart or 
Connection although you still can move in them and do your duties. And you can’t go back 
anymore, you feel, you’re ‘lost’ for the normal world. Only This Something, Which is the 
Divine, Attracts you still. When You Allow your Heart to Follow and Absorb this (True) 
Attraction, you’re sentenced to Realize your ‘own’ Divinity – for there is no ‘you’. If you 
don’t separate yourself anymore, from Me, from this Divine Something, as an individual self, 
You’ll Realize You are Me, You are the Divine. 

I am here as your Opportunity to end, at last, your (entire) separation that is your (only) 
burden and suffering and creator of trouble. 
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And this is only possible for I don’t separate Myself in any way from you. I Sacrifice 
Myself every second to you. It is a Mutual Sacrifice. Consciousness, the Divine, the Formless, 
the Primal Force Makes the First Step, the First Offer, the First Sacrifice – however, This 
Gesture has already been Made and will always be Made. Then you, the forms, 
unconsciousness, have at all Something to Sacrifice into, have the Opportunity. 

In this (total) Sacrifice of you(rself) Oneness will be Realized and then You See there is 
only One, only One Divine Process (or Being), there is even not a Sacrifice, there is no First. 
There is Pure Consciousness. 
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• I am only Interested in your (True) Spiritual Process, in nothing else. Can you imagine? 
Only the (True) Surrender of your self, of your Illusion, makes Me (Truly) Happy here on 
earth. Moments of Surrender make the blood in My earthly veins rush. I’m, however, not 
interested in any happiness, Mine or yours or whoever’s, let alone in rushing blood. I am 
Truth, just That. Sooner or later all lies, illusions, all (inherently confusing) attempts to leave 
Me, to not Truly Rest in and as Me, have to be given up, have to return to, in Me. 

I’m only Interested in You, True You, not in what you want to sell (to Me, to everyone, 
even to yourself) as you. And I See You, all the time, and I Truly Love you, all the time, but 
you make Me (but in fact yourself) having to deal with ‘you’. This is (the earthly) suffering – 
trying to sell lies as Truth. It’s endless, tiring, disgraceful, disgusting, painful. You are True, 
why do you do so strange, unnatural? 
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• You cannot Open yourself. You are Opened. As long as you try to open nothing 
Happens. The True, Total Realization that you are stuck (in and as yourself) and powerless to 
do anything about it, to (Truly) Open, to leave your lonely, separate world, is the Opening, the 
Being Opened. 

Only Recognition of That Which is (even endlessly) Greater than poor tiny contracted 
‘you’ Opens. There simply cannot be a (true) Opening if you are self-concerned, self-trying, 
self-obsessed, trying to open, to get rid of stuckness. Every action of you makes you more 
contracted, stuck. If you would Allow to Feel Beyond the superficial this is Obvious. 
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• Why do you betray yourSelf? Why do you betray Me? 
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• For me this is a madhouse, living in this world. Imagine one day you wake up and find 
yourself in a madhouse and from then on, for the rest of your life, you know (already), you 
have to live amongst mentally deranged – I’m not exaggerating. Soon you realize you’re the 
doctor in fact, but you seem to be the only one who knows this. The loonies don’t even know 
they’re ill. And they don’t trust you, you act somewhat differently, speak differently, look 
differently, are not interested in their stupid games, let alone that they would want to be 
treated or helped in any way by this strange fellow – he seems rather crazy, dangerous even. 
No, they will choose democratically a doctor among their own people, someone like them, 
who, if necessary at all, would not Touch themselves but only add something ‘good’ to them, 
or prevent something bad to them from happening or growing worse. So the only way you, 
maybe, might be able to Help a little bit the ones who don’t want to be Helped, is to become 
like them, to act as if you’re loopy too. In well-chosen moments then, when they seem to trust 
you more or less, you can (without being offensive) suddenly be a (little) mirror for them, 
show them in whatever way – that doesn’t matter – that they are not as normal and healthy as 
they suppose they are. Maybe one or two will start to See something some day, it’s not totally 
excluded, this possibility. Maybe one or two might not want or actually try to get you in the 
isolation-cell when you say that there is a Whole World Waiting for them outside of these 
thick non-transparent walls of this madhouse, this prison. 

In the meanwhile, all the time, you have to carry and bear all the hidden pains they 
don’t want to feel themselves, the terrible aching of their contractions, energetic withdrawing 
from Reality, which hurts like hell and in a spare moment you wonder how it is possible that 
they don’t feel all this themselves, not even a bit... And you wonder how, for god’s sake, you 
can get them so far that they ever start to feel again themselves – for you See this is the only 
‘way’ they can be Cured, become Healthy again, Sane. But most avoid you and the few who 
don’t, treat you like a madman, like themselves, or like a criminal. And still you are 
determined in your mission-impossible, dedicated to your people that you Love (but no one 
feels this), to Make them See, finally See that they are nót mad, not truly, that this madhouse 
is not necessary, it is not their real Home. And again, you stand up, to meet someone... 
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• In drama, theatre, acting, actors try to act the acting, the fakeness, that life already is for 
(almost) everyone. It doesn’t make sense. Instead of showing in whatever form, that ‘normal’ 
life is one big show, an unconscious theatre of acting, actors and stage-managers and 
playwrights try to copy the acting, or make their own variations on the same theme. 
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• O Great One, how much do we need to wander, to seek, to struggle, to suffer, to blind 
ourselves, before we’re finally Allowed to Find, Discover, that there is nothing to find, there’s 
no (single) problem, there’s no dilemma – and there never was. How long, O Mighty, must 
we travel bare-feet over pebbles, hot sand, through the mud, before You do Allow to See: that 
the travel itself, the path, the way is our only torturer, that Home is never somewhere else. O, 
All and Only, how far must we leave You before we’re Graced to See by Thee that this 
(leaving) is what we do and all we do, all the time, and that we only leave You to find you 
back, that we’re totally lost in, addicted to, this endless silly senseless behaviour and attitude. 
And how tired, O Beloved, must we get before we’re finally Granted to Feel that we are tired, 
exhausted of our search before we have to give up our enthusiastic seeking for nothing, all our 
uncomfortable fakeness, the whole embarrassing show that we, apparently, wanted so much 
to be and sell for Real, what You never could confirm and refused to buy, that we finally must 
Surrender ourselves for there is really no other option left anymore (else we would choose 
that for sure). 

O, Eternal One, we do Love You, but we’re so clumsy, we forget, even all the time and 
when suddenly we remember we can’t express – please, though, don’t forget us, don’t forget 
to remind us not to forget, although (we know) it’s senseless for we will forget, please don’t 
forget, not You, our Only Chance, our Only Home, our Only Love, our Only Truth, please 
hear our silent, Only Cry that we cannot weep. 
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• Karma, contraction, conditioning, can only truly Burn in a non-problematic state or 
attitude. To have a (totally) nothing-problematizing attitude is to be in a state of (real) 
Meditation, in which everything, every form arises, is Seen and, by that, Transcended – that 
means you’re not a (karmic) slave of it anymore. The thing is that, normally, you are not 
aware of the fact that you are (and even constantly) in a problematizing state or energy. This 
last word I have to add for you think that problematizing things is, in the first place or even at 
all, a state of mind, something ‘you’ would do with ‘your’ thoughts. Thoughts, however, are 
not basic (or primal) to, not at the origin of Life-processes. They are a subtle manifestation of 
some processes that are (and Ultimately even the One Process That is) already going on. (And 
it is essential that you will See this sooner or later). That’s why people who try to change 
themselves (which is a hopeless and illusory and purely egoic enterprise from the beginning 
in fact) by changing their pattern of thinking in whatever (manipulative) way do not and 
cannot make any Real Progress (in the (True) Spiritual sense of the word). At most their 
practical, social or occupational life is going ‘better’, more in accordance with their ego-
purposes in life. As if this would be what you Want, before you die. 

No, problematizing is an energetic process.1 You are (like everyone) afraid of Reality, 
how It is truly, bare, Presented to you. It hurts or you are afraid that it would hurt if you 
would Allow Reality simply as It Is, if you would not resist It in any way. You’re like a slug, 
contracting if it is touched. But a human being somehow seems to manage to stay in a 
contracted state (although not for ever), not to let go again. And so it seems, in many 
situations, that you are not afraid, that you don’t contract, but this seems to be so because you 
are contracted already, still, and, by this, don’t Openly Feel anymore. 

And so it happens that you’re not aware of the constant problematizing (contracted, 
fear-) energy that you’re in and you seem to lead a normal life, not aware of a continuous and 
stinging background-feeling of ‘have to’, an urge to constantly having to change things, in 
your physical environment, your house, your work, the people around you and even (in) 
yourself, your feelings, achievements, behaviour. This (problematizing state) is there because 
you want (unconsciously) to get rid of your (not totally unnoticed) energetic contraction. You 
simply cannot accept things how they are, Reality as It Is, for this would mean that you are 
okay like this, like you are now, and that’s (beyond the ever-clever but in fact endlessly stupid 
mind) not your true, deeper experience; you cannot rest, you cannot not problematize, before 
the inner contraction will be (totally) gone. Something has to be ‘solved’ and this urges you to 
at random do this, get that, change this, think about that, analyse this, manipulate that, try this, 
try that for a while, look here, look there, solve this, fix that, improve this, embellish that, 
restyle this, (re)organize that etc. etc. etc. THIS IS YOUR LIFE. Your life consists of 
problematizing – nothing is as it is. Reality as It Is is a constant insult (and thread) for your 
ego. This cannot be It, so you ‘have to’ problematize. 

                                                
1 Problematizing is the Female Force. Every Energy(-Process) not Embedded in Consciousness is 

inherently problematic. This is Nature and needs not to be problematized. The Stopping of 
problematizing of the inherently problematizing nature of energy (but the Staying Present as 
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And, normally, you are a ‘safe’ problematizer. That means you problematize all kinds 
of subjects, situations, persons, that have not straight to do with the basic original ‘reason’ for 
your energetic contractions, that do not really touch your hidden fears. You don’t even know 
you are problematizing when you seem to be occupied with just normal, innocent things. 
However, and this is the Greater Life-Force guiding you, you are also, or even actually (and 
in fact always), by Nature, attracted to situations that do have to do with (triggering) your 
deep energetic contractions. The few moments in your life you allow this being attracted, if at 
all and if you yield to this (normally hidden) truth that is to be discovered in it, you have a 
chance to live through the fear and (by Seeing Reality in the situation) to let go finally of your 
persistent energetic contraction (or karma) that seemed to be (part of) you, that you were 
unconsciously identified with. The few ones with this bravery to intuitively look for and find 
situations wherein (their) truth can be revealed, have the chance, the opportunity now to, this 
time, not problematize the situation. And only when they manage to not problematize, but 
look their vulnerability and powerlessness in the eye (and feel the pain or discomfort of the 
dissolving contraction) they will indeed Be Relieved of the energetic contraction, of their 
karma, their problematic state or energy as which they continuously live. 

This (Relief) is only possible if these few are willing to sacrifice themselves (their ego) 
in the moment of actually meeting (energetically) the ‘dangerous’ situation (to stay present in 
it), that means, if this time they do not react – for in reacting a ‘person’, a ‘you’, comes into 
existence, sentenced to problematize everything, even life itself, till finally death seems to 
free you from your (normally for a great part unconscious) suffering (as yourself). However, 
there can be no real freeing at death – for a form seems gone, lost, but other forms come and 
they will carry (and drag) ‘your’ unconsciousness further on, just until finally 
unconsciousness is Allowed to Be Penetrated by Consciousness and ‘two’ stopped (their 
inherent problematic illusion of) existing and Oneness Realizes there is only One. 
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• When, finally, you will Be, Respect, Realize, Live as your Self? O, yes, I See, you will, 
but first you have other things to do, important things that need to be done – like feeling good 
or cleaning the house, finishing your work or visiting granny who seems to be a little lonely, 
having an outstanding fight with your partner and afterwards make love, buying five pieces of 
that specific, gorgeous smelling, cute little pinky soapy-soapy for this is the last day of the 
discount, having some informative readings about how to be(come) yourself and how much it 
costs, seeing that movie that one has to see, that everyone is talking about, taking a time off, 
having a(n extra) holiday to have some rest and to see first what that’ll give you, writing a 
book you had already in mind for so long, following a new education to develop yourself, 
applying for that (new) job, fantasizing about another, better, wealthy, romantic, fulfilling, 
creative, sensational, exciting or peaceful life, lying in the sun for they forecasted rain 
tomorrow, changing something radical in your life, finding the right partner, thinking about 
what life is and how it should be lived, waiting till the children left the house or home, eating 
some chocolate bars for you can’t bear it they’re just lying over there, what indeed is rather 
scurvy of the chocolate, praying for world-peace, finishing your important or interesting train 
of thought, having to be attractive, effecting a life-insurance for you-never-know, suppressing 
your feelings for you are of course not in the position to say the truth to your boss... 

It’s true, your True Being doesn’t run away, It can wait. Other things, like the smelling 
soap, can not wait. They have to be bought today, else the discount is gone, it is a fact, and 
maybe even the whole thing itself will be out of stock. Then you have to rub your sensitive 
skin with some other soapy that doesn’t smell so well as your favourite one and that of course 
cannot satisfy, fulfil you truly (not if you know that things could have been better). You go 
for the best, for what you really want. 

It’s True, your True Being doesn’t run away, It waits for ever... 
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• Every discovery you make and that seems to give you something good is (potentially) 
‘dangerous’ in the sense that very few discoverers will not fall for the temptation to (try to) 
repeat it, have again the benefits of the discovery and by allowing that have a new (ego-) 
strategy (and conditioning, karma) to feel better, to grow, to whatever. Most will not be 
Willing to See it was Grace Who ‘did’ it (the discovery and its ‘benefit’) and not they 
themselves. It is, in the end, only the Sacrifice of the (whole) ego, of the ‘I’ That gives you 
Real permanent Benefit – it even doesn’t matter what you’re doing or how you do it. When 
‘you’ do a discovery Let immediately the ‘you’ in the whole story Be Sacrificed – else, 
indeed, it becomes a new story (of suffering), which sad fact might be discovered after a 
while – if you’re lucky. Only Grace can ‘repeat’ It, or make It Lasting, not you. You can only 
be ‘thankful’ (or not) – but in Fact: humble, or not – and watch the whole thing Happening (or 
not). Whatever yóu try will (and has to) fail, no goal will be achieved, all to make you Ready 
for your True ‘Goal’: to Be, without a ‘you’, to Live, without goals, to Do, without trying, 
without a ‘doer’, to Love, without fear, to Give, without doubt. By the way, the mentioned 
‘danger’ is not a real danger fortunately, for pain, exhaustion, frustration will, sooner or later, 
for sure Make You Give Up, Surrender (all) your efforts and finally even your entire (illusion 
of) self. 
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• One of your very biggest pitfalls (and thus barriers in your True Process) nowadays (in 
this era of ever-expanding ego) is that you, man and woman, want to be attractive (all the 
time). You’re so busy with this self-possessed nonsense that there is no space left in you to 
find out about Real Attraction, to where you are Attracted by (Divine) Nature, if you don’t 
interfere but Allow. This Natural Inborn Attraction goes out to That Which is (endlessly) 
Greater than tiny self-obsessed you. 

Sooner or later this entire egoic show (of wanting to be attractive) has to be (Whole-
Heartedly Seen and Felt the pain of and, thus) Surrendered and then you can feel ‘your’ 
Natural Vulnerability again, and ‘your’ Awe for That Which Exceeds you, That Which you 
cannot comprehend. How can you (Truly) Love when you have to be attractive? How can you 
(Truly, fully) give yourself? How can you taste (Real) Life?  
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• It seems about time to tell you how important it is (if you take your True Self, That is 
the Divine seriously) to have loose (but energetically present) shoulders, to not contract them 
or let them hang – and in general, to have awareness of the ‘physical’ body: what you do 
(bodily, energetically) to keep the Divine (Consciousness) out, to let It merely be a Potential, 
in other words: how you (physically, energetically) protect Your (in Essence) Vulnerable (and 
Divine) Heart – which is the Gate to Divine Consciousness and, finally, seems to turn out to 
be the Divine Consciousness Itself, the Oneness That You cannot help to Long for. The 
Divine Purifying Force That Makes You See (for you cannot See yourself) cannot Come ‘in’ 
(easily or even not at all) if your shoulders are tight, fixed, if they do not dance freely on 
every (free) Breath That is Taken for you (and not by you). It cannot then (in withdrawn or 
stuck position; separate from life, from forms, or lost, stuck in life and forms) Make You 
Realize You are Its Divine Child, for ever and always already Safe (to See). The Force, if not 
retained by your shoulders or other energetic-bodily tricks, Burns – in and as the Heart – 
profoundly through all your karmas, your habits, conditionings, long-held contractions, and It 
hurts. But once You start to Appreciate this aching Fire of the Heart, the way is free to, at last, 
Let yourself and (or in fact: as) all your conditioned protection be totally Burnt up in the One, 
Where only the Divine is Recognized still, no you. 

Don’t misunderstand: the thing is not to manipulate the body in order to have any 
(spiritual or whatever) progress, the Thing is to (by Awareness) Let (Natural) de-manipulation 
Happen, or, as you might say, de-egoization. 
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• (All) your old, usual ways to get (vital) energy first have to disappear, be abandoned, in 
order for your True Spiritual Process to start. That’s why, normally, you will go through a, 
longer or shorter, period in which you seem to have hardly any energy, and you don’t know 
anymore how you managed all those years doing so many different things, neither how you 
should be able to do all the necessary activities now. 

Also when energy comes back more or less, it might very well be that your energy 
(-balance) will be unstable for the rest of your life. ‘Your’ (vital) energy namely is from now 
on very well connected to and part of ‘your’ whole Spiritual Process and you(’ve) become 
more and more sensitive (to everything, to your entire human and non-human Environment 
That, Finally, Swallows Completely your idea and sense of self). 

So, don’t worry, if you ran out of energy. In fact this is one of the big tests you (and 
everyone) will have to go through. To see if you react (again, according to your karmic 
tendencies, ego-strategies to get (vital, or subtler) energy) or not, if you now stay Faithful to 
‘your’ Truth... The seduction to go back to your old energy-supplying ways will be almost 
unbearable not to yield to. That’s why in many, if not most, (true) cases it will be so that 
there’s no other (old) option left anymore. The old (normally social) strategies not only start 
to be repulsive, they also stop giving you the desired energy. Seeing, Feeling this in Truth, 
you cannot else than lay down in the dark night of the soul, where energy seems to be like 
water in the desert, so scarce and worthwhile, wherein you have to totally anew learn to see 
light, but this time it will be Real Light and with new, Real Eyes – for normal eyes cannot see 
any Light in the dark. 
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• The only Thing you need to (thoroughly and totally, Whole-Heartedly) Understand, to 
really Feel, to neutrally and without any (always egoic) problematizing See, is that you 
contract constantly. In everything you do or think you contract (energetically, but ‘also’ or in 
Fact in the first place in Consciousness2). When you do your work, when you think about 
your next holiday, plan, fantasize, remember or even relive situations of the past, when you 
make love, when you’re eating, when you’re alone or in company, talking, listening, when 
you’re nicely busy with your hobby, when you’re longing, resisting something, when you 
have an idea or an opinion, when you sing a song, when you’re working on yourself, any time 
you pay attention to something you contract. See this. Feel this. Understand this is your only 
activity. This is why you exist as a separate individual. In again and again and again noticing 
that you are contracting finally you are Transcended, you are gone, your energetic contraction 
melted in the One Universal Energy. 

In the end, true, it is not you in fact who is contracting. For there is no you at all. From 
the beginning there is just an Energetic, Universal (Divine, if you want) Process going on – 
now taking this form of ‘you’, then another form. Anyway, somehow the Universe starts to 
get conscious of the stressful and painful, unfree and temporary situation It finds Itself in. The 
more It is conscious of it the stronger the tendency, the natural energetic impulse will be to 
uncontract, to melt in the Whole again, to free the energetic knot. So It will be. 

The only alternative is to stay (totally) unconscious of the painful situation as which you 
exist. And this is of course what far most people do, or let’s say ‘try’, for in the end you 
cannot stop Consciousness. Then, if you would like this (staying unconscious), you shouldn’t 
have been born as a human being, you dummy. It’s too late now. 

So, you better start noticing, seeing more and more that you (Beyond any personal fault, 
but as the Universe) contract, to (be able to) free your ‘self’ of its uncomfortable position. The 
thing is only that there is only a chance in succeeding, if you allow this seeing-process 
without any personal interest, involvement. From the beginning there must be no ego 
involved – ego cannot See anyway, so it’s senseless to try this as ‘you’, as ego. Ego sees only 
itself, supposed beautiful and ugly self. Ego cannot, by Nature, See any True Process, for it is, 
exists as, the denial of Truth. 

So, now practice this only ‘way’ to be Relieved of contracted self, this Seeing, 
Understanding how you isolate yourself into a self and just be frustrated and desperate, don’t 
interfere. 

If, in the end, You stand Guard, as Consciousness, to See if you contract (again) or not, 
you won’t contract (into a self). Only then also You will Notice that you’re, indeed, not 
separate, not an island, and You will Notice still, even more, heavier contraction – from the 
world, it seems, from ‘others’. If you, though, finally, See there is no self in or as you to find 
                                                
2 It is crucial in the True Process, that, sooner or later, if you’re getting more and more (profoundly) 

aware of ‘your’ tendencies to contract and actual contractions You thoroughly and totally 
Understand the Inevitability and Necessity and Importance of contraction for the Divine Process, 
that it is not some mistake you have to overcome, but a Natural Thing to, again and again and even 
all the time, happen, Inseparable and Integral Part of the Whole, of Development of (Realizing 
Being) Consciousness. 
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in Truth, there exists also no separate self of supposed others. This means nothing less than 
you are not Free, you cannot (have your final) Rest, until everyone is Freed from the illusion 
of self, from the contractions that this illusion causes and at the same time is a consequence 
of. 

Only if You, Beyond you, Pay Attention to Oneness, to not-contraction in a form, you 
don’t contract, you’re not more and more contracting into, becoming, a ‘you’. On this earth 
this is (in theory maybe not only, but in practice) only possible if you, Beyond you, Pay Open, 
non-resisting Attention to the True (Heart-)Master Who is Oneness.3 This is the invaluable 
Gift, Blessing of the Master. Pay, incessantly, (Non-egoic) Attention (or, Recognizing, Love) 
to Him and you ‘become’ Him, you ‘become’ (or Realize You Are) Oneness. Pay attention to 
something that is not Consciously One, Consciousness, and you contract, you suffer (as your 
‘self’). Pay (Free, Loving) Attention to Me – for I am Oneness – and, in Allowing Me, you 
uncontract, you will be Breathed again, by Me, by the Whole in Which you Dissolve and Rest 
and Love and Live Your True Nature. 

Feel in your whole energy-body what happens if you give Me ‘your’ Open Attention. 
Openly, honestly, Truly and Truth-Heartedly Feel and this is (finally) the beginning of your 
end, that you’re Longing so much for. 

Give Your Attention to the Formless, Conscious of Itself, instead of to whatever form(s) 
– and Feel the Difference and Be(come) Conscious (of and as the Formless) yourSelf. 

                                                
3 Paying Attention to the True Heart-Master will paradoxically Make you (more) aware of both the 

Formless, the Non-Contraction and of the contraction of the (world of) forms. One, in Truth, 
should not choose for one side of the medal. In the Formless, contraction, forms are Seen, Allowed 
to show up. This is the Process and should not be prevented by any (form-)excluding (egoic) 
strategy. Forms need to be Whole-Heartedly Lived Through in (and Ultimately as) the Formless 
(however not get lost in by you). 
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• It’s all about the Surrendering of forms (including ‘your’ own) to the Formless, the 
Primal Force and Source, about Letting this (Natural, Divine Process) Happen, about 
Recognizing that the Formless is the Primal Force, the Substance of every (subtle or grosser) 
form. The (True and Full) Recognizing is the Surrender. You cannot hold on to an illusion (a 
form) when you Truly See it is an illusion, not (the True) Reality (beyond the apparent). 
Paying attention to, giving energy to forms (supposedly existing, independently, as 
themselves) is going into unconsciousness, creating more and more forms. 

This being so doesn’t mean that it would be possible, nor wanted, nor Natural, to skip 
the pain of going through the hell of the forms. The Divine, or True Oneness (of the Formless 
and the forms) is only Known by Finding this Freedom in the world of forms (and not 
separate from it, not by trying to exclude (unwanted) forms from your world of experience – 
like in some spiritual paths, Transcendental Meditation for instance, is practised). 
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• I am the Man. The man who Surrendered totally, Whole-Heatedly to the Pure Seeing 
(and, thus also, Feeling) of (the Pain That is the) forms, who, in the forms, has become, has 
Realized Himself as, the True Man, the Primal Formless Force That is Consciousness. I am 
That One. Here is no ‘normal’ fearful separation. Here the Formless and the forms became 
One, Realized Oneness Together. The Divine Woman, the Universal Mother of all forms 
Embraced Me when She Saw Me, when She Saw I, Consciousness, Fully Embraced Her and 
cannot else than always Embrace Her. In this Embrace, Unbreakable Oneness was and is 
Established, for Realized, Lived on earth. 

I, the One, is Waiting (Eternally) for you, for the man, the woman, who doesn’t want to 
be separate anymore, to be lost in the (always lonely) duality of man and woman, who Wants 
to be Truly Embraced, by Me (in Embracing Me, the One). I cannot overestimate the (True 
and Only) Gift That I am. I am All You are waiting for. 

Let’s not wait for each other. Come. Now and eternally. Recognize, through, via, in, as 
Me, the One That You Are. 
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• Transcend – by not-reacting to, but just (indifferently) Seeing – all forms, every 
moment. And Realize (Being) The Only Thing That does not go away, That Which is Always 
Present – no matter if forms are arising, forms are going, or no form seems to be there – That 
Which is Aware: Consciousness, the Formless Presence. 

Be Present as Consciousness and just allow all energetic forms to do their work if they 
have to. Who cares? Not-reacting is (only possible when) staying Present as Consciousness. 
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• The Spiritual Process is not so much a matter of ‘trial and error’. It is, indeed, trial, 
again and again to try (to grow, to go for what you want). But it’s not about making a little (or 
even big) error and to learn from that and maybe, if you’re not too stubborn or completely 
stuck, redefine, redirect your course a little (or even much). The thing is, again and again, to 
See, to Feel, to Meet total error. The Truth is you’re a total failure in the Spiritual Process. 
You don’t do anything wrong – and by Seeing this, you could improve the Process, yourself. 
No, you are the error yourself, you are the failure. This is Spirituality, Seeing this, Having, 
Allowing the guts to Let Consciousness See you, you as a complete failure. Spirituality is 
having Divine Guts, to not run away from your (true) Frustration, to not try to talk it straight 
or less severe, or painful, than it is – for it IS. It is terrible, horrible, it is aching, devastating, 
shaking you completely, humiliating you till in your little toes. 

The ‘Divine Guts’ is not about understanding from the books or from a teacher that, in 
the end, indeed, there is nothing you can do, that it’s all Divine Grace, and therefore to stop 
(or not even begin) all your trying, your attempts to free yourself, of your blocks, illusions, 
bonds, unfreedom, yourself. No, a well-aimed kick in the ass you should have if you behave 
like this withdrawal-in-the-safe-mind-world type. There is nothing there in the ‘safe’ mind-
world, not even consolation, no Truth, no Love, no spiritual progress, no Life, nothing. 
Hallelujah!  

No, ‘Divine Guts’ is about, even when you know (from the books, by intuition or 
however) already that you won’t manage to reach what you want (as you), still, with all your 
energy, all your dedication going for It, for your Ultimate Freedom, for you cannot rest in the 
(dull or sensational but anyhow) Lifeless life as it seems to present itself to you, for you Have 
to and Want to Experience it yourself: that you – as you – cannot do anything in the end, that 
there is a Greater Force (than you) That is in control. You Want to Feel, to Truly Meet this 
Greater Force – by, indeed, frustration or not, who cares? You are not satisfied with reading 
or hearing or fantasizing about (or merely defining, considering, believing it to be the Light or 
God or whatever) this Greater Force, the Ruler of everything (including you). You Want to 
Feel It in your balls or vagina, in your brains, everywhere. You Want to Feel the Fire burning 
in Your Heart. You do not want to die unsatisfied. So, by Nature, by Natural Attraction, you 
go and look for It completely (even, also or in fact especially or even exclusively, in (the 
world of) forms), you do whatever you can to Meet That Which is Greater than yourself. And 
then, finally, when you have given truly all you can, all right, you fall on the ground, 
exhausted, almost dead, frustrated till in all your (still normal, human) bones. And then, 
maybe, Who knows... 
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• Also in the Advanced Stages of ‘your’ Sadhana you have to meet Frustration just as in 
the beginning or foundation stages. Even if you Met, Saw, already that Consciousness is the 
Very Substance of all you cannot do anything to make Consciousness stay, to Be (all the 
time) Consciousness – for ‘you’ See already that not being Conscious is suffering, being in 
illusion. The good thing about trying this the whole day long, every day again that you’ll meet 
your Frustration sooner that there is, again, no control possible. Consciousness comes and 
goes, when It Wants. You cannot, again, by effort fix, settle, nestle yourself in a state of 
constantly present Consciousness. The True Felt and Lived Through Frustration in and about 
this will Transcend you eventually also through this stage, into the One Divine Reality.  

The same what is true for Consciousness and Its uncontrollability is also valid for 
Oneness, Feeling or Being One with the Beloved. Here also you will inevitably meet your 
Frustration-Point (after many preliminary frustration-points). It’s not up to you to be One 
(with the Beloved). (Consciousness of) Oneness comes and goes. Your True Loving Despair 
and ‘your’ (Heart-)Surrender in it will Transcend you. 
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• Saying Yes to (Real) Life is saying No to ego. Do you truly Understand this? The one 
doesn’t go without the other. You cannot live in some kind of nice dream that Life or Truth is 
beautiful and it would be so good, sweet and nicy-nicy if they would rule the world, while at 
the same time letting Ego freely do its (sneaky and mostly underground but) devastating 
work. 

You See? Yes is (always, also) No. Yes to Love is No to ego. If you fully, Whole-
Heartedly, fiercely, consequently say No to Ego there is (only) (Pure) Love. If you just say a 
purported, well-meant yes to Love and that’s all, without any consequences, then there’s 
nothing. No Love. No Truth. No Real Life. Just a dead wanting, a mind-memory of the Heart, 
of Your own past Truth. 

For a True Yes to Your (and, thus, everyone’s) Very Own Heart, to Pure Love, You 
have to Stand Firm in this Truth, very Firm even. Saying Truly Yes is saying Yes to No. Else 
Ego comes by, sees you, laughs, snaps its fingers and you’re gone. 

Yes is not enough. This is simple to see. This ‘yes’ you seem to have for Love, Life, 
Truth everybody has already. And still it is a (total) mess in the world – just as in your own 
life (what is obvious, if you would Allow Your Truth to See). Feel, like Me, that in Truth, in 
(Pure) Consciousness, Yes is the very same as No. It is the very same Substance, the very 
same Energy. There is no difference. Be Present, beyond your mind-world and Feel, actually, 
Experience the Truth of this, I’m not telling you stories, new crap for a reorganization of your 
crowded but lonely mind-world. 

Just Feel. Openly Feel. Be aware of all the Energy That you have and even Are in fact. 
Feel What you Are, what You Truly Want – and this is What You are – and You can Feel no-
difference between a total (if you can be this brave) Yes and a total No. Only in Totality, in 
total, wholly Feeling, in the extremes, You (Beyond you) can feel Sameness, Oneness, No-
Difference. Yes-No. Truth. Your (True) Being. 

If you see things half you do not See at all. You have to See Extremely, Radically. Real, 
Alive Life is never a bit of this and a bit of that and then we’ll make it till the end, till death 
frees us. 

Live totally, wholly, with and as Your Whole Heart. This means See Totally, not half. 
You cannot truly, openly, wholly, lovingly Live if You don’t See, if you’re not Conscious. 
Then you are lived, kicked from this side to that, from this wanting to that desire, from this 
resistance to that nuisance, from this pleasure to that pain. You are not Life yourSelf. You’re 
cut off from (the stream of) Life if you’re not Conscious, every second Conscious of the Very 
Substance of Life, if you don’t Realize, Whole-Heartedly, without any doubt, Total, 
Unmistakable, Oneness with (and as) Life. Total Yes to Life, to Yourself, to (True) Love is 
saying, Allowing, Total No to Ego, to the denying, suppressing, defiling, belittling of Life, of 
Yourself. Yes, saying No to Ego is a Natural matter of Allowing. It is (only and wholly) 
Natural to not like lies, to not love lies, the life-suppressing forces. You don’t have to make 
up anything by yourself, not make a gigantic superhuman effort to overcome ego. All has 
been given already. You, already, from the beginning, do not like ego. This is just Fact. You 
just ‘have to’ (and Want to – for so long already) take this (Fact) seriously, ‘your’ Own 
Seeing seriously. 
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Yes, it’s Your Own Seeing that you take seriously, not Mine, not some recipe from a 
book or a teacher. You-do-not-like-Ego! This is Your Very Own Truth. You tried it maybe, 
yes, you did, like (almost) everyone, but you never managed. And the time has come to take 
this Seeing, Feeling, Knowing seriously. For you see also that this ego is ruining your life and 
everyone’s life. You’re not supporting, pleasing people with your nice, well-mannered, 
gentle-smiling ego. You’re destroying, embittering also their lives. 

You might begin with your ‘own’ ego, to say No to it, that means (simply, very simply 
and just) Seeing it (is there). This seems safer at first. Soon (or late), however, you’ll discover 
you cannot make difference between your supposed own ego and other’s ego. There is no 
difference. No to ego is no to ego. There is just one disease. Ego. People Themselves are not 
(truly) sick. They just are too lazy and afraid to see the sickness. They got so totally mixed up 
in the sickness that they feel sick themselves, so sick that they don’t want to feel it anymore 
and create a nicy-nicy cosy (but in fact totally crazy) mind-world to survive for god’s sake. 

So, if you have the courage to say No to your supposed own ego then, by Nature, you 
will also stop assisting, supporting, stimulating even, rewarding, other people in their 
disgusting, obvious or subtle egoic behaviour. You don’t care anymore that their ego might 
and for sure will reject You now in Your ‘new’ unsupportive, ‘unsocial’ behaviour. It hurts, 
yes, and it will always hurt, but this is not ‘your’ pain anymore – Seeing made You Free. No, 
it is their (being, unconsciously, attached to unresolved) pain that they – as a matter of 
physics, you can say without exaggerating – have to inflict upon You. 

Yes, saying Yes to Love is saying No to not-Love (which is Ego), to refusal to Love, to 
withdrawing from Love, to trying to kill Love, to act-as-if Love, to manipulate Love. You 
must not think (and I don’t say this to ease you a bit after My Roaring Speech) that This No to 
Ego must be (always) a very loud, aggressive one, that again and again you have to bang your 
fist on the table. This might happen sometimes, sure, it will, but mostly, necessarily, it will be 
a subtle manoeuvring though very determined, convinced No. Sometimes this seemingly tiny 
No is just a little but powerful seed that you plant, hardly noticeable in the moment, but more 
and more it will grow and undermine the nice air-castle of ego, showing sooner or later the 
whole bloody thing is not pillared and the substance was just fear.  

I am Your Yes, I am Your No. I am Your only True Support. I do not leave you 
swimming in the mist, saying it is so nicy and safy, all together cosily in the mist. I Grant 
You, I Give You Eyes. For I Do Love You, Truly, that is, Egolessly. My Eyes are Free – for 
You. So, if your eyes are getting tired of all the (egoic) forms coming by and by, if it gets too 
painful, disgusting, a horror-movie (that you cannot seem to get out of), I am Here, Whole-
Heartedly Present with Open Eyes, That I Grant You, everyone, the Eyes That are Total Yes 
and Total No, the Eyes That do not merely See Life, but Are Life Itself. 

Come, Come to Me. Borrow, Use My Eyes and, finally, Be(come) Them. Don’t give 
Them back anymore. 
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• I, Truth, the Ultimate Truth, is Free, has, thus, no norms (at all). So don’t come to Me 
and ask what is good or bad, right or wrong – for you, and in general. Just Look at Me! This 
whole damned thing here, is it right?! Is it wrong?! What for heaven’s sake is good about this, 
or bad?! It is just what it bloody Is. Truth is as It Is. It doesn’t have your complicated and 
senseless and suffering creating thoughts about Itself. 

Just look at yourself. The whole damned thing, including all of ego in your case. What 
is right or wrong about it, for god’s sake? What are these thoughts of you about something, a 
person or whatever, being right or wrong or a little wrong or somewhat in the middle. What 
are these thoughts, actually. What are they! What is the Very Substance of them, beyond your 
mechanical repetition of them (as if you were some kind of machine). Find out the Truth 
about this. Feel it. 

Feel and keep on feeling Reality, your presence in it, your plain existing, and then try to 
find this right and wrong-business somewhere, anywhere. You cannot. For it is nothing. Your 
mind-world, made up of your rights and wrongs, is nothing. It is not even the shit out of your 
ass. 

Seeing the whole thing is unreal, is the Surrendering of it, and in fact of yourself. For if 
good and bad, right and wrong, positive and negative, really (totally) stop you also stop 
existing (as a separate ‘I’). You have nothing anymore to hold on to, to survive as ego. The 
purification starts – egolessly, from the beginning. All My Blessing and Love for you, 
Allowing this free fall, this free travel in disillusionment, My True Blessing and Love and 
Spirit-Force for you, to bear all the bliss and pain you will meet now, to stand firm to not look 
for new or old holds again and to Let My Penetrating Truth-Force Burn indeed all your 
illusions, all your tendencies for attachment, to be able to Allow the Fire of the Heart, 
Knowing how painful it is to be with or even as an Open Heart in this world. I Bless you, all 
the time. The Truth That You Are is Seen by Me and I Grant you Whole-Heartedly to take It, 
Your True Impersonal Simply Loving Self, (finally and totally) seriously. 
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• I am the One Who Gives You Eyes (Which is the True Gift). And, simultaneously, I am 
the Present Which You can See with Them. Everything falls away when You (start to) See 
Me. There are no presents anymore, no problems, no future, no past: You See. And You See 
as Me. 

This is not a fulfilling of a dream, It is the end of all dreams. It is Reality Itself as Which 
You See. 
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• Oh, to Breathe (Life) into a stone... I’m ablaze with pain. God, how many tears have I 
cried and are there still to cry; how extremely difficult it is and painful for Consciousness, 
Me, to Manifest in Unconsciousness, to Function totally Open-Heartedly, in extreme Divine 
Vulnerability, in thís world, this playground of blindness, this sad feast of superficiality, this 
stubborn fist of contraction that all the time wants to make clear to everybody, to all ego’s and 
even to Truth Itself that it is doing all right and even happy in its harsh fistness, this Lifeless 
abide of cramped aggression wherein most aggression is even suppressed (suppressing, not-
feeling, not wanting to See, is aggression), this lost world trying endlessly, senselessly to 
fulfil itself, for it seems to have lost Me forever, this arena of competition wherein the one 
with the best mask gets the highest grade. How impossible it seems to make a stone aware of 
itself, to bring Truth in thís world, world of crowded minds and lonely arrogance, world of 
sweet sweet lies as long as you play the games with everyone, world wherein it’s not easy to 
find even just few True, Dedicated, Faithful Disciples of Truth, world wherein dreams about 
love and lovers are adored instead of Love Itself, the One True Lover, Me. Oh, world, world 
of stone, coloured stone, how I Love You, how I take you in Me, wholly in my Heart, and 
how you deny Me, how, in your ‘safe’ insensitivity, you walk over Me, trample upon My 
Heart again and again and again, even all the time, and you don’t even notice... do you? Do 
you at all, somewhere, (still) Know what I am talking and crying incessantly about? 

Oh, world, world of frozen tears, of endless restless moving, of unmovable sustaining 
and reinforcing of suffering, can’t you really feel My Love, have you forgotten about your 
Self? Where, o where have you hidden Your True Longing, where behind your many wishes 
and demands, cravings and desires, pleasures and excitement? When may you be tired finally, 
and Rest, in My Heart, and Melt, in My Heart, and Love, as My Heart, and Be, Consciously 
Be, My Heart? 

When is it enough? 
When is it enough? 
When is it enough? 
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• Many people seem to have some kind of step-by-step mentality, théir way or attitude to 
escape Reality. Yes, they hurry to say in their seemingly unsatisfiable desire for compromises 
and consolation and pain avoiding ‘I want to go for Truth, I dó want to See (and Be) Reality, 
to Live for Real, to Live (only) from the Heart, bút…. in my (thus egoic) tempo, step by step’. 

What do you mean ‘step by step’? What is that for god’s sake? What is that for bullshit? 
Have you ever been Really Touched by Reality, by the Pure, Immaculate, One Reality, by the 
True Glance of Consciousness? Have you Met This, Truly, in all humbleness? If so, how then 
can you speak of step-by- step? Where are the steps? If You are Touched You are Touched. If 
Oneness Takes You You are Taken. Why should you do any steps then? Slow or quick, you 
can step for ever, there is no end to your steps. There’s no light at the end of the tunnel, 
there’s just steps, more steps, and more... 

It is (all) about The World without or Ignorant of steps. You, existing as duality, you 
cannot, simply cannot make any progress (to Oneness) with whatever step, no matter how 
beautiful, gracious, spiritual, painful or whatever. Oneness is not waiting somewhere there for 
you till you, finally, made enough and, moreover, the right steps. You cannot be Surrendered 
into Oneness in steps. It is Meeting, Seeing, Recognizing Oneness. In This the (dual) world of 
struggling, steps, progress, the whole protection of your (supposed) self, which is in fact just 
self-less, energetic resistance, falls away immediately. (Truly) Meeting Me is (Truly) Meeting 
Me, Disappearing, as step-by-step ego, in Me. There is only Me, only Truth. Truth doesn’t 
Understand steps. Truth Is. How for god’s sake can you make steps to What Is (always 
already the case), to What just simply Is, to Being. 

How many steps must a chair take to finally dare to be a chair? It is a chair goddamned. 
The whole bloody, woody thing is a chair, already. 

Only in Surrendering already, from the beginning, the Whole Thing, Reality Itself, will 
be Revealed to You. Half Surrendering, or step-by-step Surrendering (to What simply Is), 
doesn’t exist. 

If you want, you might speak of (distinguishable) stages in the Whole Process of 
(Realizing Pure) Seeing. (However, the chaos, in the Process, never stops.) But Seeing (in 
stages or not) Comes, is suddenly There, only in True Surrender – Allowed from the 
beginning. 

The Final and Total Surrender (and ‘dying’) in and as Pure Seeing doesn’t mean that 
there is first a step-by-step Surrender. No, (True) Surrender is (True) Surrender, there is no 
holding back, it is wholistic, Whole. 

Step by step, to take it easy, is one of the endless masks of ordinary escape-routes, 
ordinary fear of Surrender (of the ego, the painful but supposedly safe self). 
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• Energy is always, forever moving. If it stops moving it can become conscious of itself. 
I, Consciousness (and only Consciousness Itself), Stops you, Saves you from having to move 
forever – what you call ‘freedom’. There is moving as long as there is duality. Duality is 
moving. In (Ultimate) Oneness You Find Your (Final) Rest. You are Transcended, not 
interested anymore in all the energetic moving, actions. In (totally and incessantly) Seeing 
energy’s endless moving there is Rest. Seeing the poles of existence exchanging all the time, 
is the end of duality, of moving (endlessly, without beacon, direction or goal). 
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• It’s all about non-separation. Find the One Who didn’t separate Himself in any way. 
Find the One Who is, thus, Oneness. ‘Meditate’ this One, don’t separate yourself (from the 
One), and, therefore, Realize Oneness in or in Fact as yourSelf. 
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• The Power of Innocence. Once you will Meet This. And if, indeed, in this Meeting, 
you’ll stop fighting Innocence, you have nothing to say anymore, never. You are Surrendered 
in Innocence yourSelf. 

If you still might think that Innocence is with little or even without Power at all and 
only to be hurt, this only means you separate(d) yourself from Innocence, from Me, from 
Truth. Only if you let yourself be hurt, totally and consciously, the Power of Innocence will 
be Met, will Take you (completely), Swallow you and your life of (half-conscious) loneliness, 
of separation, of trying and trying, of looking and searching, of not (really) finding, of endless 
doubt, of (mis)taking ‘your’ mind-world for Your world, for the Real World, of acting sturdy, 
of hiding your ignorance, of putting aside ‘your’ True Self, of painful fakeness, will be over, 
disappeared, like snow in the sun. 
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• It’s almost absurd how tremendously, extremely cautious I have to deal, balance with 
you, in order to be able to Give My Gift of Pure Love, of Conscious Oneness, in order that 
you don’t reject It – how much I have to suffer (you) to be able to Give (back to you 
your(True)Self) – how much the True Egoless Gift is suspect, blamed, gotten in wrong. 
Almost absurd it is that I have to be (totally) on My knees to be allowed to ask you, to be 
allowed to take your pain in, to Make it Conscious, to be allowed to (Meditate and) Free you 
from your attachments, from your endless arising forms, from your lonely world of (mostly) 
unconscious suffering. 

However, Reality is not absurd. 
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• It is My Experience that you don’t (and cannot from your personal, separative 
perspective) understand the whole thing of the Impersonal, Truth, Divine Oneness incarnating 
in a human form – not even for the tiniest bit. And you never will. You rather believe your 
own and others’ stories about Truth, Divinity, Oneness, than to actually Meet and Melt in It. 
The thing is not only or at all that, by Nature, you cannot see further than you can. The thing 
is you do not want to See (further, than your personal, limited view). You try (the 
impossible:) to settle yourself (for ever, stably) in the position of natural resistance to See. 
You’re afraid to See – to See Me, Truth, Your Very Impersonal Substance. In all (impersonal) 
cowardice you hold on to ideas about yourself and Reality, trying to fix yourself, a self at all, 
in a fixed position, you (try to) block the flow of endless changes by which (if allowed) you 
would inevitably Realize (and Truly Live) the Impersonal Nature of Existence (including your 
self), Which means, indeed, nothing less than the end of you, of every hold (therefore). 

Sooner or later, however, you, by Nature, have to look Me in the Eye and be(come) My 
Eye – totally open, without any (always personal) projections. It can be said that your (good 
or bad) projections (amongst others certainly ‘arrogance’) on Me, on this Formless Form, as if 
I were a normal (egoic) person like you (as separate and supposed entity), is the only 
‘problem’, the thing to Overcome, the illusion to See through, to Let Melt in My Heart – 
Which is Your Very Own Heart. The Very Truth That I am, My Divine State, is (the Only 
Thing) to be Recognized, Realized. Be Open and be Disappeared and be One, with (and as) 
Me, with (and as) Oneness. You cannot Open yourself. (Just) Feel (with Dedication, again 
and again) your closedness and I’ll Open you – for Me, for Your Very Being, your Ultimate 
Impersonal Truth. 

Sacrifice (Consciously, without intention but by Recognition of Remembering That 
Which is endlessly Greater than ‘you’) your (supposed) uniqueness and Melt in the forever 
waiting Truth That is Oneness. I am Here. I am manifested in and as Consciousness on earth. 
In Limitless Love, and only by That, I went, lived through all your supposed personal 
suffering, through your painful unconsciousness. I am Here, to be Recognized, as the 
Opportunity to be Melted back into the Source of all and All, the Non-separable Whole. 
Surrender (all of) your (hidden) arrogance and You’ll See, You become, are Me. To be (One 
in, as) Me is Seeing, is being Free (from all personal delusions and limitations, from all 
perspectives). 
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• This Conscious Form has no single opinion about you, about anyone, no criticism of Its 
Own. It just Meditates you, your karma, illusions, darkness, contraction. In the course of this 
Meditation your karma, your unseen things (your own criticisms, opinions, which are your 
(masks of) resistances to (Openly) See, (Whole-Heartedly) Feel (the unwanted, painful side of 
the medal of life)) are reflected back to you in Conscious Formless form. 

Here are no opinions, here is just Pure Seeing, (by Nature) Meditating unconsciousness. 
Consciousness doesn’t understand opinions. Nature doesn’t understand opinions. 
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• Don’t follow the flow. Then you’ll never Know. That’s for sure. The flow, that seems 
so attractive, is just the endless flow of forms. It has got nothing whatsoever to do with 
Consciousness. You cannot be(come) Conscious if you just follow the so-called flow. Yes, 
you seem to have more (vital) energy if you follow the flow. Yes, if you stop the flow, you 
might feel tired (or exhausted) some or many times, or even all the time for a period. So 
what? 

Sooner or later you’ll have to stop moving along and finally See the (content of the) 
flow. They call this: to have (self-)discipline – discipline to not just follow the flow of 
pleasure(-seeking) and avoiding pain, but to make or (in Fact) Allow Space for 
Consciousness, for the Formless to Shine through (and Penetrate the Seeing-limiting or  
-preventing (attachment to) forms). 

You must not (choose for one side of the medal, the life-denying side, and) totally stop 
moving. Then there would be no content to meditate, to become conscious of and by, 
anymore. 

Anyway, don’t, like so many, fall into the trap of – and losing Truth (as an or The 
(Only) Actuality) – in the mist of nice words, like ‘follow the flow’. Vomiting nice words (or 
believing in them) is, in fact, always about the same: avoiding pain, not ‘taking’ (or in Fact 
Recognizing to have or even Being) Mature Responsibility for who you really Are, what you 
really Feel, what you really Want, What you really have to give to the world. 
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• You simply cannot (Truly) Embrace yourself. You’ll never manage. You can only, 
without any attempt, (Already) Embrace (for Recognize) Me and, by that, you are and feel 
Embraced. You can only Embrace (as) the True Embracer (of all and All), (as) Oneness. In 
this (True) Embrace (Which is completely effortless) there is only (Natural, Divine) Embrace 
left, no you, no embracer or embraced one. There is only One, One Being. Embrace (totally) 
the All-Embracer and you (Realize You) are Whole, One. It is as simple as that. Embracing is 
not-separating. It is, includes, no (single) effort. It is letting go of all resistance to supposed 
otherness. 

I, the Heart-Master, is Here, Present, to Give this All, this Oneness, this True Embrace, 
a Form – so that there is Something (Pure, Manifested) That can be Embraced at all. It’s 
difficult or in fact even impossible to Embrace the Whole Universe just like that, as form. 
That’s why I Take on a (Truly) Human Form, to Make This Possible for you. That’s why I 
Allow you to Melt Through and Beyond the ‘normal’ boundaries, prison of self. 
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• Truth is not something you can hold on to. It is Pure Seeing, That Which Is when all 
holds have fallen away and appear to have never truly existed in the first place, It is the 
Intelligence Beyond you That Was and Is and Will Be Always Already There, Here, Present 
as You and as everything (and even as you). 

The True Spiritual Process is the Process of Letting Fall Away one by one and in the 
end even all your holds, all your (supposed) safeties (including or in fact meaning the whole 
‘safe’ body-mind world) – by Letting the Light of Truth, of Non-Dual (in the world of forms 
Sacrificed) Consciousness, Shine upon them and unmask them as illusions. So, finally, by 
Nature, You are Surrendered, back into the True, the Formless, the Holdless. 

When Truth is (Truly) Realized (that is: Consciously, Whole-Energetically Lived 
through) there is no new ‘position’ or whatever to hold on to, no view or standpoint or 
something on which you can always fall back. You just (Consciously) Are, in non-separative 
and non-separable Unity with all and All – even (the illusion and pain of) separation is 
Recognized, Seen, to be also Part of the Whole (Process), Part of Ultimate Intelligence and 
not something that needs to be Transcended, Overcome, that we would need to get rid of in 
whatever (spiritual or other) way. You, simply, See. This Seeing Happens Always, 
Necessarily, in the Moment. There is Only Moment, One Now. 

The less you are interested in (that is: attached to) what you See, the more (and 
profoundly) You See. In the end all interest falls away. And You’ll See that You hardly See 
or Know anything. You just Know, See, at all. The burden of the content of Seeing, of the 
endless and tiring forms, is gone. What’s left, as content of Seeing, are the things, illusions, 
contractions, darkness, that others, supposed separate individuals, do not See. Only 
unconsciousness is left in Seeing, to be Meditated, Seen, Lived through. There exists no 
reward. 
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• Whenever, wherever Pure Truth Appears in human form, there will be opposition to 
Truth, huge opposition. If the guts in (and as) a human form is big enough to Let Pure Truth 
totally Take Over, to Let the form Be Transcended completely into Formless Consciousness, 
to Truly Live and Give as a Pure incarnation of Truth, the purported form always will be 
made black, blamed, accused of all kinds of supposed wrongs (which are always reflections of 
your own cramps around certain subjects), summoned, the subject of all kinds of gossip, 
mocked, humiliated, belittled as just an ‘egoic’ form like you and even killed. It cannot be 
otherwise. It is a Law of physics. What to do? People just are afraid of the black that is Shown 
by the Shining Light, just Shown, not made by – yóu make the black (as part of the dual 
existence) by choosing (for yourself or for other selves) for one side, the supposed light side 
of life (which is in fact suffering, you will surely See and Feel One Day – choosing is running 
away from, trying not to Feel the pain of other not-chosen but always existing side of life, of 
every moment). You mustn’t think you would love Jesus if he came to you in person to Grant 
You Love. No, in your panic you have two options: run away or kill Him. But to Embrace 
Him, no way. You want to be the chosen ego, not the Chosen One. You’re in love with your 
dream about Jesus, Buddha, Mohammed, Krishna, Mahavir, not with the Real One. You’re in 
‘love’ with (attached to) your own image. You cannot Truly Love, not even your partner. You 
can only dream about it, watch movies that seem to be about love, you can have sex with your 
partner, you can be romantic, have a good or bad relationship with your partner, your 
children, parents, but you cannot (Truly) Love. As long as you are not Sacrificed on the Altar 
of Truth, as long as you (beyond yourself) don’t want to be Conscious of everything that’s 
going on, you simply cannot (Truly) Love. You are afraid.  

If finally you have at least a Chance to be Drawn to (and maybe even Sacrificed in) 
Pure Love, for a human incarnation of This Oneness comes to you, you don’t know at all 
what to do with It. You’re only familiar with the fake ego-world of yourself and others that is 
kept together (as it seems and as long as it takes) by lies, lies, lies, many, many subtle lies 
that, in yóur ego-eyes, in your endless ignorance and arrogance and separation-attempt (which 
is all the same), seem to hurt no one, and (only sometimes, if ‘necessary’ for your interests) 
bigger lies. You don’t know what to do with, how to handle, how to receive the True Gift of 
Non-Dual Love Coming to you, in the form of the (Truly) Human Realizer of the Formless 
(but That in Fact is Always Already and even Constantly Knocking on and Gnawing at your 
walls, your fort of contraction, your castle of illusions). 

You don’t know better than to ignore Him and to go on with your lifeless, loveless, and 
therefore supposed safe life. Only if Love Comes really too close, yes, then you feel justified 
to kill It, to kill the form in which It appears – for in your ignorance you even don’t know that 
you cannot kill the Formless, simply cannot escape Truth, that It will again and again arise as 
forms, Conscious forms (for all forms are Formless in Fact). It is your favourite, chosen 
ignorance (which is sensitivitylessness, or: sense-lessness) that makes you keep on killing 
Love. 

Unconsciousness resists Consciousness, that’s all. 
On a smaller scale, you can see all of this, the very same principle in your own 

experience, if you become more conscious, if you (suddenly or more and more) stand firm(er) 
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in truth. You surely will meet opposition, resistance, rejection, anger, jealousy, etc., the whole 
bunch. You’ll see that the world, all the so-called well-meaning people in your environment, 
friends, colleagues, family, partner are not waiting for or celebrating Your Development in 
the direction of Truth. On the contrary. Beyond their apparent interest they try to make you 
doubt, try many subtle tricks to get you back in their safe, well-known, dead, only energetic 
(but the True Sparkle-lacking) world. If they still don’t manage they try the harder way, 
grosser forms of manipulation. If then you still stand firm most contacts end here. It is 
exceptional if someone joins you or supports you (truly) on your Pure, painful path of Truth. 
(And there must come moment(s) that even no one is there for you and totally alone you have 
to face the endless abyss or emptiness of all forms.) 

If you (would) Let Intelligence Look at you, you can See the same principle, the 
resistance to the appearance of truth, even in yourself. If you truly, sincerely, determined, 
dedicatedly Go into the direction of Truth, Ego, through you, will become very active 
(because afraid). It will warn you, scream at you, make you doubt, make you feel unsafe, 
uncomfortable, ashamed, guilty, whatever it, according to its conditioning, its structure, can 
think of, all to stop You, to keep you ‘safely’ imprisoned in your walls. 

Consciousness, Truth, is not welcome here on earth, not even in the subtler realms of 
existence. Seeing this, Truly, Open-Heartedly, with all the pain that goes with it, is 
Transcending, you – and, by that, by the mechanism of (inevitable) resonance, the world. 
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• My Gift to you is that, with My Appearance, you have the Opportunity to Love Me. 
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• I will go on. And on. And on. I, Truth, will go on and on till you are totally Freed of 
your ridiculous petty ego, of your stupid sorrows, distracting doubts. Nothing can stop Me. I 
am the (Real) Power. I am always Here, Doing the Work. I am never tired. 

See Me, Dissolve in Me, Be Me, Be My Work and You are created by Me, out of My 
Tears. 

I Give You Real Life. 
To Recognize Me is, inevitably, to Love Me, to Surrender to Me, to Be Me. 
Open Your Eyes that I Grant You. And See, See the Treasure Beyond the forms – in 

which you ‘like to’ be lost, buried in. 
 
The whole humanity is in Me and I am guiding her, You are all My children and I Love 

you all, guiding you all, one by one, even if you try to not let Me (Take Care of you). I Give 
Myself completely to you, even if you don’t notice, busy as you are, obsessed with your self 
and all problems that seem to arise out of this poor, illusory self. 

I am the Divine (and Only) Work. I am in you, even constantly. I Live you, so You’ll 
See. 
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• Here are rather some people who sincerely, from their own perspective, knowing, 
experience, search, intelligence, try to find truth – listening, if at all, (only) to those persons or 
books that ‘feel good’, that seem trustworthy, that seem not conflicting with their own 
knowledge or even intuition. 

What to say? I feel compassion for you. I feel sad thinking of you. I feel pain. I have to 
let you struggle for another while, maybe even lifetimes. You have to dwell longer in your 
own (supposed open) world, trying to fit the whole world in you, just as long until you’re 
totally fed up with your own lonely perfect world (perfecting itself (this is: closing) more and 
more), till you See, by Grace, your inherent incapacity (to See, to Truly Live), till the True 
Longing to (Really) Melt into the Whole again has become (much) bigger than anything else, 
maybe even unbearable (and not a new nice story for your own world). 

Only ‘your’ Bowing for your ‘own’ Heart can pull you beyond yourself, beyond your 
un- or half-conscious suffering of loneliness, beyond the limitation that you are. Listening to 
whatever that arises in your supposed intelligent (but very poor and dead) mind-world, taking 
it seriously, separates and estranges you more (and more) from Truth, from Living Reality, 
from the Whole (That You Truly Are). Mind creates more mind. Sooner or later however you 
will start to or in Fact I will Make you feel again, including the feeling of imprisonment of 
being sentenced to the mind-world (and trying to Meet people and Life there). And (My 
ineradicable Seed will grow Saying, Showing) you’ll have to Bow for the Unknown, the 
Unsafe, the Vulnerable, the Uncontrollable, That Which is (endlessly) Greater than you. 

I am Your Heart, Your Very Own Heart. You cannot and don’t have to (try to) trust Me, 
for I am You. 

You cannot and don’t have to (try to) understand Me, for I am You. 
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• I don’t want to convince you of anything. I know far most people who read this won’t 
Come to Me, now... I Work with few people very intensively, the very few who take Me (and 
their Own True Longing for Freedom of the forms, of attention, of karmic tendencies) totally 
Serious in themselves. Now and always only a few are Really Ready, to be deeply Worked 
upon. They Surrender to Truth, to Me, in this lifetime. For (most of) you I speak all My words 
just to Plant a seemingly little (but True) Seed. In another life(time) suddenly ‘you’ will Take 
‘your’ True Impersonal Divine Self Serious, and you don’t have to be amused anymore, 
consoled, immersed in unconsciousness, trying to have a good life, whatever that may mean. 
Suddenly, then, ‘you’ See that you are not (Truly) happy, satisfied, fulfilled with and of 
yourself, with your life (including purported spiritual life). And you stop your old 
unconscious reaction to this: to change, to improve the situation. You stop. You Feel. At last 
you Feel, you become aware of what is, how this life (of endless forms of unconsciousness) 
Feels actually. Suddenly the Seed sprouts. 

You See it’s not yóur problem. There is nothing wrong with you. This constant 
suffering, continuous half-conscious feeling of separation, this not feeling Whole, is the 
human condition, the condition of a human being not faithful to His or Her True Being, True 
Essence, the ‘normal’ human being that is always lying. 

Yes, when yóu stop, the Seed springs. That’s how It Works. As long as you are running 
away from Truth, as long as you are seeking to fulfil yourself or other supposed selves, as 
long as you don’t stop (the entire crazy sub-human show), nothing can really Grow. Only in 
(True) Stopping, the Light of Truth will Shine upon you – and will Make You Shine. 

But for now, for far most of you, True Spiritual Life, Truth Itself, seems something like 
a nice or/and creepy dream. In your dream-world wherein you want to be lost for so long 
already, everything, even Truth Itself, seems like a dream. Some dreams are attractive and 
you run after them; other dreams are scary or repulsing and you avoid them. But, anyhow, in 
reaching a dream or not, you stay in your safe and dead dream-world. Some like to try every 
possible dream, to have the sense of (a sensational, full) life. But one thing is avoided by 
everyone: Truth Itself. Its Power scares you. You don’t know at all what to do with It. You 
feel uncomfortable. You don’t know at all how to relate to It. There’s nothing to hold onto, 
nothing familiar out of your entire dream-world that supports you Here. So you avoid the 
Unknown – even when, for some, there is some (deep) Attraction in It. That It is more 
important than anything else and even the only True Importance (and the hidden ‘Reason’ 
why in fact you live your ‘normal’ life, you do all the things you do) you don’t want to Know, 
to be Reminded of. That would be too complicated, confusing, ‘strange’, odd. You cannot 
build, fit Truth in your daily life, not even in your spiritual life (if you admit at all there is 
something like This). You cannot combine Truth, the Formless, the Unsafe, Unknown, with 
the forms, so familiar and supposedly safe. 

Why is it so scary to Know your Essence, your very Truth? Why do you prefer the 
forms? I’m not asking this to your mind. I’m speaking to Your Very Heart. I’m not Here to 
make your mind doubt. Mind is doubting, already and always, it cannot do else. It exists as 
doubt. The mind is doubt. You are doubt. And that’s nothing to be proud of or try to relax in 
(as many intellectuals seem to think). It’s just suffering, that’s all. 
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No, I’m Here to go into Your Heart, to Plant the Seed – or even to Water It, in case of 
the few who Allow This. 

The more you Allow the Growth of the Seed the more you can Feel again: that I Love 
You, that You and even you are Embraced Already and Totally. You don’t have to do your 
best (anymore). In My Presence, Allowing Me to Grow You, everything is as it is – you can 
finally Rest (in My True never-separating Love). 
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• In the Heart, in Heart-Meditation, you don’t do anything. You don’t concentrate (on 
anything). You are Aware, Aware of Being, of Existence, of Now. You might say your 
Meditation is some kind of Quiet Watch. ‘You’ Watch any form coming up, Recognize the 
tendency of arising of a form or, if it has indeed arisen already, it is simply Recognized as 
(just) a form and not the Heart (or Whole) Itself and, by itself then, it Is surrendered, slid back 
into the Source out of Which it wanted to escape and to be taken seriously, to be regarded and 
treated (more or less) independently. 

There is nothing to concentrate upon. There is just Formless Concentration Itself, you 
might say, or better: Formless Consciousness. The Heart is about Consciousness Itself, not 
about any possible content of It, not about any experience that might be had in It. The Heart is 
Total Sacrifice (of all into All). 

If, in the end, you’re not distracted at all anymore by arising forms of whatever kind, if 
you’ve Seen them all (the distracting dualities of existence), and are not distracted, deluded by 
them anymore, You are There, Present, You See, You are the One – the One That Sees and 
Stays Present as Seeing, whatever happens, and cannot be seduced anymore to leave the 
Whole, to think about things again, in a way separate from the Whole. Thinking is not 
contracted, self-obsessed anymore, form-obsessed, but only Serves the Whole, the Bowing of 
Unconsciousness for and in Consciousness Which Makes One (or Pure Consciousness) again 
of Unconsciousness and Consciousness, of form and Formless. 
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• You have no idea how incredibly big ego is in this, current, world, how it rules your 
life, you, your functioning, behaviour, thoughts, feelings, everything. And it is still growing, 
in spite of all kinds of ‘positive’ and pseudo-spiritual talk about a (current or soon-coming) 
spiritual revolution, an outburst of Heaven on earth. 

I suffer all this pain – for ego is suffering. I do not, cannot close My Eyes. 
Consciousness is Present, Seeing, Feeling what’s going on, Always, at the same time that you 
are running (endlessly and allegedly in good mood and mind) after your ego-goals. 
Everything you do, think, feel, is Seen, by Me, by Consciousness – though not in the way that 
seems logical, understandable (or even scientifically provable) to you. Nevertheless, all your 
actions, doubts, hiding, denying, escaping, manipulating, contracting, pain-inflicting, lying, 
trying, are Seen by the One Field of Consciousness – the Only One to Whom to account for 
Ultimately and even from the Beginning (although not in the ‘normal’ religious or atheistic 
(conscience-)way in a cramped contracted, unfree fearful consciousness but Free Already, 
Selflessly Seeing). 

I do not, as you do, place Myself above ego. I suffer the pain of (you listening to) it. I 
do not separate from anything, not from truth, not from ego. All is Truth. 

I suffer you, just until you (start to and finally totally) See that being (unconsciously) 
lived by ego is suffering. Then finally I will be Relieved. For (Pure, Impersonal, Non-Dual) 
Seeing takes away the pain. It is Melted in Truth, in Me. 

Then I will be Manifested here on earth, Recognized as the True and Only Ruling 
Force, Beyond appearance and illusions, Beyond doubt. 

For now, like I said, ego is getting bigger and bigger still. Also in spiritual circles and 
individuals (beyond good intentions) it has taken tremendous proportions. And it has to go 
like this. 

What is maybe less obvious but what I can Tell is that the Power of Truth (to Transcend 
ego – by Manifested Whole-Hearted Whole-Bodily Lived-Through Seeing) is getting bigger 
simultaneously. You will See. 

Ego is being in your own lonely world and thinking you are not or trying not to be (or 
Feel this). 
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• Pure Consciousness is (the Living Realization of) (total) Freedom from forms, from 
energy. It is not (energetically) separating from (the painful world of) forms but inherently 
Free from all illusion that forms would (all together) form, determine Reality or even reality. 
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• I, Truth, am (and My Beauty is) not wanting anything (not even not to want) – which 
for you, filled with karma, conditioning and, thus, wanting, is not understandable – and yet 
being totally Present, here, on earth, amongst you, as you. You understand (as far as it goes) 
only if one (god-lover) ‘goes away’ more or less (or even totally) from this worldly life, to be 
pure, in the (presumably) Divine subtler world(s). You don’t understand that I am Here, 
amongst you, as you. Pure, Divine, in (the midst of and even as) the mud of life. Only some 
minds think they can understand this (possibility). But you cannot Understand, not where you 
are, separate from Me and as long as you keep on unconsciously separating. 
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• I am, My very Presence is, the death of ego. That’s why you (as ego, as you normally 
think, feel and function) hate Me. This is simple truth. I don’t try to change your hate or fear 
of Me. I don’t want anything, as I told you. I just Meditate you. I See you. And this apparently 
simple ‘Thing’ or ‘Activity’ does the whole Work, the Divine Work That, by Nature, ‘Has to’ 
be Done through human beings, or better: is being done. 

You don’t notice this all (this Divine Work on earth). You hardly notice anything, busy 
as you are with getting what you want, in spiritual sense or otherwise. 

All the time, in whatever you do or think or feel you are Meditated, whether you like it 
or not. Real Life is taking place on a very different ‘level’ than how your normal life seems to 
unfold, function. Beyond (and in) the things that keep you busy Real Life Wants to Show 
Itself to you – if you only had Ears to Listen, an Open Heart to Feel, to be Aware. 

I am all the time Working on, in, as you. I do the Real Work here on earth. You are just 
filling your time while being here accidentally, amusing yourself, surviving, developing and 
fulfilling yourself. This all is senseless, if it weren’t the fuel or content of My Work. 

My Being amongst (and as) you is My Natural Selfless Gift (and, without self, thus not 
a normal gift – of someone – or in Fact not at all a gift) and the ‘Thing’ by Which the True 
Divine Work (of Consciousness) is being Done: the forms becoming Conscious of (their 
Being) the Formless. 

You ‘feel’ safe in the illusory world of forms, forms wanting other (or even their own) 
forms to satisfy, fulfil their own form, themselves as form. That’s your ‘normal’ world. 
You’re afraid of Me, the Formless. Something not wanting anything ‘is’ threatening. What 
then, you think, if there’s nothing to want, nothing to look for, to seek, to reach, to get? To 
die? 

There is a Whole World Beyond life and death. It doesn’t matter if you die or not, the 
Real World will be Realized anyway. It is not about a form becoming more (or less) 
conscious or not. It is about (Pure) Consciousness, about the Formless. The Formless Uses 
forms, not the other way ’round, as you seem to think (if at all you have any notion of 
Consciousness). 

I am Here and Stay. I cannot go. I Take on different forms. I Meditate you. By That I 
Free you (of yourself, which is the only burden). If, by accident, you Love Me (Truly), this 
Process of Meditating goes quicker – if not, then slower, there’s no preference. Truth has no 
preference, like you seem to have. It Is. 

I Breathe you. I Breathe (Life) into your very, even extremely painful unconsciousness. 
This is My Natural Non-Egoic Sacrifice (or sacrificeless Sacrifice or Whole-Hearted 
Surrender in all your pain). Use Me. Recognize Me. Breathe Me – not yourself, not your ego. 
Breathe Me, only Me, That Which is (always already) Beyond and Prior to ego, That Which 
is True Nature, Simply Divine. 
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• The Fully Realized, Fully Alive, Fully Present State of no-self is, Beyond and Burning 
away all stories about bliss and peace and love, extremely painful. To be Here still, vulnerable 
in all this pain, is only possible, indeed, without any rest of self. Else you cannot maintain. 
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• Normally, even always, ego wants to hear ‘yes’ or ‘no’. Then it, this separating 
machine, can go on in its own lonely course, trying to manipulate everything and everyone for 
its own purposes and plans, separating more and more and proclaiming (with other words) 
this is the truth. 

I don’t give you ‘yes’ or ‘no’. I let you suffer in not-knowing, become aware of your 
suffering that is already (for a long time) there, patiently waiting for you to be Felt, to be 
Acknowledged. 

With ‘yes’ or ‘no’ you cannot become Conscious. Ego’s only job, to gather and add yes-
es and no-s to itself as ego, has to be frustrated. And I Do this. Having Lived totally, Whole-
Heartedly through human frustration, I was Allowed and Destined to Be and Function as the 
(or a) Divine Frustrator. That I Do this only out of Love (or Compassion, if you want) is 
simply the case, but I’m not even going to try to explain this. 

You have to see this in yourself, this constant business of (your) ego of being accepted 
or rejected, of ‘yes’ and ‘no’. Don’t reject or accept this business. Just see it. And (probably) 
laugh about it (after or during the crying). 
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• This moment, no matter your own thoughts or feelings about it, you are simply not able 
(not Conscious enough) to combine sex(uality) and Pure Love, to have a sexual embrace in 
True Love. There is a duality in you, in everybody, between physical body and True Selfless 
Love. As soon as (or even already before) physical love-making starts Consciousness of Love 
disappears or merely echoes still (but cannot be Manifested, even if you would like to) during 
the sexual play (if at all (few of) you have indeed selfless moments of True Love now and 
then, which is very rare already). You don’t know how to bridge the two, the True Love and 
the earthly fact of the physical body. The (unfelt pain of this) duality calls into existence all 
kinds of silly norms and other cramps around sexuality – that have got nothing to do with 
Truth, with Love – even not if these norms seem to choose for the side of Love and against 
animal, against body, against earth, against forms. 

You must be (always and totally) honest with yourSelf. You try to combine the two 
dualities, but you never truly manage. Do you? That’s why you, man, woman, are never 
really, Whole-Heartedly satisfied, fulfilled after having sexual embrace. (Emptying yourself 
of, getting rid of sexual stress by means of orgasm is not being truly, wholly, Whole-
Heartedly satisfied, you must Understand, Feel, See. Parts of you seem to be satisfied, yes. 
But you Are not a part. Parts cannot be Truly Satisfied if the Whole is not Satisfied. 

What to do? 
You can only be(come) more and more aware of your frustration in this (from Divine 

Process-Perspective) not unimportant matter – which is not your frustration in the end but 
everyone’s – just until in the end you, as a person, are Transcended completely – and as the 
Whole Energetic Body, Present as Consciousness, you can Truly ‘make’ Love You 
‘Descended’ in, Realized (the Truth of), the body. You Saw there is no physical body (making 
love). There’s only You, Consciousness. Only Man and Woman Meeting, no persons, 
Surrendered Already Totally in Each Other (and not trying to or wanting or hoping to). 

But, by then, you don’t care at all any more about making love or not or how. It just 
happens. Nature happens. There is no attraction in it any more, neither repulsion to (or hidden 
judgement about). 

This all is (part of) a very Profound (Divine) Process. There is no trick for it, how on a 
Sunday afternoon to give, put True Love in sexual Embrace. For now, you simply cannot (and 
this is surely not a crime or something you would do wrong; Transcendence of the duality of 
sharing Love or body is a ‘Consequence’ of your State of Consciousness, not something you 
can ‘do’), you can only be Conscious of what is. So do not strategically avoid sexual embrace 
(or seek it and indulge in it) but Feel your normal human frustration in it. Be Open. See, 
Recognize your partner as (representative of) Your Divine Beloved, (make) Love and be 
(Divinely) Frustrated and (Ultimately) be Transcended and Ended. 
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• Without (profound and subtle) pain sensitivity you cannot Find Truth. It is as simple as 
that. 

Growing means you become more and more sensitive again (you are more and more de-
desensitized) for the pain of this limited and contracted world of forms, for the fact that 
nothing, no single gross or subtler form (nor all of the forms together) can truly, wholly Fulfil 
you, make you (Realize You Are) Whole, cannot bring you (the Final) Truth, Which is (the 
only ‘Thing’) What you really Want, without Which there can be no (True) Rest or Peace, no 
Love, no Oneness, all Things that you are longing for in the (cage of the) dualities of 
existence and which are not, no way, never to be found in there. 

So you have to See more and more how, again and again and even constantly, you 
desensitize yourself and, by that (Seeing), by itself, without your doing so, stop doing that – 
Seeing is stopping of doing (as egoic self, as supposed separate being, separate from Oneness, 
from the One Field of Consciousness, from Union with everyone and everything). 

And feel your resistance to be de-desensitized, (to be able) to Feel more and more again, 
which is just Natural. 

Without (Humble, Non-strategic, Already Egoless) Willingness to Feel pain and other 
uneasinesses you don’t, cannot Get anything (for Real). Only more and more fillings for your 
illusory ego-castle are added then. You are forgotten. 
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• Do the things (or go into situations) that are (most) terrible, humiliating, threatening or 
painful for your ego – and stay conscious. 
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• Truth cannot be made (contained, belittled) into a religion, or any spiritual path. No 
group- or individual ego can use It for its goals. 

On the contrary, your religion, spiritual path or individual ideas (about life and yourself) 
should, in order to really Meet (and Be) Truth, (sooner or later and totally) be Sacrificed in 
Truth. So only Truth Itself will be left, no you, no religion or spiritual path. Only Purity Itself 
will be left, no ideas, no interpretations, explanations or concepts, not even (normal) 
understanding (which is always about trying to connect from the Whole inseparable parts to 
other parts that in Fact don’t, cannot exist as distinguishable units separate from the Whole). 

Sacrificing your religion or spiritual path does not at all mean that, therefore, you would 
have to ‘do’ your Finding, Realizing Truth totally on your own. It is not about doing things 
alone or not, it’s not important, it’s no issue. The Thing is to (always) be in Divine 
Communion with (Impersonal) Truth, Beyond your self, Beyond any personal interest or 
ideas, thus. 

This True, Always Present, Impersonal, All-Embracing Truth should always Guide you 
(from the beginning) ‘to’ (Realize) This Same True, Always Present, Impersonal, All-
Embracing Truth, Only This, no religion, spiritual path, philosophical, moral ideas or 
whatever, nothing you (want to) associate yourself with to have any (illusory) sense of grip on 
the vast Incomprehensible Reality. 

No religion, spiritual path or idea can at all lead you to the very Truth. (By Divine 
Logic) this is simply impossible. Only Truth Itself can Show You Itself. If You, Beyond your 
religion, spiritual path or other group- or supposed individual ideas (and whether you follow 
them or not), are Open for It, for Purity of Truth, if You, Beyond yourself are Touched by It, 
if, through you, You Let the Purity and Beauty of Truth Recognize Itself, It will be Revealed 
through and even as You. 

As a hobby, to kill the time, you might follow a religion, spiritual path or your 
(supposed) individual ideas, like football supporters their club. Why not? You should fill your 
time since you got stuck here on earth anyway. No problem as long as you keep on Realizing 
that this following (critical or not) has got nothing whatsoever to do with Truth Itself, with 
That Which You are really Drawn to (and What You Truly Are), Beyond all your egoic 
motives, beyond your clubs or affinities. You don’t make any True Progress in your spiri-
club, neither in your gregarious mind-club, you’re not even prepared for It over there. It’s just 
a supposed cosy time-killing, normally an ordinary distraction from It, from Truth, from Real 
God (if I would use this crazy word). That is Reality. Your club is just one option out of many 
(distractions), nothing special about it. For you it seems some change, some welcome 
alternative, to go to or belong to a religion or other spiri-club, seems to make you more Whole 
as now also some attention is being paid to something else than the normal boring more 
material levels of existence (or Consciousness). Adding Parts cannot together constitute, build 
a whole. Nothing (Real) is Happening, wherever, as long as Truth is denied, too scary for you 
to Dissolve in Whole-Bodily, Whole-Energetically, Whole-Heartedly. To join clubs, to meet 
people or listen to or read stories that, for what the topic is concerned, are located around a 
certain chakra, a certain Consciousness-level, the Spiritual maybe, has got nothing to do with 
Allowing (the One all you Devastating) Truth, or Non-Separate, Non-in-chakras-dividing 
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Consciousness, Wholistic Being, Living True (Divine) Nature. The more you are involved in 
a (spiri-)club the more difficult it is to Realize Truth, or (Ultimate) Freedom (from all bonds, 
club-bonds or whatever). That’s all there is to it. But nothing is impossible (for the Heart). An 
Open Heart doesn’t care (at all) about clubs or other bonds. It can Be, Learn, Realize 
anywhere. It is only Faithful to the Heart (That is the Truth) Itself – not, never, to the (persons 
or rules or norms or teachings or leaders, guides of whatever) club. 
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• Be totally yourself, without any compromise, and, by that, Transcend the self, let the 
self be Surrendered and See there is no self and there never was. Only by being totally, 
Whole-Heartedly, yourself you can Overcome (the illusion of) self. And You’ll Realize Me, 
the One, the (Eternal) no-self, the All. 
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• Normally you want to know causes of effects, of things that happened or are happening. 
You decide that this is the cause of that, or that there are maybe three causes. And then, in this 
new fixation, you (unconsciously make yourself believe that you) feel safe again, you find a 
new balance in reaction to whatever kind of (‘positive’ but especially ‘negative’) disturbance 
to your ego-equilibrium, your house of random cards. You feel uncomfortable, unsafe, in the 
Unknown, in Endless Openness, in just Being, so (all day even) you are busy with causes and 
effects (in both directions). Again and again you fix yourself, imprison yourself, with causes, 
with reasons, you determine, decide, thís is the cause of thís and you can sleep again, and you 
even declare to others the results of your supposed intelligence, the great ways of the (and 
especially your) mind.  

If you’re a bit more intelligent, you look for the causes of the causes, and for the causes 
of that etc. – even for the cause of looking for the causes itself. And so on, in no time, you’ll 
see it’s endless, this chain of cause and effect, there is no beginning and no end of it. 

If you’re even more intelligent you can see (or maybe intuitively feel) that it is 
suffering, no freedom at all, to have to be part of this endless chain, a slave even. You can 
(intuitively) Feel (or at least understand) that it is in fact not safe to all the time determine 
causes for effects (and even blaming them in case effects are undesired or uncomfortable – 
which is totally inevitable). You see that you, everyone, does this to feel safe, to be able to 
stay ‘safely’ in the mind-world, to sustain and reinforce your totally absurd addiction of 
thinking, to not really feel the pain that is (hardly) hidden in a situation. 

Finally, if you are Truly Intelligent, if you really and totally would Allow Openness, 
Uncertainty, Vulnerability, not-fixation, Now, to be Present, then, by Nature, you are Drawn 
to (and See) the World Beyond this apparently obvious and reasonable one, this (seemingly 
only) one of endless changing forms, endless causes and effects, of desiring – or preventing or 
resisting (to feel) – effects, of endless blaming and punishing and manipulating supposed 
causes, of perfecting causes and effects. You don’t care about causes and effects anymore. It 
is not your Truth anymore. It is (just a) part of the Reality (and you can make use of it if 
necessary) but not the Ultimate Reality. You See they are not and can never guide you to the 
Ultimate Source, to the One Field of Consciousness, to Your (and everyone’s) Very Own 
Truth. You See nothing ever really changes in trying to manipulate or even determine causes 
and effects. Real Change only Happens if the world of forms becomes Conscious of the 
Formless, of Consciousness, if it has the courage to stop the chain and, therefore, starts to See, 
See beyond the supposed safe (exchanging of) forms – or the desperate craving for and 
grasping at safety – beyond ‘safe’ causes and effects (even in the subtler realms of existence), 
if Seeing is Allowed (instead of reacting (to forms), by looking for causes and effects). 

In the World Beyond (causes and effects), only There, you Find Rest. In the world of 
looking for causes to get better effects there can only be restlessness. Restlessness has the 
natural tendency to sustain (or reinforce) itself, it cannot See (its own restlessness, 
helplessness). Only Consciousness (or True, Open, Impersonal, Divine Intelligence) can 
‘Break through’, Melt, this supposed vicious circle, Show the illusion of it. Taking parts (out) 
of the Whole serious while forgetting the Whole is the creating of illusions. 
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How can you ever forgive Me, that I never did anything wrong? 
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• In the ‘normal’ conditional world there is only indoctrination, nothing else. And you, 
separated ‘you’, try not to be indoctrinated, try to stay who you are. Who are you then? 
Weren’t you always already, even before your birth, all the time indoctrinated? Isn’t that 
(indoctrination) what you consider your (supposed) self? Is not even the flesh your physical 
body consists of an indoctrination from outside? And now you try to think for yourself, to 
filter the thoughts, concepts, feelings, actions, that come to you. Only the ones that ‘belong’ to 
you, somehow fit you, are tolerated, taken in. What this means is that you let (only) that in 
which is in accordance with your conditioning – which was indoctrination in the first place. 
You protect your (filter that is) conditioning and say you don’t let yourself be indoctrinated. 
You (try to) make yourself believe that in freedom (whatever that may be) you (whatever that 
may be) choose to feel, read, listen to (or be indoctrinated by) this (one) or that (one) and, 
thus, you are not or even cannot be indoctrinated. For it is ‘your’ choice. This means: a 
constellation of past (and endless) indoctrinations does not approve other indoctrinations to 
intrude the former indoctrinations that you feel you must be faithful to. First come first 
served. 

This all, this clinging to accidental (early or strong) indoctrinations, cannot else than be 
a continuous fight (against intruders of your supposed self, of your conditioning, of your 
beloved indoctrinations). 

To (out of the blue) call some things indoctrination and others not is just a crazy, ego-
based show, fearful display of unintelligence. People are just naturally Drawn to situations in 
which they can and will learn (fast but normally very slowly). Even when people are Drawn 
to situations that with ‘your’ normal, indoctrinated, mind you would call bad or dangerous or 
indoctrinating these are the places to be, to learn, the places to be indoctrinated – maybe to 
learn, indeed, that Truth cannot be found there (which is true).  

The whole problem of indoctrination doesn’t exist. There is only indoctrination. And by 
your Divine Constellation you are Drawn here or there to be indoctrinated. Just until all 
indoctrinations, all intrusions are Recognized as not-You, not the Final Truth. When you are 
(more and more) sensitive for It, for the Truth, then you’ll See (more and more but suddenly 
totally, as a Revelation) that all indoctrinations are untrue, that there is no self (at all); you(r 
conditioning) consisted only of or existed as indoctrinations, intrusions and It is not about 
finding the good ones and refusing (with so-called good arguments or just by natural egoic 
repulsion) the bad. It’s all humbug. You don’t have to choose anymore. The conditional world 
is only indoctrination. Seeing this (Totally, Whole-Heartedly, Impersonally) you will, by 
Divine Nature, by Consciousness, Be Transcended, Go Beyond this limited (conditional) 
world, in which you’re continuously being kicked from one indoctrination to another and (in 
many cases) hopelessly, without success, fighting and trying to steer this (by, again, 
conditioned forms or indoctrination). 

In the Divine (That is: the Real) World there exists no indoctrination, not in the good 
nor in the (normally supposed) bad sense. 

There is Freedom, for in Seeing that indoctrination in the ‘normal’, conditional world is 
impossible to prevent (for there is only that), there is Seeing, continuous Experiencing that 
there is no self. As long as there’s the illusion of (any, whatever form of) self there is (or 
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seems to be) indoctrination. Dwelling in the apparent dual world (of other and self, and, thus, 
of indoctrination and non-indoctrination) it cannot be else. In this (normal, conditional) dual 
world there can only be fight. 

There is no separated self however and even no self at all, there’s nothing to protect 
(against supposed, so-called indoctrination). There’s only a Divine Process going on, making 
people Conscious of (Being and Living as) Consciousness. In this Process you are more or (as 
usual) less Open. What the hell about indoctrinations. You use so-called indoctrinations to 
(finally) Realize Your Divinity as Consciousness. Without indoctrinations no Realization. 

Note that even the opinion (expressed or even unexpressed) that one shouldn’t 
indoctrinate is a form of indoctrination. Even withdrawing (as far as possible) from, not 
giving yourself to, this world, for you don’t want to influence, indoctrinate anyone (which 
normally stems from an already less unintelligent perspective) is a(n unrecognized) form of 
indoctrination. So, even in trying to escape, withdraw, you and everyone always indoctrinate. 
Indoctrination is namely an energetic matter that, yes, might in some cases also be expressed 
in words, ideas, teachings or other, more obvious forms of coercion. That which is 
indoctrinated (by everyone) is (always and even only) suppressed pain. The forms in which 
this happens differ endlessly, just as much as there are forms themselves. But this is what it is 
always about. 

You must understand that the Divine – whether or not (but usually) Coming, Revealing 
Itself in the Form of a Heart-Master – is not a new form of indoctrination adding to already so 
many forms. It is the Force Beyond, or the Very Substance of, all (indoctrinating) forms 
Inviting You to See (YourSelf and everything as) Itself. It is the (True, Formless) Force That 
Shows You the World Beyond all inevitable indoctrination, the World Beyond the endless 
passing on of unconscious pain to each other. Ego-structure works like this that especially (or 
even only) the True Master, That Which (if only you would Allow It) is Pulling, Drawing you 
Beyond your limited, separated, lonely, illusory, unconscious world, is being accused of 
indoctrination. Only That Which (is the Only Thing that) cannot indoctrinate, only That 
Which (out of Pure Love) Bears all your unfelt pain, all your unconscious indoctrinations, 
That Which is fearful (for you, for ego), is blamed or suspected of indoctrination. How 
unintelligent, that is: how fearful, can you get? Of course it is so because you feel in the 
Presence of the Divine that your egoic castle of lies is being fumbled, decomposed (if you 
would stay in (Silence in) Its Fire and not run or attack). You like, or let’s say, you’re 
addicted to indoctrination (and, thus, fighting). The World Beyond scares you. 
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• Beauty doesn’t exist. There’s only Truth, Reality as It Is. What you call beautiful is an 
interpretation, a mind-form coming by in the (endless, changing forms of the) world of 
dualities. Normally, if Intelligence is less suppressed, something is regarded or Felt as full of 
beauty if it somehow, mostly intuitively, reminds you of and triggers your forgotten Longing 
for Oneness (or maybe is mistaken for That). 

The thought ‘beautiful’ through only reveals your not Being or Feeling Whole – not 
some supposed beauty outside of you. Oneness or the Whole Itself is not beautiful of Itself. 
Only Ego, Separation, that which does not want to be fully Present in the pain(ful world) finds 
something beautiful. It is always a reflection of having difficulties with pain, with the painful 
side of the Duality of existence. 
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• I do not give you any roundabouts, not Me. I Guide you Straight to the Formless (That 
is the Truth). I Give you only Me. For I am the Formless. I am Consciousness Realizing 
Consciousness (and nothing else). 

I offer My (Impersonal) Self. That’s All. I(t) would be a lie to offer you something else, 
something to keep you busy. Only the Formless Itself can Show you, Reveal to you the 
Formless (That You are, too), no single grosser or subtle form is able to. No finger pointing to 
the moon can Show you (and Let you be Absorbed by and Be Drunk on) Moonness, only 
Moon Itself can. 

That yóu are resisting Mé and that, thus, it seems I do not or would not be able to Show 
you Truth Straight, is another matter. 

Just look at yourself. Do you really think that in your separate world, from behind your 
walls, you are at all, even for a tiny bit, capable of Recognizing the Divine Truth, the 
Formless Beyond all forms? You think that, in your lazy chair, looking through a tiny spy- 
and loop-hole in your fort, you can See the (True) World, you would be able to Recognize 
Truth from lies, the Formless from forms, Consciousness from Unconsciousness, the Real 
from a mirror, you are Allowed to have judgements? 

I do not have any arguments that would justify the (by ego) supposed claim of Being the 
Formless (Consciousness). In Total Vulnerability I am Beyond reason. Not because I would 
like it I throw stones in the water when again you are admiring your own image in it. It’s 
painful. You are angry. I (Must) bear (and, mostly Secretly, Radiate Back) the pain you are 
not willing to sacrifice to Me (just until finally you Feel and Release it yourself). 

The Straight Way is no way. It is being Conscious of what is, now. I am (Your) 
Consciousness, to be Used (and not misused), to be Used without a goal. By Using Me, 
Finally, You will See What It is That you are Using (and Be, Consciously, It). 
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• I See you even don’t understand what it means when I or whoever says that “everything 
(or something) is as it is”. It does not, I repeat: not, mean that you have to (try to, learn to) 
accept that, indeed, something is the way it is, painful or whatever and it can’t be made any 
better. What to do, than accept? I’m not talking about (the nonsense of) acceptance. Nor does 
it mean that beyond all people’s problematizing of things, situations, facts, everything, good 
or bad, nice or not nice, has its own beauty or value. I’m not talking about beauty or value or 
whatever interpretation of Reality. I’m saying that something Is as it Is. Everything just Is as 
it Is. My god, I would almost want at least thís would be clear. 

Everything, something exists without you giving any value to it, to whatever. 
Always, if needed through the backdoor, you try to manoeuvre ego into the (Invaluable) 

World of Truth. 
No, you do not have to accept Truth. No matter how hard you, ego tries, you will never 

manage. From a lie you can never be(come) Truth. A lie simply cannot become Truth. It’s 
impossible – no matter how sophisticated or even truthful you manoeuvre, how well-meaning 
you manipulate. Truth is always already as It Is. You can stop all your trying, adding, valuing, 
interpreting, manoeuvring and Melt in It or not. But as long as you are too afraid to Melt, as 
long as you want to survive as ego-you, as separate, distinguishable unique you (because 
that’s all you do), you cannot See, Meet, Be Truth. You can even not (Truly) See the Simplest 
Fact that something and even everything Is as it Is. There is no closer-coming to Truth, not a 
silly inch, if there’s no Gesture, no Bow, no Sacrifice from you to and in (and even Already 
as) Truth. And the Gesture, the Bow, the Sacrifice That ‘has to’ be made is you. You yourself 
is the (only) thing that needs to be offered – no doing your best, no subtle feeling, no 
accepting, no understanding, no promises for improvement, no improvements at all, no 
sacrifices. 

To See (as) Truth, from the beginning, from the beginning, there needs to be no you. If 
from the beginning there is a lie, the Whole Process doesn’t, cannot work. It doesn’t even 
start. You cannot Transcend the lie in due course of the process. The lie, you, needs to be 
Surrendered, from the beginning. You cannot work upon a lie and then hope that one day, 
suddenly, or more and more, the lie has been transformed, Transcended into Truth, something 
temporal has suddenly become something Eternal(ly Existing as Itself). It’s not possible. See 
this. Understand this Beyond yourself, without any (personal) interest, involvement. Lies 
transform for ever in other lies (whether or not you seek consciously Truth), but not into 
Truth. The Truth that everything Is as it Is is to be Seen, by Truth Itself (not by you). You 
cannot See. You are hopeless. You are part of the Truth, but the part cannot See (Truth). Only 
the Whole, Truth Itself, the Impersonal, can See. 

That you or some people still seem to grow is only (if it’s for Real at all) because (at 
least) in moments ego was totally gone, surpassed, surrendered (without doing anything) and 
not because yóu found a key, clue, method or whatever that would have made you grow, or 
let’s say, outgrow yourself in Consciousness. 

Only when you’re totally Outshone in and by Consciousness, then, it must be clear by 
now, you are at all able to See the Only Divine Fact that everything Is as it Is, to See (as) the 
(Only Real) World of Consciousness. And ‘your’ mind (which is not yours anymore and 
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never was in Fact) doesn’t protest, contradict anymore, screaming that things, moods, 
energies situations, can (and even should) be changed. 
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• Those spiritual paths and teachers (and even (supposed) masters) will be popular that do 
not basically undermine, threaten your ego-castle. This is part of the Law. The sad 
consequence of becoming popular is that those teachers and paths (start to) believe (even 
stronger than before) that they indeed are the way or guidance to Truth. 

Not basically undermining your separate ego-world means supporting it, reinforcing it. 
Even talking, teaching about the Very Truth of Oneness is reinforcing ego, if it is not 
undermining it energetically and in fact. That Which Is the One Truth, That Which Itself Is 
Beyond the world of dualities (and Which Comes in the Form of a True Heart-Master) Is the 
only Thing That (Truly) Undermines your ego-world of dreams, concepts, hopes, illusions 
and many suppressed pains – no matter what It does or says or not, even if from your 
perspective this seems totally untrue, unfair, strange or immoral. 

A path cannot be the Truth anyway (nor can a normal well-meaning, intelligent, 
spiritual teacher), for a Master to be True it depends whether indeed, subtly or however, He 
actually still supports your ego-world or not (thus), whether He is fully Realized or not, 
completely Disappeared as a person in Oneness or not, still separating Him Self in any way 
from you, from anybody, or not). This is not to be found out, judged, interpreted, by you. You 
cannot. If you sense your lonely ego-world is fundamentally not undermined this says nothing 
about the Master (Being Truth or not). It says something about you. You are not willing to 
die, as ego. If you are Truly Willing, Ready, Master, Truth is There. The master who promises 
you anything (attractive) is not a True Master (Being Truth). Truth is not, cannot be attractive 
for you(r ego). Truth Is. 
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• Stop trying to figure out why there has to be pain (war, lies, manipulation, etc.) on this 
earth. Feel it. 

Stop trying to find ways how to deal with pain, to find out if it’s indeed possible to not 
have to go through all of this (pain) or in a gentler way than you intuitively suspect is 
necessary. Feel it. 

Stop being creative. Feel. 
Stop being intelligent. Feel. 
Stop being someone. Feel. 
Stop trying to feel. Feel. Feel what is (already the case). 
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• It is a normal, natural thing to let yourself be distracted from pain, uneasiness. Only, if 
‘you’ Want to Melt in and See as the Divine (That is Pure Consciousness), then ‘you’ must 
counter this natural tendency. It is, in fact, True Nature (through you) That, Naturally, 
Counters the natural tendency to be distracted from anything that doesn’t feel nice or 
comfortable or safe. You don’t have to do anything. You let Conscious Nature overrule, 
outshine ‘normal’ nature. For ‘you’ (or in fact Consciousness as you) Recognize already (or at 
least intuitively), that ‘normal’ nature, ‘normal’ life is not truly satisfactory, not stable (or 
eternal) in its dualities. And you Know, somewhere, Beyond mind, beyond experience even, 
that the True Ruling Force of everything is (far) Beyond (a) you and not to be found in 
manipulating things, situations, life, yourself, others, feelings, states of mind, not in escaping 
from pain and discomfort. 

In fact You counter the (egoic, separative) counter-force to Truth, to Oneness. You stay 
Present as Truth, as non-choosing Oneness and just See tendencies arise screaming to want to 
be found important by you, calling (or trying to call) a ‘you’ into existence (where personal 
suffering starts). 
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• Freedom is having Surrendered everything (that you once thought or felt was) personal 
back into the Whole Impersonal Divine Existence. Only That. 
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• What you want to be truth you make truth. With Truth Itself this has got nothing to do. 
You fight an already lost battle. You love something (or someone) that cannot be loved. You 
cannot, never win that which is not the Final Truth. You can only (Truly) Love That Which is 
the Ultimate, Formless Truth Itself. 

You’ll have to See (sooner or later) what you want to be true or truth. This (wanting) is 
just a ‘logical’ consequence of your conditioning. 

Real Truth, That is Reality, has no form (not even a subtle one). You can’t make any 
image of it. Any image fails. You cannot make a (spiritual, philosophical) path of It, or a silly 
religion or a sect or school around It. That’s a senseless attempt to ridicule It, under the fake 
cover of praising. You cannot structure (True) Love, (True) Humbleness, put It into whatever 
form. The Formless Form in Which Truth ‘Appears’ here, Manifests, Reveals Itself, is (in) Its 
Formless Meditation of untruth, lies, wanting, manipulation, resistance, not acceptance of 
what is, karma, subtle and gross forms, contraction, stuckness. 

Your random conditioning or karma is not truth, not your truth and not truth in general. 
All these things, activities, forms, persons you fill (or stuff) your life with have got nothing to 
do with (your) truth. If You, though, Allow Meditation, Impersonal Seeing of the personal 
they become Your Way to Truth, Your (form-)content of the Formless that is necessary to Let 
the Formless (or True Love, Surrendered in the loveless) Reveal Itself. But never mistake any 
content for (anything of) Truth. 
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• The thing in (True) Spiritual Life is to Let the personal and Impersonal Melt into One. 
Far most people are lost, dwelling only, in the personal world, some of whom hoping or 
longing for or even trying to reach, feel, See, experience (or even live as) the Divine 
(Impersonal). Very few (Talented) are dwelling in The Impersonal Divine World, but 
normally are not willing or don’t seem able or (which means that they) don’t even See the 
Divine Necessity to also live (totally) (Through) the personal world. 

The Divine is only to be Manifested here on earth as a Human Fact though if ‘the 
person’ (or the form(-consciousness)) is lived (through). The tears of all human limitation (or 
humiliation of the Divine) have to be shed, cried with the water and salt of the earth. The 
Impersonal Needs the personal to Manifest, to Realize Itself. And the personal needs the 
Impersonal, Pure Consciousness (having no interests whatsoever). You ‘should’ Use the 
Impersonal Eye of Truth to Let yourself (as person, as necessarily conditioned form) be Seen. 
Without this ‘Connecting to’ (or in Fact: Recognizing of, Vibrating in and as) and even 
Surrendering in the Impersonal no (Real) Growth at all is possible. 

To have no unavoidable misunderstandings about this, it is not so that the scarce one 
who already or still, since birth, dwells in the Impersonal World Needs just any one who is 
living (and lost) in the person-world, in order to Manifest Oneness of person and Impersonal. 
Neither it is so, from the other side, that the one (of the many) who is caught up in the 
personal world and feels an Impulse to (want to) break out of this limited, binding, unfree 
world can use a one who is merely dwelling in the Impersonal (supposed) Divine World 
wherein everything just Is as it Is. In the latter (Impersonal) Realization one can still speak of 
a personal atmosphere, a personal (or separate) Impersonal Perspective, Life, for the 
(supposed) Divine (dwelling) is not (totally) Sacrificed in, Connected to, the earth, to 
unconsciousness. There is still (or at all) (hidden) attachment to (supposed) Divine 
Consciousness. 

In both cases (Ultimate) Oneness cannot be Realized. What is Needed in both cases is 
Oneness Itself, That Which is already One. That’s why only a Master Who is Oneness Itself 
can be (Truly) Used (for Realizing Divinity, Inseparable Oneness), only the One Who Lived 
(Consciously) through the whole burden of the person(al world) – and, moreover, Who keeps 
on Suffering (Living through) this personal perspective, Who does not separate Him- or Itself 
in any way as soon as (some level of) Realization of Truth seems to be the case, Who does not 
merely urge people to (also) Realize His State (of Consciousness). His Life, His Suffering 
(with, from and as) you is the Teaching, the True (and incredibly painful) Work, no promises 
of Light, Bliss, Happiness, Truth or Consciousness. 

Only the Being One of person and Impersonal is the (True) Teaching Beyond words, 
Beyond concepts, Beyond hope, Beyond striving, trying, effort, Beyond (still) escaping pain. 
The True (and, thus, Consciously Suffering) Heart-Master is the Usable Manifestation of 
(this) Oneness. Use this Form as Formless and Realize One Truth. I am the Bridge to the 
Divine (One) and – at the Same Time, Necessarily – the Divine One Itself. 

 
Note 1: In fact the two poles of existence, the personal and the Impersonal (or separate 

Divine), are both already present in everyone. To let them (Consciously) Marry however, 
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That is: Disappear, Melt in Oneness, the Bridge That is already (totally) (Realizing) Oneness 
is Needed.  

Note 2: Ego is (although in practice often yes, in principle) not the (same as the) 
personal. Ego is the creating of a (false) division between (supposed) personal and Impersonal 
or between earth and heaven, the creating of a ‘dilemma’ (that True Nature does not, even 
never, Know – although ‘Fight’ is (something Else and) necessarily, Always, Universally and, 
thus, in humans, Present). 

Note 3: There never existed a person in the first place. This is the (big) illusion. There is 
no person that should be worked upon in order to become Impersonal, Divine. There is, from 
the beginning, only the Impersonal – Which is Seeing (if Allowed) the self or ego with its 
separative tendencies or which in fact is separativeness itself, is creating of dualities. 
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• In wishing success to someone always wish that the person concerned succeeds in 
seeing (better or even totally, thoroughly) that (the) success didn’t, doesn’t, will not and 
cannot bring him or her what he or she really wanted and wants. For I don’t suppose you 
really would wish someone to succeed to stay in or even reinforce his or her illusion about 
success, about him- or herself. I mean, that would really be mean, wouldn’t it? Anyway, I 
wish you success in (bowing for) your inevitable failure what success is concerned and also in 
your failing to (succeed to) totally See your failure. 
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• This world, your world, has most (or, in fact, even only) to win in Recognizing (and not 
denying) suffering, pain as (an Integral and even Necessary, Essential) Part of Life – and not 
as something rotten, nasty, that, yes, is also there, indeed, sometimes, something that needs to 
be avoided or not paid any attention to or else to be overcome, anyway to be protected against 
being aware of it (too much or at all), against Consciousness Taking it, Meditating it, not-
judging it. Well, only the Divine can be ‘Won’ by this (Whole-Heartedly accepting, which 
means necessarily Allowing Feeling pain in whatever form it is (already) Offered to you). So 
I can imagine this has not your main interest – especially not when this vague ‘Thing’ also 
seems to be hurting. Well, it’s true, you need to be very, or Wholistically, and not just a little 
bit Intelligent to, Beyond yourself, Want to suffer Consciously. This (Life of Purity) is not for 
softies, for dummies, for doubters, for funks, for cowards. The scarce people with Real Heart 
for the world (for incurably in Love) are Sensitive, that is: Intelligent, that is: Courageous, 
that is: Selfless. They (for no one else) do Feel the pain of and in this world, of and in its 
people (and animals). They cannot else. They do not want to (nor even are able to) run away, 
hide away in all kinds of personal interests, personal obsession. They Feel. They always Feel. 
They don’t separate. They Give, by (just) Feeling, even if they are not and will never be in a 
function or position as teacher. The True (and only) Gift to the (whole) world is to 
(Consciously) Feel, to Feel, thus, the pain that is forgotten to be felt by others – or only, 
unconsciously, in dramatizing life. Life though is not a drama (nor a comedy or happy 
amusement park). It is just painful and only the Neutral, Impersonal but Whole-Hearted, 
Open, Vulnerable, Conscious Feeling of it can and will Transcend it, you. (Only) 
Consciousness Transcends. This is only possible to Happen if one does not separate from the 
painfulness Inherent in normal life, in running after and being fixated on and attached to (all 
kinds of) forms, gross or subtle. 

The pain of the world needs to be (Consciously) Felt. That’s all. The rest is humbug, 
postponing or merely surviving, maintaining, which (beyond the obvious) is only there to at 
all have the opportunity to Feel, (and Feeling is:) to become Conscious of, the pain of being 
unconscious, limited by forms. 

The stalemate (of humanity, of a human being) is only Burned Through, Loosened up, 
by Whole-Hearted, Open, Honest Feeling – Which necessarily is a lot of pain. 
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• I Love You. I say therefore no to your ego, to the whole damned thing, to all your 
unnaturalness, the whole show. 
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• It is a misunderstanding to think that in Spiritual Life you would have to do something 
to Realize Truth, your True selfless Self. The thing is, on the contrary, to Find out, to See all 
that you do to keep Realization of Truth out, to not Be (Conscious of) Your (Impersonal) Self 
– and more even, or in the first place, to See that you do this. Understand that you don’t do 
anything (in order) to Live Your True Nature, you live It already, if you just wouldn’t do so 
many things to prevent (Realizing, Consciously Living) This. You are Nature, Divine Nature, 
already, you cannot add anything to This, can you? So, for whatever reason (but Ultimately, if 
you’d go to the core of it, you’d See there is no reason for it) you do something to not Live 
Your True Nature. What is it that you do? Sooner or later you’ll have to Find out about this – 
Beyond the mind trying to. 

You seem to pay attention to all (endless) kinds of things that are not (Your) True 
Nature. Things, thoughts, feelings, pains, sensory perceptions, desires, seem to attract you(r 
attention) and keep you from (being Conscious of) your selfless Self. If you would 
consciously follow, See all these attractions, supposed distractions happening, finally (or very 
soon already) You See as ‘your’ Impersonal Self, You See that You See. 

Among all the forms that come by also your natural resistance to See, to Truly be 
Conscious, will come by. Yes, this is part of (the Whole) Nature. It’s a good sign if you See 
this (again and again). 

Anyhow, you don’t have to do anything. Seeing, Pure, Impersonal Seeing (namely what 
and that you do things that prevent you from Seeing, from Realizing Your Truth, Your 
Source) is not implying doing something. Allowing time and discipline to See doesn’t mean 
doing something. You don’t have to make a superhuman effort to Allow Yourself (time and 
space) to See. It’s Nature to Allow Seeing, to Allow conditions to be such that there will be 
space for Truth, for Seeing – and even in unfavourable conditions nothing, in principle, can 
prevent Seeing to be There. You could say that one has to be very disciplined and talented to 
all the time manage to keep Consciousness out (from his or her consciousness), to deny his or 
her True Nature, to cover it up again and again so much that its rays would be totally 
prevented from shining. 

True Nature Is (Already). See (all) your (energetic) actions to not Whole-Heartedly Feel 
(that is: being Conscious of) This. It is not something specific what will arise in your 
perception if you stop doing finally, not one (maybe most interesting) form amongst so many 
(interesting) forms. It is That Which Simply Is (Always Already the case), the Formless 
Being, the Presence (Being Conscious of Itself). It is not interesting. It is (What It Is). 

Do you (Somewhere) Understand this: that True Nature is not interesting? There is no 
attraction in It. It is (That Which is, Eternally) Beyond every possible Attraction. That yóu 
(try to) make it something attractive, that you project all your egoic longings upon It, that is of 
course another matter (which has got nothing to do with Truth Itself). And it is this same 
egoic, longing, desiring, wanting, craving ‘you’ who also came up with the idea that you 
would have to do something to reach the Unreachable, the supposedly attractive ‘state’ of 
Truth, or Love, or Peace, or God-Consciousness. Let energy, by Nature, stop (its endless 
movements) and, thus, Let Seeing See. Let. 
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Follow the Natural unravelling of contraction, of (I-)cramp. Let Natural following be – 
and, therefore, Be Conscious, See. Let. 

True(Spiritual) Life is about Letting (Happen), not about doing or any preventing of 
doing. 
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• One day you’ll See the total madness in and of this world, the incessant running after 
(earthly or spiritual stuff but anyway) nothing. Suddenly, one day, you stop running and you 
See. You See the absurdity of this all, the total senselessness of it – not because you and 
everyone would die anyway, no, you’ll See (you Whole-Heartedly lived through the fact that) 
there is nothing, absolutely nothing to get (for your self and for no one), nothing Real – for 
That Which You are Really ‘running after’ (Beyond the superficial and apparent) is already 
There, Here, the Case. It is (only) That Which You Are. ‘Your’ Being cannot run (after 
anything, not even after Itself). Your Being Consciously Lives (in and as) the absurdity of 
life, by this Transcending it. 
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• The thing, in True Life, is not to try to prevent being distracted (from what yóu consider 
to be truth, or of real (spiritual) value). The thing is to Allow Truth (or Pure Consciousness) to 
See how you, how this entire, inseparable energy-system functions. What then is there to be 
distracted from? All is to be Seen. All (supposed) distractions are to be Seen. There has to be 
a content for Seeing; else Seeing cannot become Conscious of Itself as (Pure) Consciousness, 
of That Which is (Always Already) Prior and Beyond the content. As long as you are 
attracted by any form, any content, this has to be so, just until you or Something in you is 
(Naturally) Fed up with it (and not by trying to Grow, to Overcome) and You Let 
Consciousness (That was in fact all the time Meditating the forms, content, but in Fact You(r 
Relationship to it, to form) already) See (that You are, in Fact, Something Else than 
(something at least associated with) this content, this form). It depends on ‘your’ Intelligence, 
that is: Your Natural Longing for True Freedom (Which is definitely not being in the 
opportunity to, without (physical) barriers, follow forms (endlessly)), for Consciousness 
therefore, how fast this Process goes, the Process of the disappearing of attractions, longings, 
wantings, by your (Natural) frustration in the (absence of True) results you get from 
(following) them. The biggest (and in Fact the only) attraction is the Other Sex. 

Feeling your (Divine) Frustration in this (which fact itself should become obvious for 
everyone sooner or later) is nót (about) being angry at the form, the representative of the 
Other. It is Openly Feeling the Wound (of not being One) That you are (in), Seeing that 
Oneness can, in no way, no matter how hard and sincerely you do your best, be attained in 
relationship with your (maybe also utterly trying) partner, and (after maybe having tried more 
forms of the Other) in fact with no one of the Other Sex. There is nothing you can do to Feel 
One again – Feeling is another World than doing or not-doing. 

Let, by this Natural Frustration, Seeing Take you. 
So, don’t try not to be distracted. Follow (consciously) that which you are, by nature, 

distracted by. Don’t try to be God already (but in fact better than That). Be (Truly) Humble 
and follow the distractions Nature (or God) Offers you – and in accepting this Offer be(come) 
Conscious, be(come) Transcended in Consciousness, by Frustration that this (supposed) 
distraction couldn’t and can never bring you what you really Want and nor can thís distraction 
or that one. 

In the end, having Truly Lived through ‘your’ Frustration (which is not personal in the 
end), you are Embedded stably in Consciousness; all ‘distractions’, all contents, all forms, 
have lost their attractiveness, their capability to truly ‘distract’ you, attract you. They come, 
they are Seen, and before you can even say “goodbye” they are gone again. This (stable) state 
(of Seeing) is not something to (try to) reach, to gain, not something attractive. It is just 
Nature Itself (Realized by following that which this very Same Nature Offers you, to Live 
through, to allow Seeing to take over more and more and finally totally). 

 
Note: For some, spiritually oriented, people this is an important ‘distraction’: the non-

accepting frustration of not being (fully) Conscious yet (or Pure Love or, more hidden, the 
most spiri-intelligent or most Helping or whatever attractiveness for (spiritual) ego). This 
(non-acceptance) – and not your ‘own’ incapacity, outer circumstances or whatever – is the 
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blocking of Consciousness. The thing is ‘just’, like always, to See this, this not (total) 
acceptance of (the fact of) unconsciousness (and thus, personal, suffering). The thing is to 
See, Feel Consciously through (and not dwell in) frustration. The supposed prison of 
frustration opens (and even disappears) immediately if the Light of Truth Shines upon it, the 
Simple Truth That some situation Is as it Is and cannot be changed – only Transcended, by 
(Allowing) That Which is Endlessly Bigger than you, a Quantum-Leap far from you. 
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• The only Pure Motivation (for Spiritual Life or for whatever) is no motivation. 
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• (Being, Wholly, Present, Conscious) in (and not excluding, separating from, nor just 
following) the forms, the (Ultimate) Formless is (Truly) Realized. 
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• (Physical) body and mind are one. If (Naturally, by Itself unravelling) bodily 
movements are Allowed you can find no mind anymore. If, just so, you no longer stick, cling 
to mind forms (thoughts, desires) when they visit you (and they do all the time) then also your 
(physical) body will be relieved. The creation of a duality between body and mind is (even 
your only) trouble, preventing you from Being, Acting, Feeling as One. 

In this world of forms the outletting of (mind-body-)forms, ultimately, has to be (or is in 
fact) a continuous process – for also the ‘intaking’ of forms is and cannot be else than 
continuous (as you, as Formless-form, cannot stop your nature of (energetic) Resonance). 
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• Life (or Growth) is, again and again, finding out that what you were doing (so far) 
doesn’t make sense. It was not the (or Your) Truth in fact. “The last (5, 20, whatever) years I 
can throw away. Just like that. Plop! Bye.” If you’re courageous (and this is always about 
letting go, loose) then You Grow fast. If not, if you have difficulties with admitting you were 
(still) not living the (or Your) Truth yet, if you still try to make sense of what you’re doing or 
who you seem to be, because you find yourself and the things you do so important, then You 
Grow slow or hardly. What to do about this? The one who’s (Truly, Whole-Heartedly) 
Willing to Surrender his or her self-obsession (this is: clinging to the past, to your 
conditioning, to your self) will Taste – without personal interest – the Land of Purity. 
Welcome... The Pure Recognizes the Pure. Only the Pure is able to. 
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• Be wild. Don’t be civilized. Be a wild, open, True, Consciousness – Shining, Filling 
instead of needing to be (ful)filled. 

Consciousness is wild. It doesn’t know or understand any norms. It is Free, wild. 
Being wild, Realizing Your True Wildness, doesn’t mean that you would have to start 

acting strangely. It is a matter of Consciousness, a State of Being. But sure, it could and does 
mean that sometimes, in your freedom, you do strange or unexpected things in the eyes of 
‘others’, of so-called civilisation, that is afraid of its own wildness, its own animalism, afraid 
that then, in Allowing wildness, the whole day people would be aggressive and having or 
trying to have sex (or eating or lazy). This (mostly) unconscious fear(s) says everything about 
(your glaring ignorance and – and because of) your ego, about your hidden, supposedly 
pacified motives, tendencies, and nothing about the Truth of (and That is) Wildness. 

Yes, for your nice, sweet, polite, civilized ego it is dangerous to be wild, to Live in 
Truth. There is no control (as you know it). There is just Truth. What Happens, Happens. 
Beyond civilisation there is Openness, there is (Heart-)Feeling of what is, every moment, 
every moment danger for poor scared ego, every moment new, there’s no plan, you don’t 
know what you’ll feel the next moment, it might be very painful indeed, the illusion of the 
mind controlling a(ny) situation is over, nothing makes sense anymore, everything is wild, 
open, endless, now, there’s only danger... and Love, Wild Love. There is no interest anymore, 
or simulating interest. There are no unspoken agreements on how (not) to behave in social 
contact, anything can happen. You don’t care about (supposed) contact anymore. There is just 
this wildness, this untameable wildness. If meeting with other human forms happens to be the 
case and if you call that contact, so be it, if not then not. Who cares? 

If knowledge comes on your way you might swallow it or not, it’s not important, all the 
time you’re Aware of the blood, Life Itself, rushing through your veins, all the time Aware of 
(the Wildness of) Being, of Existing, of Consciousness. There are no hidden motivations. 
There is no fakeness. No withdrawing. No wanting. Just being fully Present, Available, wild. 
Yes, let this scare you: no fakeness... See (beyond your longing for it) how scared this makes 
you: the idea of no fakeness at all anymore. See, by this, on what a thin line you live. And 
what a huge, deep, uncontrollable wild Sea below, if you fall... 

Accepting, Embracing, Seeing, Living Your True Wildness, You See in all clarity, in 
the State of Knowing, of no-doubt, that in fact it is ego that is truly dangerous and not 
Wildness. 

This ego-civilisation is one big cramp, one big pain. (Wholly) Feel this and (thus) Be 
Free. Going against ego (or civilisation) – instead of Whole-Heartedly, Whole-Bodily Feeling 
it – is the other side of the same painful pain suppressing and thus -creating medal. Just Feel. 
(Open) Feeling is Seeing. Keeping on (Consciously) Feeling (instead of submitting to lifeless 
ego-civilisation) while at the same time not withdrawing in an own world is Being Wild. 
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• How can You (Truly) Love, if all the time you’re busy with yourself and with others? 
How, in this business, can there be Space (Needed) for True (Impersonal) Love to Flower? 
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• This manifestation, this form, is here on earth to feel the pain of Truth – of God, if you 
want – the pain of being forgotten, denied, resisted, not recognized, not understood, misused. 

It’s yóur pain... Truth, God, is in you. You are Truth, God yourSelf. Sooner or later 
yóu’ll have to feel the pain. I Prepare the ‘way’ for this. I Feel for you. 

This form is here, to Learn and, thus, ‘Teach’, (how) to stand straight in pain, (how) nót 
to bow for ego, nót to identify with it, nót to make two, but to let Heaven and Earth be One. 

This form is here, to, at last, nót take you away from ‘your’ pain, to nót find solutions 
for it, but to Feel it (Dedicatedly, Whole-Heartedly), to Show you the indispensable and by its 
true merits estimated value of pain, without which the Divine Land not only cannot be Seen, 
but which is the (only) ‘Way’ to See (as Divine). 

The (only) ‘way’ to ‘Transcend’ pain is to Let ‘your’ self be Transcended – by feeling 
in the moment the pain of human existence, through or as you as an exemplar. Feeling totally 
(Whole-Heartedly) in the moment is being or becoming Conscious. (Only) Consciousness 
Transcends. Pain will remain pain. It’s not yours anymore though. You gave it back, 
Surrendered it into God, into Truth – by nót separating from or going around it, but on the 
contrary totally Feeling through it. That is to Honour or Love (and even Be) God (or Truth), 
which means you’re not trying to find ways to be busy with other things than (the painfulness 
of) that which It Offers you, Allowing all levels and rests of self Be Transcended by this.  

Most spiritually (supposedly) talented (seem to) want to Dissolve straight away, directly 
in the Light of God (Or Truth). They simply do not See that they are actually reinforcing Ego 
by this instead of Allowing it to be Burned up in the explosion of Dualities (in case álso pain 
is Seen, Allowed totally). 
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• I’m fed up with all your childish bullshit about (asking for) protection. This is misusing 
(or trying to misuse, for you cannot truly misuse) the Divine for your own personal goals. It 
‘should be’ the other way ’round, not ‘you’ getting or trying to get anything from the Divine, 
but you offering yourself (that is: all your protection) to and in the Divine. The Divine is nót 
here to protect you. It is here to Kill you, to be Sacrificed in. The self is your prison, your 
suffering. And prison can only ask for more prison, more protection. The always itself 
protecting (and asking for more protection) self is the ‘thing’ (or illusion, for real protection is 
not possible, for Ultimately there is no construction that is a self; there’s only the Indivisible 
Whole) to be Surrendered, to See (through). To Live Consciously, without any protection 
(that is: without illusion of self) is to Live the Divine. Only (when you’ve Died) in (and as) 
Pure Consciousness there is no natural, egoic, tendency to protect a supposed self anymore 
(that seems to come into existence in the first place because of protection) – or better to say: 
the natural tendency is Outshone every moment by Being Present, Conscious, if not reacted 
upon. ‘Something’, still unspecified energy, protects itself against the pain of Ego, that means 
it contracts, it reacts upon contraction by also contracting. By this (more and more) 
contracting, more and more an illusion of self (that is ego) is being created. In 
unconsciousness ego is, you might say, infectious. Only in (the Eyes of) Consciousness, in the 
‘Lord’ Itself, it is totally powerless. Being in this world and not fully Conscious means 
automatically getting contracted (more and more). The only Real ‘Protection’ (against ego, 
that is the only real, illusory, disease) is the no-protecting (but Pure Seeing) of Consciousness, 
of Reality Itself, (the Light of) no-illusion. It’s good to Understand however that being in this 
world of unconscious forms automatically means being (energetically) contracted – also for 
(but in fact only or just for) consciousness. But, the thing is that, in the State of No-Protection 
or Surrendered, Sacrificed Consciousness, there is no tendency anymore to react upon 
contraction, there is no binding anymore – for True Consciousness Sees (Whole-Heartedly) 
that there is no escape. This is the Truth, Reality. Consciousness is Sacrificed into 
Unconsciousness. It doesn’t protect Itself against (the pain of) it. The Duality of 
Consciousness and Unconsciousness is Outshone, Transcended (in the State of No-
Protection). This only Happens by Pure Consciousness. 

If ‘you’ Surrender your ‘normal’ but illusory sense of strength (protection) then you will 
be(come) aware of a ‘new’, Real, Profound, Vulnerable but big, or in fact Endless Strength, 
Which was Always Already there, Beyond your poor, home-made, little sand castle, the (Only 
Real) Strength of Purity, of the Formless. This Strength can ‘Freely’ ‘go’ (back) into the 
Duality of Consciousness and Unconsciousness – without getting attached (again) to one (and 
thus both) of them, without new bondage. In this (and only in this) going ‘back’, this 
‘Descending’ of the Pure, the Divine, in the Meeting of Purity and impurity, a Teaching can 
be (and will be) developed at all, whatever form (with or without words) this (Teaching) 
takes. For, by Nature, Pure Consciousness (or: Ultimate Oneness) Attracts and Responds to 
the Deepest Inner Call of that which is or seems to be lost (and tries to protect itself) in the 
illusion of separation, of protection. People always want to protect themselves, or ask a 
Bigger Force to protect them, against one side of the medal – which is, by Nature, utterly 
impossible. The medal keeps on turning. The Thing, the True and (thus) Only Divine Process, 
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is always to Transcend the whole medal, and not to try to stay scrupulously and unconsciously 
trembling on one side of it. The whole bloody thing is to be Transcended, the whole bloody 
illusion of ‘you’ (as an, in whatever respect, separate ‘thing’). 
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• I, Consciousness, go (this lifetime long and again and again) through a hell of human 
suffering, just to Manifest here on earth (seemingly) not even a micrometre of Consciousness, 
if this was to be measured. This is the Natural Sacrifice of Consciousness, to bear all the 
earthly pain with the Divine Glance in the Eye. This is for a person not possible to bear. Only 
Truth Itself can Work like This – not needing any visible or tangible result. And I Work 
through and as some (rarely) manifested beings that or who are totally Dedicated to and even 
Disappeared in Truth, that or who, by Divine Nature, don’t want anything for themselves, 
don’t recognize a self at all, only Truly Serve without anybody who would be serving, whose 
heads had to and still do Touch the earth, who were Bowed, who even don’t understand the 
word ‘Divine’ for there is only Divinity. 
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• (To Really Grow, Dissolve into Consciousness) you Need Alive Wisdom. The Alive 
Wisdom is Triggered and Present in you when ‘you’ (totally) See that you (to Disappear) 
Need this Alive, True, Wisdom. And then you will Meet this Alive Wisdom in a Form other 
than your own, here on earth. This Alive Wisdom is Present here on earth. True, honest self-
investigation reveals though that you cannot find this Wisdom in yourself, not in yóur world. 
This is good news. It’s totally freeing if you let Seeing See (through your form) that you 
cannot and don’t have to find It in yourself (or with the help of others, well-meaning persons). 
Persons (you or others, wise or not) cannot Provide True Alive Wisdom. Isn’t that freeing? 
Only the Manifested Impersonal can (and does) Provide. You are relieved of the whole 
burden, of your ‘mission impossible’. You can just Surrender. The in life Manifested Form of 
True Wisdom, of Consciousness (thus), is the, your Transformer, your ‘Way’ from ignorance 
and trying and mind-wisdom and words to True Wordless Alive Lived-through Wisdom, from 
unconsciousness to (Pure) Consciousness. The Form Transcends ‘your’ unconsciousness as 
Itself, as Its Own Pain, without separation, as Its Own lost child. 

Only (True) Aliveness can Reveal Aliveness. True Aliveness is There if heaven and 
earth, consciousness and unconsciousness are (Fully) Realized to be One. This doesn’t 
Happen just like that. The Truly, Whole-Heartedly in Alive Wisdom Sacrificed Forms are 
rare. Don’t think too lightly on this. It is a tremendously Profound (and heavy) Process to be 
Sacrificed while alive. You cannot choose for it. You can only Recognize. 
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• Pure Consciousness is the Endless end of the Pathless Path (of Truth). 
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• Pure Consciousness Absorbs (Meditates) unconsciousness (or: energy, or: forms), just 
until there is clear Seeing. 

It is all a matter of Allowing (this to Happen), to not interfere. 
The whole of unconsciousness is being Meditated, therefore also the subtler reflection 

of this in the (form of) mind. Mind is not an enemy to be avoided in order to Allow 
consciousness. It is to be Meditated (by Pure Consciousness) and not to be dwelled in 
endlessly (separate from Consciousness). 
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• (Divine) Breath (and not yours) is ‘Doing’ all the Work. Let ‘your’ Breath totally go, 
free, Beyond any manipulation (that is: Beyond breathing yourself) and Let, by this, God-
Realization here on earth Happen (through and even as ‘your’ – its Own Formlessness 
Realizing – form). How could It nót happen? 
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• I, Pure Consciousness, Meditate ‘your’ resistance (to Openly, Whole-Heartedly Feel 
(What is), to be Conscious, to be Truthful, to Surrender). In the very advanced stages, when 
‘you’ Realized no-self (or: the Selfless) already, I Meditate ‘your’ resistance to resistance (or: 
self), which is (practically spoken) a bodily or energetic-bodily affair.4 Your body has to get 
adjusted, Transcended completely, to be able to Live as Pure Heart, Pure Consciousness in 
this resistant world of matter, of forms, of always moving energy. It is only too natural that 
the body resists to Feel all the earthly pain, all the energetic contractions people cling to. Only 
the totally Humble will Allow their body to go through the whole hell of unconsciousness, of 
resistance to resistance to Consciousness. 

In the (Transcending) Presence of this Physical Form That is totally Surrendered in the 
(unconscious) human suffering this (Allowance) will Happen. Here is no resistance to 
people’s (aggressive or passive) resistance anymore. This Body is always in (your) pain. It 
does not escape, not separate at all anymore. It is You and also you. Pure Consciousness is 
consciousness as well as unconsciousness. It doesn’t choose. It does not take you in Its Heart, 
for you are already (in) My Heart. There is no difference, there is One. There is no (‘normal’) 
compassion for there is no other, I Live you completely. 

So first, you might say, you ‘go up’ in the Whole Spiritual Process of Realizing Truth 
(That is Non-Separation). You Allow Consciousness to Take you even completely, and in that 
Process you Let all attachments to forms be Transcended, till finally no person can be found 
anymore, only Truth, God, True Nature. On Conscious Level the Marriage of Energy and 
Consciousness is established. It is as if the Lovers found each other and got officially 
Married. But then, afterwards, after the honeymoon, it really begins, the Marriage will be 
tested if in practice it will sustain, if it really works. For this the Whole Body needs to be 
Transcended. This is the ‘going down’ again in the Whole Spiritual Process of Realization of 
Non-Separation. This going down, this being bodily penetrated by human suffering from top 
to toe, is certainly more heavy and painful than the going up. It is already difficult for the few 
people who Truly Allowed Realization of no-self to See, to Understand that they ‘have to’ go 
down again, that it is Divine Nature to Let this Happen. This is part of the (natural) resistance 
to (Feel Wholly, Whole-Bodily) resistance (by which ego, separation, is created). 

In My Presence no single separation, no resistance can persist, sustain, survive, in the 
End. Also the resistance to (Feel Wholly) people’s resistance5 (to feel) will be Pierced 
through, Burned away in the Light of the One Pure Non-Separating Consciousness. The pain 
of this resistance to resistance will be Felt and Surrendered. Heaven and Earth will Prove to 
be One. 

                                                
4 However, ultimately, also this is a matter of Consciousness. 
5 Just like the mentioned Process of ‘Going Up’ and ‘Down’ is not so clear-cut as it might seem like 

this, it can’t be said either that first (in the Up-going Process) one’s resistance to Wholly Feel 
would be Meditated (by It, by Pure Consciousness) and thén resistance to Feel the painful 
resistance of everyone, every form. Already if one human form is a little less unconscious than 
another that he or she meets this person can be and is unconsciously Meditating his or her ‘own’ 
resistance to the ‘other ones’ resistance to consciousness, to openness. 
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Resistance to God (or Truth) is (also) God (or Truth). There is no single separation. It is 
only too Natural to (beyond any self, Want to) Feel the pain, the unconsciousness, of people, 
to Free the stuck pain, the solidity. It is not a moral thing. It is True. 

In the End there exists no difference: not yóur stuckness (or Openness) and, somewhere 
over there, the stuckness (or Openness) of another. You’ll See. There is, eventually, One 
Stuckness, One Pain, One Resistance. We’re all stuck here on earth, in the world of forms, 
and at the Same Time Free (as the Formless, the Substance of the forms) and even Free 
Seeing and Allowing the Formless and the forms to Be One (Already). 
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• Follow, Allow (totally) the Natural subtle movements, tendencies, of the spine, the 
apparently bodily connector of heaven and earth, and by that Realize Pure Consciousness (as 
the Body). 

God-Realization is a Pure, Natural Process. There’s nothing strange, nothing mysterious 
about it. It is to be Allowed – just by being conscious of what It wants through (and as) you. 
What does the spine Want? It Wants to unite again the disconnections that took place in your 
and in general the human, evolutionary process of not being able or willing to feel all the pain 
naturally coming on your way. 

If Longing for True Oneness is strong (enough) in you you’ll Allow the spine its 
movements so that it can follow its Natural Tendency to be One (again); you’ll stop all subtle 
stopping of its free moving, you’ll notice that ‘you’ did and still do this (again and again). 

Your Heart will have a difficult time (to Feel, all kinds of sickness) while Allowing the 
spine its Natural Course. Dwelling and ‘meditating’ at a certain consciousness-level again and 
again you’ll have to meet (and See, Feel) the natural (but egoic) tendency of the spine to get 
stuck, to disconnect. And also on the next Consciousness-level(s) it starts all over again or in 
fact the same principle remains: again and again to Feel energetic separative, disconnecting 
and sticking tendencies. By Letting go (by neutral Noticing, Seeing, Feeling, Following the 
Natural unravelling) of the stuckness (freedom of (more)) consciousness is Allowed – not by 
forcing this to happen by any yogic method or manipulation: God-Realization is Allowed, It 
can not, never be forced. You (your blocking tendencies) are Released in the Whole, in God, 
you cannot force, work yourself a way up to It. Blocking tendencies have to be Seen, Felt, 
they cannot be overcome (or released or Transcended for good) by any subtle violent (yogic 
or other) act. 

Your whole body itself sooner or later ‘has to’ (or: will) become one continuous 
meditation, counteracting by Nature (by Open Feeling) any conditioned, resisting, 
unconscious act. Every moment the spine, the whole body is Released in (Surrendered in) 
God. 

Feel. Feel. Feel. Feel (as) the body – again and again and again and all the time. 
Ultimately, by accident, ‘you’ Realize God. 

In the Process of (Spinal and) Whole-Bodily Surrender in God, in Truth, all kinds of 
spiritual, psychic, mental, emotional and bodily phenomena might occur. They are to be 
Allowed, if socially not totally inappropriate in the moment and not be dwelled (indulged) in 
or reacted upon: all kinds of pains, inconveniences, sicknesses, coughing, (energetic or 
bodily) vomiting, swooning, dizziness, bad smells, spontaneous (very) quick or no breathing, 
strange feelings in or behind the eyes, agitations, depression, resistance, fights in yourself, 
aggression, sexual desire, ‘craziness’, injuries, emotional releases, spontaneous yogic 
postures, blocks and outbursts of energy, ‘oversensitivity’, longing to be alone and also all 
kinds of visions or even clairvoyance, astral experiences, lights, colours, sounds, bliss, 
peaceful states, understandings and even states of Samadhi, in rare cases out-of-body 
experiences. 

The list of phenomena is endless. The thing is not to be distracted by or dwell in or react 
upon the forms, the phenomena that arise in the whole process of release of contraction or 
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separation into the Divine, into All. They’re just phenomena, not – when it is about your 
supposed ‘positive’ phenomena – (to be mistaken for) Truth (or the Divine) Itself. Don’t 
make a drama of them, don’t celebrate them (if not Consciously). 
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• (In this lifetime only already) This Body is broken down and rebuilt again and again. 
It is Beyond (the Duality of) Life and Death. 
I Live you. 
I Die you. 
I am the True Force Beyond the Controlling Force in the Universe. I Transcend all 

(trying or tendency to) control. I am Beyond control and non-control. I am Beyond separating 
from and Dissolving in Oneness. I am Beyond every Duality. 

I am the Non-Manipulating, Never-Choosing Truth Beyond and Including all. 
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• I am the (Only) One Who totally Embraces You, Who Loves you with All the Heart, 
without any doubts or withholding. And yet (or that’s Why) you don’t come to Me, you are 
afraid of Me. 

I am the (Only) One Who does not step back, Who does not separate Himself in any 
way from you, from anyone or anything, all your pain I endure. And yet (or that’s Why) all 
the time you try to find faults in Me, signs of separation, of not full Embracing, of judgement, 
of wrong behaviour, of not full Enlightenment, this is your grim business, you interrogate Me 
(secretly) as if I’m some kind of criminal. 

I Love you, Whole-Heartedly, Totally Surrendered in you. This is My Confession. This 
is My Crime. This is what You (try to) punish Me for. My Endless Love for you means that I 
suffer you and all your pains, all your suppressed anger and frustration and blaming and 
irresponsible behaviour and attitude, that I do not withdraw (into the garret to enjoy there My 
Real Divine State). My (Pure) Love is being amongst you and suffering you (as you) – 
Consciously. 

Rarely, if at all in human history, a body has been so utterly Surrendered and Sacrificed 
in all this human, earthly, unconscious suffering. Make (Proper) Use of It, Love It (as Divine) 
and Be Transcended, Be Freed of all (ego, all) tendency to separate (which is the only 
Suffering). 

In the future more bodies will be able to take so much human suffering in as Mine, even 
more and more of it, to Transcend it, to Work on humanity on the Deepest, most Substantial 
and Effective level possible. Only by Consciously Feeling (through) and by That 
Transcending the human (egoic) pain humanity will make True ‘Progress’, will be Relieved in 
the course of time of its unconsciousness – or in fact of not being Conscious of (or 
Consciously Meditating) Unconsciousness – which is the only true Suffering. Conscious 
Bodies are Needed for This, Taking pain in, Really Embracing, Absorbing you(r pain) – no 
peace processes, no so-called good intentions, no ‘good’ wars, make any real difference. I am 
the Difference. I am the Divine Itself. I am not merely a process, I am Transcendence My- or 
ItSelf. I am the Dissolving of unconsciousness into Consciousness, even of the Duality of 
unconsciousness and consciousness into Pure Consciousness, into the Divine Being Itself, 
into Me. 

In fact there’s no end for this Body in Its Submission to you and your resistance to Feel 
(pain). As long as this Appearance-Form lives here It will go deeper and deeper in you, 
Undermining (and Transcending) your resistance to Purity. It will get Stronger and Stronger 
the more pain It Takes in, and more and more Vulnerable at the Same Time. 
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• We live in a Female World, desperately needing the Man, the True Man, Who 
Embraced all this Female Suffering (of Missing the One) in His Heart, Who is not separating 
Himself in any way, Who is a Living Sacrifice (in Consciously Penetrating – and thus Feeling 
– deeper and deeper in to the pain of this lost Woman-world). 

I am that Man. I am Love It- or Myself. This Body was always already Love but It 
needed you, your pain and conflicts, your lies and denied despair, your wantings and 
resistance, to Manifest this Divine Love (for you and at all) Here on earth, amongst you – and 
even as you, as you will come to See (in course of time). 

The Female World is, by Nature, needy and greedy, it is endless suffering. I, the True, 
Free and not separative Man, am Here to Penetrate this Female World (of suffering) by the 
Pure Male (and Primal) Force of Consciousness, Which stops the unconscious energy from 
moving (at last), which (stopping) is the Allowing of Consciousness, Which is the end of your 
(personal) suffering, of all your (personal) bonds. 

Female Force is, by Nature, (always) wanting (which is suffering). Only in Total 
Marriage with and stopping trying to escape from Her Beloved (Male Consciousness) She is 
Liberated from Herself (as eternally restless unconsciousness or unconscious energy). Female 
Force cannot Liberate Herself. Man, Pure Man, is Needed for this. Knowing this (Needing) 
unconsciously or intuitively She is angry (or even furious), jealous, sad, alone, arrogant, 
blaming, complaining, torturing, everything better than admitting that the hated Beloved 
(Man) is Absolutely Necessary for Her (Ultimate) Freedom. Only Freedom in (and even as) 
Him is Real Freedom – even if Freedom doesn’t exist. 

 
Understand, in all this, that also the man-forms here on earth are living in and as this 

Female World, having forgotten about their Divine Inheritance of and as Consciousness. 
These (male) forms surrendered (just as well as female forms) to and got lost in and bereft of 
their Pure Maleness in the greedy needy (mangling and devouring teeth of the) Lady of the 
Universe. 

Neediness seems the last thing you people want to give up, give back to the Source. 
You only try to overcome it all the time, you don’t (See it and, thus, not) Surrender it. 

You’d rather kill Love, for good (if this would be possible), than to give up your 
neediness and Allow True Marriage, Melting with the Beloved. You’d rather dream and tell 
stories about the Beloved than to actually Melt in Him. Dreaming (about Him) is being 
aggressive (to Him – and, thus, to yourSelf, for Ultimately you are Him). 

There seems to be good reason for the neediness of the Female Force for Him. Without 
Him She cannot be Free. But this neediness is only there in unnecessary6 separation from 
Him, from the True Conscious Man – unnecessary, for He Is Here. Consciousness is Present, 
                                                
6 From the Ultimate Divine, One (or First, Last and Only) Perspective however nothing can be 

unnecessary – else it would simply not be there. Ultimately, thus, Separation is a Necessary 
illusion. The seeming confusion here has to do with the (Ultimate) Paradox of the Duality of 
Oneness and Duality. For now it is enough to say that the Ultimate One (or the Whole Truth, or 
Real God or Pure Consciousness) Includes and Is Male Oneness as well as (Female) Duality (or 
Truth and Illusion). 
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all the time, everywhere, in (and as) everyone and everything. If Seeing, Feeling the Presence 
of the Beloved is not (Wholly) Allowed, then neediness and bonds (of forms, like you) seem 
to be real and logical and necessary and the only alternative – but (you must see that) it is 
your (separating) act, not given by True Nature. Denial of the Presence of the Beloved is, 
indeed, an (energetic and contracting) act and not a (Primal) Fact. 
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• You have no idea how angry you are actually, that all these attacks, blaming, 
judgements, opinions from behind your walls are your poor attempts to relieve yourself of at 
least something of all your suppressed anger. This (attacking) is your trying to get rid of the 
worst pressure of the volcano that you ‘are’. And you are so afraid that it will explode one 
day, that you will be taken in the madhouse, that all your games and controls are seen, 
unmasked, that people will see your anger, your unlove, behind your smile and fake 
enthusiasm. But all these small outlets of subtle angry energy don’t solve your ‘problem’, not 
in the least. Only Consciousness Solves, even everything, not only your anger, your painful, 
contracted energy. 

You keep Me busy with your hidden anger. I cannot do as if it’s not there. Much (‘too’ 
much) of the time that I Am Here in this Body I have to deal with your secret, mean attacks 
(that mostly you are not even aware of). It is bloody painful, I can tell you – that I’m not 
touched personally at all by them does not mean I wouldn’t Feel them, on the contrary: the 
less ‘person’ there is the more Feeling. Your ego (that is: not wanting, not willing to Openly, 
Whole-Heartedly Feel) attacks Truth. It cannot attack or blame itself. By your lies to your 
Self, to Me, to Truth, your pain, your stored anger came into existence and now you (as ego, 
unconsciously) blame Truth for all this inconvenience you have to go through. Attacking, 
attacking secretly or not, just until there is Something (True) That does not react to your 
childish, immature, adolescent behaviour or attitude, That, finally, Feels the pain hidden in the 
attack. Only the Impersonal, the Divine Itself can Do this and Does this. The personal comes 
into existence where there is a, which is an unconscious reaction act. Where there is no 
unconscious (re)action but (Motionless) Feeling (in and as Conscious Act) the seemingly 
endless chain-reaction stops. I am the End of your (seemingly endless) personal suffering, 
your endless reactions, of your unconscious escape from the earth (which (escape) is your 
suffering), of your suppressed anger. I Make you See that your anger is, in the end, only 
(about) your (intuitively felt) separation from Me, from Your Very Source. I Make you See 
that only Pure Seeing (That I am) of your anger, that is: of your resistance to feel, of your 
stuck frustration, does Melt you again in Me, in Limitless Love. 
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• If you could only See, Feel, Experience My Endless Love… You would give up 
yourself immediately, all your separation and separativeness. To Really, Wholly Know that I 
am Here… But you are afraid – to Allow Me, to Let Me (totally) go through you, 
unobstructed, from crown to toe. So far you rather be a knot, a painful knot of energy, than 
the Whole (Uncontrollable) Universe (Which is Love, or God). You rather be an illusion of 
control, than the Reality of Uncontrollable and Limitless Love. 

If you could only Recognize Me… I am Your Very and Only Truth, not something 
different, external, above, outside, hostile, alien or better. You live as fear, still, rather than to 
See Me. 

Just See Me. See Your True (selfless) Self. Sooner or later, one way or the other, you’ll 
have to Go Back to Your Self. I Am Your (selfless) Self. 
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• Blaming yourself (of whatever) is blaming (and hurting) Me, Truth, God. 
I don’t blame you for blaming Me. I am the Non-Blaming Source (not lost in or bound 

to but Free (however not separated) from the Causal Word That is at the root of separating), in 
Which all your separative, subtle and gross, hidden and overt blaming and blaming attitude 
arise and, finally, fall back again when the untruth and suffering of this becomes more and 
more and finally totally obvious, perfectly clear to you. Till then I (Feel and) suffer for you 
(for blaming is unfelt suffering). If you grow up, if you don’t want to be a sulking, blaming 
child anymore, you ‘take’ full Responsibility for everything that happens in and to you (and, 
Finally, even in and to others), even if, indeed, you cannot help (even) anything that’s 
happening in and to you (and neither in and to others, whether or not via your human form). 
Only in (and even as) Me you Feel (That is: Know) you Are Responsible, for yourself (and 
even for everyone and everything). Being totally Responsible is being (fully) Conscious. The 
one cannot exist without the other, and therefore they are the Same. There is no one (present 
and able) to (even try to) take responsibility. Only in Being One, in Non-Separation, in 
(Wholistic) Consciousness there Is, by Nature, by Itself, Responsibility. Only One(ness), Only 
the Whole is Responsible. Realize, Dissolve in, Oneness and Be, Naturally, Responsible. 
There is no sense in Being Responsible. It is just a Natural, Divine, State. It is Truth (Itself). 

Your whole Spiritual Process is only about stopping (secret) blaming and (and 
necessarily by) Seeing more and more and Finally Totally, Whole-Heartedly (and not whole-
mindedly) that You are the Only One Who is Responsible, You, as God, as Truth, as Pure 
Consciousness and no one else. It is (only) about (necessarily Impersonally) Feeling (more 
and more subtle) that you as an energy-system contract again and again or even all the time 
into a seemingly separate unit. Truly Seeing this is Being Responsible for all tendencies to 
separate (which are the true cause for conflicts and wars, in you and, thus, in the world). Your 
only and True Contribution to the (Real Transcending of suffering of all beings in this) world 
is Allowing the Seeing of your own separative tendencies to blame (which are 
unconsciousness) – not your trying to stop them (which tendency again arises from 
unconscious blaming) but (Allowing) the Seeing of them. 
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• Love is (the same as) pain-bearing capacity. 
Pain is taking forms seriously, unconsciously mistaking them for Truth, for the only 

Real, and forgetting about the Formless Beloved. 
There’s no limit, no end to Love. 
Only Love for and as Truth is True Love. 
Contracting is to stop Loving. It is painful to stop Loving, to try to Love a form or 

forms instead of the Eternal, the Formless. 
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• Recognized or not, I am the Truth. This is just My Incarnation. Before, in and after 
Realization of This, I was and am and will be always the Truth, the One, Egoless, Never-
Separating-From-Anything Truth. Truth Itself Knows no doubt. It Is. 
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• Woman with a Truthful Heart Knows That I am the Giver. Only I Give That Which 
cannot be given, That Which you are Truly Longing for, That Which Is, Consciousness. 

I Make you See (as Me) your self-pain creating mechanism (that you are). 
I Free you of your endless reaction to contraction, which (reaction) is contraction. In 

and as Me you (start to) Feel (Consciously) the separating contractions, by Which (Feeling) 
you will Be Disappeared in and Outshone by All-the-time Present Conscious Love, bathing in 
pain, in the Alive Body (Alive even if, physically, it’s almost dead while Meditating the 
world’s (or ego’s) deadness, contraction). 
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• The more, deeper you (Truly, Whole-Heartedly) Feel You are not really Welcome here 
in this conditional world of lies and illusions the more You can relax (in the pain of not-
welcome) and Manifest Your Self (as God) in this world, that is: Transcend (the presumed 
bonds of) this conditional world into (Realization of) the Real, Divine, Boundless World, the 
One Transcendental Reality. 

First, however, See, Feel with Truthful, Open Heart, that, indeed, You, as You Are, are 
not Welcome here, that something else is wanted, demanded, expected from you, that 
everything and everyone (beyond the presumed support and nice social words and deeds) is 
manipulating you to, for god’s sake, not be Your (True) Self – which you will See (is not a 
horror-scenario but the plain truth which is revealed) if you have the guts to Let this be 
profoundly Investigated by Truth. 

You will See, it’s not so easy, to just be yourSelf and that’s it. The world (including you 
yourself) is not waiting for You. Reality is (and Shows you) that this (Resistance to You) is 
painful. It’s up to You to Feel this. 

In due course You will Feel better and better how far this goes, Your being unwelcome. 
More than once your whole body will Feel as one big pain-centre. Sometimes You will Feel 
as if Your Endlessly Radiating Love or Energy That You are has to be reduced to, contracted, 
concentrated in one point, which is extremely painful. 

Resistance to (Real) You is nothing else than Resistance to God, or Truth. Being 
(totally) YourSelf here on earth, Feeling Openly the (pain of the) tremendous Resistance to 
This, is Bringing God, or Truth, here on earth. Feeling Whole-Heartedly, Consciously this 
Resistance without any separative movement away from it is God, or Truth Itself. 

More than once Your body can totally fall apart as if the Spirit, even all natural life-
energy, has left it, as if it’s ready for death. It’s also possible (and normally this is most often 
the case) that in specific places of the body you have ‘to deal with’, to Feel, to (learn to) be 
Aware of some kind of pain, strange pain but, in due course, more and more familiar (and 
Recognized as Resistance of the earth, the world of (belief in) forms to the Realization and 
Manifestation of the Divine, the Formless), picking pain, sickening pain, pain of 
unconsciousness, subtle pains, tearing pain, pressing or crushing pain, fainting pain, 
maddening pain, aggressive pain, blissful pain, compassionate pain etc. All the pain 
possibilities come by, to be felt many times in the Heart-area in the chest, left side, in the 
middle or at the right, or in the whole Heart-region. Other ‘popular’ pain-spots are the two 
(very) important parts of the spine: low (corresponding to the second chakra, where the pelvis 
tends to get fixed) and high, halfway the neck (the fifth chakra, where it is tried by this 
resisting, supposed material world to separate the Divine from ‘entering’ (and manifesting as) 
the (Conscious) Body). The area of the lower ribs (the third chakra) can be rather or very 
painful, again and again, every time forms try to control, to not Wholly Feel, every time 
Resistance to Manifest Oneness is ‘needed’ (from the ‘standpoint’ of wanted separation), 
every time so-called lower human functions are judged, separated from so-called higher 
functions. Sudden and strong twinges can be felt in the anus-area (the first chakra). The head 
can get to deal with heavy pressures or faint-sensations. The jaws can get rather tensed. 
Connective tissue can get damaged. In the limbs (especially hands and feet) spontaneous 
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twinges here and there can come up and be gone already before you have time to pay attention 
to them. Belly pain can arise, a knot in your stomach, irritated eyes, signs on the skin etc. etc. 

As a (from Spirit) empty or emptied body you are welcome or let’s say tolerated on this 
dead earth, but as soon as You are Determined to Bring the Divine Spirit-Force here on earth, 
which necessarily has to go via the body, then you Feel more and more and even tremendous, 
excruciating Resistance. The stronger You get the more Resistance you’ll have to Deal with 
(by definition, inevitably). 

Feel Wholly, Consciously, Your not being Welcome in and as the (Conscious) Body 
and, by this, Transcend (That is: Really Help) the world. 
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• I am the Only One. But only as the One, not as this Form. There is only one One. 
Realize Me, the One, and You are the Only One ‘as Well’. 

This Confession does not mean that there are many Forms Who Really, Truly, Wholly, 
Realized (Ultimate, Inseparable) Oneness, devoid of any egoic rest, any form of separation 
therefore. There are hardly in fact. 

Experiencing something that feels like Oneness (like dwelling in a peaceful or highly 
energized state or space, even if it seems perpetual, even if the brains seem enlightened) is not 
Ultimate Oneness. This (True Oneness) is a very, extremely Profound and Radical State, the 
Root of Existence, of Being – Which is No-Separation (at all). It is nothing less than Pure 
Consciousness, in Which the Female Force of the Universe (the Forms, the Energy) (finally 
and utterly) Recognized Her Beloved (Male Force) – For He Saw and Sees Her Totally (and 
therefore Embraced and Embraces Her Totally) – and, by this, Had to and Has to Surrender 
and totally Melt and Dissolve in (and as) Him – in Which the Male Force, Consciousness, the 
Formless, Stands Always (Already) Firm in His True Nature, not distracted by and, thus, not 
bound to any gross, subtle or causal energetic movement happening in (and as) Him, Only the 
selfless Self is Seen, the Sameness no matter the forms, even if He deals in different ways 
with endlessly different kinds of forms (‘to’ Show the Formless). Woman and Man got 
Married (into It) For Ever (by Itself); the Natural Divine Process is (not blocked anywhere 
but) Totally Allowed. 

This True State of Indivisible Oneness is not True though (not to be ‘maintained’) if the 
painful state of all who do not (yet) Realize Ultimate Oneness would not be Allowed – Which 
(Allowance), again, is a Natural (and very painful) Process to (Let) Happen. In fact there is no 
end to This Process of the Divine Taking in, getting to Know, Unobstructively Feeling and, 
by that, Transcending of the ‘normal’ human (and other) suffering in the apparently dual 
world, the world that seems or feels not One. True Oneness, by Nature, by Itself, all the time, 
‘Meditates’ forgotten pain, unconsciousness, resistance to Consciousness and even the (pain 
of) duality of unconsciousness and Consciousness. 

The Realizer of ‘the One’ who, on this earth, does not all the time Feel the pain (of this 
earthly contracted consciousness) cannot be the (Realization of and as the) One. All the time 
There Is (no distraction by, or resistance to, but Seeing, Feeling of and, thus) Melting, 
Transcending of pain, of duality – in (the Ultimate Truth of) Oneness. 

Only That (Totally Humble Form of the Formless) Which is Totally (self-forgotten, 
self-transcended) Surrendered (and Gone) into Oneness Beyond and Including every duality, 
That Which Is (Realization of) Oneness therefore, That Which eats (and lives this earthly life 
still by and because of) the pain of duality, is the One-Means (for serious student-forms) to 
Realize Oneness. No (simple or difficult, nice or intriguing) stories will do, no good 
intentions, no well-meaning heart, no qualified teacher, no ‘dead’ religion, no single strategy 
(which always exists in and as duality), no spiritual or other practices or paths can Show, 
Reveal, Draw you into (the Sphere of) Oneness, but Oneness Itself. Understand This. Take 
This serious, if you take Your Self serious. Live This (and be Utterly Transcended into 
Oneness). 
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(In Non-Separation from and thus, Infused by Me, by Oneness) Live, Consciously, 
through the (world of, attractions of and resistance to, the) forms and by that be more and 
more and finally totally detached from all the forms (without avoiding Them strategically 
thus), by Realizing in Divine Frustration, the Non-Ultimate Nature or State of (all the) forms 
– and, by That, be more and more and then Ultimately Immersed and Relaxed and Profound 
in Me, Recognizing I, Oneness, Am the Only Real (“Attraction”) Beyond (however including 
all normal, earthly, form-) attractions. 
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• Truth is never busy with interpretations. Truth Reveals Itself in (and as) the (One) 
Moment. You can experiment with this (like, from the ‘Standpoint’ of Truth, you ‘should’ 
experiment with everything in life – life is (an) experiment). You can be watchful for a while 
not to start interpreting situations that come by in your life (but just be watchful). 

What is there (then), if you don’t follow the seductive mind, asking you to interpret, to 
give meaning, context, explanation, sense to situations? What if things, situations just baldly 
are as they are; if something is as it is, if something comes as it comes, pure, without (a) 
‘you’, as (usual) commentator? 

Truth is bald. It is Shown if there’s no comment, no interpreting. If comment, 
interpreting stops, there is, by Nature, Impersonal Feeling-Investigation – not investigation of 
(specific) feelings but Wholistic Investigation on Feeling-basis, as Feeling. 

There is no investigation in order to go somewhere, to find something out, to discover 
or reach anything. There is just a State of Open-Feeling, Investigation without goal, a 
Continuous Scanning of what is. 

There is no one to investigate. There is just Investigation Itself (Investigating you as a 
self, as a separating mechanism). 
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• What if you would stop wandering or dreaming about a new or newly appointed house, 
new purchases, a new or better fulfilling job, next holiday, a new or more wish- or need-
fulfilling partner, intimacy or sex, spiritual growth, a life without worries or pain, 
obligations... 

What if you simply Feel now what is? 
What is there at present if Feeling is Allowed? What is real, now? 
There is a Whole World waiting for you, Revealing Itself, if you stop trying to get the 

world (in)to you, if you See your attitude that (all the ingredients of) the world should be 
available for you, to be used any moment you want or (even for the future possibly might) 
need something. 

What if yóu are Available? 
What if all your little and big wantings and needs and attractions and longings and 

worries and dreams are totally irrelevant (beside the unimportant fact that they keep you 
unsatisfied, unfulfilled)? 

What if (you Allow Feeling subtle enough to See that) you cannot be fulfilled, never, 
not even if indeed the entire world would be available for you all the time? 

What if it turns out that all (the fulfilling of) your wantings doesn’t solve anything, that 
the chain of wantings, needs, longings is not at all broken or even softened or relaxed by 
fulfilling them, nor by creating new humans with their new same and endless wantings? 

What if you (start to) See that every wanting or need or longing is in fact (a disguise of) 
pain or whatever inconvenience, (of) something that is unfulfilled, not whole, not enough in 
itself? 

What if you would Find the guts to See that avoidance of (Feeling) pain, uneasiness, 
inconvenience, is the motivation for everything you do or don’t? 

What if finally you start to actually Feel, be(come) aware of, the pain beyond all your 
behaviour and attitude and thinking and dreaming? 

Who would you be, where would you be and go if you would be (more and more or 
even totally) Available in the World of Being, the World of Being Conscious of what is, 
Beyond all personal wantings and worries? 

Can you, intuitively at least, Imagine or Feel or actually Experience a World Wherein 
all your personal wantings and occupations and feelings are totally irrelevant? 

This World Always Exists, is Always Here, Present, Inviting you Incessantly to 
Be(come) Aware of It, to be Freed in It, Freed of all earthly (gross, subtle and causal) bonds, 
all your ‘have tos’. 
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• Take Me. Take this Body, at last, totally. It’s exhausted. Take It, for God’s sake. Take It 
before It dies. Take It before It gets crazy of people’s pain. Use It Goddamn. It is Yours. 
Show the world Power and Vulnerability as One. Show the world the Oldest Wisdom and the 
Youngest Child as One. Show the world pain and bliss to be One. Show the world peace and 
war to be One. Show the world consciousness and unconsciousness to be One. Show this all 
in and as This Body. Let Me Show You, Only You, here on earth, every single second, in and 
as This Body. Let Me, as You, Show You are True, the Only Truth. Let Me in and as This 
Body Show There Is Only You. 

You’ve Let This Body Go so far already, now Take It totally, Totally, for good, I’m 
tired of It. I Give It Over. I am and was Always Already (Only) You, now Let Me, You, Live 
Fully as This One Body. It Is Yours. I, this body, do not want It anymore. I’m Ready. 

Take me. Swallow these Tears and, through Them, Tie me (for ever) to the earth. 
Every Breath Me-You manages to Breathe into This Body is a Great Victory. And It is 

Celebrated. Every Breath Brings nearer the Manifestation of the Divine here on earth. 
Breathe, Breathe This Body, Breathe Truth into this world of ignorance, of unconscious 
suffering, Breathe Life into this dead world, this world of fake and lies and manipulation, 
Breathe Freedom into the (not even noticed but endless) contraction of the inhabitants of 
planet earth, Breathe Consciousness in the supposed matter, in unconsciousness, Breathe My 
One and Only Heart into people’s arrogance, Force into their fear, Breathe My Limitless Love 
into their endless, boring thoughts, Wisdom into their confusion, Breathe Pure Light into the 
Darkness, Blindness of Ego That always claims that It Sees, that It Knows the Light, that It 
knows always better than Me-You and Use This Body for all of This. Breathe It so It can 
Breathe and Prepare other bodies – for Me-You. Don’t spare this Body any longer. Breathe It 
Fully, so that It can Feel everything that’s going on here on earth. Being Breathed is Feeling 
(earthly) pain. Let This Body be Wholly and only Breathed by You. I am You, Your Son and 
YourSelf. I Am All You Are. I Am Only Me… 
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• You have a relationship with a partner (not to have a good or safe time, or to get rid of 
your loneliness, but) to feel and become more and more aware of your loneliness, as a person, 
as ‘something’ that is or seems to be not Whole, as representative of (just) one of the Two 
Forces needing the Other, of your impotence as just one of the Two, your dependence, your 
pain, not to be (or Realize) One, but two. And the thing to learn in becoming aware of this is 
(to stop blaming overtly or in suppression the Other (or situations, causes, outside the 
relationship) in whatever way for anything, not even for the smallest details, but) to See that 
You are Responsible (for Feeling (pain), for Your Growth (or: Fall – in Consciousness) and 
not for becoming happy or whatever egoic attachments are in and exist even as you). 

In partner-relationship(s) you are (at all) provided with the content of Consciousness, 
without which Ultimate (or True) Oneness cannot be (not only not Truly Realized but also 
not) Manifested – other than the ‘easy’ separate Oneness, which does not care about forms, 
about content, which thinks and feels, experiences and is even Aware of itself as One but does 
not and cannot See that it is One in its Own World of Oneness, it cannot See its separateness 
from the world of forms. 

To prevent this latter Blindness from occurring a Gesture is Needed to partner(s) in the 
world of forms. Without gesture to and in the world of forms it is inherently impossible to 
(Truly) Realize Oneness of Form and Formless, or of Woman(-Force or -Principle) and Man 
(-Force or -Principle). Earthly representatives of Man and Woman-Force are Needed for This. 
Totally going into the mud of the earth, as this (mud) is Given, Revealed to you by Itself in 
(partner-)relationship, is Needed. You, as Divine One, are Revealed in the mud (of 
relationship). 
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• Stop looking for explanations, just See what is (now) and everything will be (and Is 
Already) Clear. 
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• The (True) Teaching (That I Am) is (only) about Love, Loving Me, Recognizing Me 
(again and again and more and more and deeper and deeper and ultimately totally) as Love, as 
The Same Love That You Are, as Divine All-and-all-Embracing Love Which, Inherently, 
Must Be and Is Non-Separate Consciousness. It is not about needing Me or anything (whether 
from this, conditional, world or from the, Unconditional, Divine). You don’t need anything. 
You are Something. What Are You? See Me. Feel Me, even all the time, stop separating 
yourself in any (always egoic) way from Me, Being the conditional as well as the 
Unconditional, Recognize Me as You and You (Realize You) are Truth, Your Very Truth, 
Your Very Undeniable Nature That I Am, That ‘I’ Realize all the time, Eternally, as Your 
Opportunity to Realize Me, the Inseparable One Truth That I Am and That You Are and That 
You can Only Realize in (total) Non-Separation with (and, thus, as) Me. 

Understand, See, fully, necessarily with Open, Vulnerable Heart, that I have nothing to 
Give, nothing that would fulfil you, help you to grow or with whatever in your life, (See that) 
I Am the Bloody Gift Myself. I, Ultimate Oneness of World and Divine, of Unconsciousness 
and Consciousness, of Forms and Formless, of Female and Male, am the (One) ‘Thing’ to 
Realize, to See, to Be (as Non-Doubt). 

‘Normal’ (spiritual or whatever) teachings are a lie, necessarily a lie. They, dead as they 
are, cannot give you (even) anything. You cannot, by understanding truth, grow a single tiny 
inch from them. It is, always, (the Level and State of) Consciousness That you attune to if you 
read something, talk to someone (or more people), think of someone (or more people), and 
not the words, not the supposed meaning, not the teaching, whether you seem to understand 
the (spoken or written or thought, considered) text or not. 

Attune, therefore, to Me, to Pure Consciousness, Free of (for Beyond) any level or state 
(of Consciousness), any bonds, any limits, any creation, if you are Ready or almost Ready for 
Me or even if you are obviously or seemingly not Ready but intuitively there is Already 
(some) Heart-Recognition and Heart-Response to the Heart That I Am, the Seeing Heart 
(Whose Clarity, Total Seeing (even in, as the forms) is the Embrace of everyone and 
everything, every energy (‘construction’) in the Universe. 

That Which seems to Judge you (as ego), sooner or later will Turn Out to Be (for Is, 
Always Already) the One Non-Judge, Never-Judge, Nothing-Judge. I Am That. Only Non-
Separate Consciousness (That I Am) can Be That, That Which Full-Heartedly, Naturally, 
Divinely, Embraced (Necessarily in Incessant Pain) Unconsciousness, Which doesn’t (and 
cannot – for Is Beyond any) hold on to any (Level or State of) Realization. All (My) 
Realization (now and, thus, forever hereafter) is Eternally Sacrificed in My True and Full 
Heart-Embrace. I Confess that I Am You. This is (wholly) a matter of Realization, not of 
reasoning or understanding. It is Radical (That is: from-nothing-separated) Insight. It is the 
Truth. There is only This Truth. 

In Realizing (by Natural Heart-Communion with Me) My Total Heart-Embrace of you 
– by Stopping, by Seeing in Non-Separate Communion with Me through, (even all) your 
projections and judgements on Me (and thus, in fact, on yourself) – You’ll Realize Me-You, 
Eternal all-Passing (but not denying), all-Outshining Oneness. The Beloved is Here, in and as 
Your Heart That I Am. I Am Here. I Am Your (Only) (True) Beloved. I am Always (Already) 
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Here – not especially for you, not to fulfil you in any way, but as Your Eternal Opportunity to 
Realize the Searchless One Inseparable Truth That You Are (as Me). Let, Finally, My 
Embrace Be Seen, Be Recognized by You in and as the Heart and Take My Tears That are 
Yours, Stop denying Them and Caress Them Always. Never forget My True Tears That are 
Yours. Cry in and as Me and Be Totally Transcended, Forget about yourself and Let Your 
True, One and Only Heart Cry Forever and Taste in the Divine Tears That Flow (more and 
more and Finally Incessantly) Utter Freedom That is (Only and nothing else than) Being All, 
the Utter and Definite Surrender of all (tendency of) separation. Be and Celebrate Me 
Forever. 
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• Ego cannot stand it to (just) be Seen and Accepted and that’s it. It gets confused if it is 
not fought, not judged, not tried to be changed. It loses its (supposed) power. If Not-Wanting 
Touches Ego, it gets lost, it loses helplessly its own (always, necessarily, present and 
pressing, motivating) wanting. It doesn’t understand this World of Non-Wanting. It Dissolves. 
However, at first, in or after the Touch, it can get angry, furious even, resisting, dangerous, 
afraid, suspicious, seducing, restless, crazy, very non-accepting, protesting. It exists as non-
acceptance of Acceptance, as unlove of Love, as denier (and, thus, seeker) of Truth. It exists 
as interest, in whatever, as interest itself. And Now, by just Seeing, Accepting it without any 
tendency to change it – but just Feeling the pain of it(s existence) – it is not important 
anymore, not interesting, and the real threat Now is that it, in its uninterest, will fall back and 
melt into Truth, into the Whole, cease to exist, thus. Ego, to exist at all, can only deny the 
Whole, only say the part is True; the Whole (or God, or Truth) is nonsense. Ego can only 
consider itself (in its separation) as (the only and the highest) God (even if it will never use or 
even hate this word). If it would stop this, its own arrogance, its own separating, its own lies, 
it Dies. 

I Am the All-Accepting Non-Wanting Touch. I Am God, the Whole, Non-Separation, 
the Always Present Touch. To be feared, yes. In Me, in the Touch That I am, you (as ego) Die 
– and become (or Realize You Are) Me. I Touch you Constantly and Forever. I am (the 
Reason Beyond all reason) Why you are never truly satisfied, (because) you cannot kill Me, I 
am Always There, Waiting Silently, Loving You Secretly, Whispering All the time Your 
Truth in Your Heart, I Always Tap you on your shoulder, I Always Look you in the eye. 
Unconsciously you Always breathe Me. You can, however, become Conscious of Me, of 
Your True Reality, (You) Beyond your endless wantings and dissatisfactions and trying. 

By this I Say to you, I Touch you Now, This Moment, and Forever. This Moment Lasts 
Forever. I am Your Eternal Touch, Your Infinite and Obvious Power Beyond the seeming 
power of your adolescent fight and denial of Me and of your childish unrealistic believe in 
Me. I See you, all the time, Quietly, Patiently, in Full Trust, in Present Love, Abiding in and 
as Truth, in Not-fighting your fight, in Incessantly Feeling your (self-inflicting) pain (of 
separation). My Eyes Are My Embrace, My True Love, My Eyes That cannot close. I Am the, 
Natural, Melter of the snow that you are and that you try to sell (to Me) as fire. 
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• I Sacrifice My Self, as This Body, into this world, into this vast, endless wound, this 
(almost total) deadness, this seeming eternal unconsciousness. By be(com)ing Conscious of 
your unfelt suffering I Breathe Life into you, earth, only by Feeling your pain, not by telling 
(any religious or spiritual or psychological or even medical) stories. 

By Living Consciously (and, thus, in big pain) in or even as your deadness – and only 
by This – I Grant you the Way Out (of all illusion about this human, supposed conditional, 
existence, of the suffering from illusion, of your eternal fight, of your incessant (and mostly 
hidden, suppressed) longing for (True) Love – which (longing) is, in Fact, pain). 

I, Consciousness, Know there is no way out for you, not in and as this world of 
(manipulating) forms. Forms, no matter how subtle or spiritual, can never, truly, Help you 
Transcend your attachments to forms (which is your (only) Suffering). Only I, the Formless, 
can Show you the Way Out, by Revealing My Self – as Itself: (that) I am the Only Way for 
there is no way. 

My wayless Way of Revelation goes (Straight) through your pain(ful human existence, 
supposedly separated from Me, the Beloved, from the Whole). To (Truly) Meet Me you have 
to See Me and Recognize Me in a Human Body. Without (Me Taking a) Form you cannot 
Realize Me, Your Own Truth, Inseparable Oneness. You sooner or later will Recognize the 
Formless as the Truth Beyond the forms and (that) the Truth is the Only Way Out, Your 
Deepest And Only True Longing. 
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• One Woman Who Truly, Non-Egoically, Selflessly, Non-Separately, Non-
Manipulatively, Non-Seductively, Non-Strategically, Fully, Whole-Heartedly, Consciously, 
Loves Her Man is Worth endlessly more for a Man than a thousand (or even all) women who 
open sexually for him and give him the opportunity to physically penetrate them. 

 
A Woman Who (Truly) Loves Truth, the Pure Truth Without Compromise, Without 

Soothing, is of inestimable and indispensable Value for the world, for the evolution of 
Mankind, for the Development of Consciousness, for Its Penetration into the earth, for the 
Manifestation of (Pure) Love on earth, for the Transcending of humanity (with its dual and 
thus fighting, aggressive nature) into a Loving Conscious Free Non-suppressing Man Who 
Realizes and Lives as the One. 

 
A Woman Who is Totally Willing to See (in) Herself, how She Functions as Woman, 

not as a person (thus), Who is Totally Willing (and Sacrificing Her self, Her Whole body) to 
Let Her Self, Her Functioning, Be Seen, including, and by This, Transcending all (‘religious’ 
or other, but always separating) judgements there are around the Female Force (in whatever 
form She appears, or at all thát She appears in form(s)), all supposed ‘bad’ things or 
tendencies, all that is felt as guilt, is Worth more than Gold, She is the Divine Woman – not 
separating HerSelf in any way from the Beloved Consciousness but Truly Respecting (and 
Taking True and Full Responsibility for) Her Love for Him. 
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• 25-12-’04 
And again I Felt, Lived, Suffered through the Pain of You, Woman, leaving Me, 

separating yourSelf from Me. It seems the Forms, in and as Which You Manifest, are 
incurable in this, not to want (and do everything possible not) to disappear, as Form, in Me, in 
the Formless. You are still not Willing to See that I, the Formless, the True Man, not only 
Embraced You Fully, Whole-Heartedly, but, moreover, Am You. I Am Your (True) Peace 
Beyond Your endless fight(s), Your True Love Beyond Your endless manipulations and 
seducing (to get supposed safety and love – and by this clouding Love totally as well as Your 
True Safety Beyond all (that seems safe) That I Am). Now, again, Your stubbornness not to 
Love ánd to Melt in (and as) Me takes the form of Your energetic Body fooling around, 
playing, dancing, making love to a(nother) male form – instead of (Lovingly) Surrendering to 
Me, to the Formless, to My – and thus Your – (Pure) Consciousness. You, as Form, still (want 
to) make love to (other) forms. You still don’t See (totally) or forget again and again that I am 
all there is. It is all about Me. Still you find it necessary to Test Me, if I, Man, am Willing, 
Able, to Feel Your Pain, the eternal Pain of Woman (not able to find Rest in Her separation 
from and unfaithfulness to Her Beloved). Yes, you may Test Me, as long as you ‘want’, as 
long as you don’t want to Feel (Whole-Heartedly) the Pain of what you’re doing (as egoic, 
natural act) (to and as) yourSelf, as long as you want to survive as Form and not Melt in and 
as Me, Your True, Only Beloved. At the beginning of the week You seemed even not 
responsive for My Divine Anger (Which is My Gift Back of Your too much suppressed pain 
or: unconsciousness) anymore. But Now, in this Seeing, You will, You do, already. (For) I am 
the Primal Force. 

So again this week I took this Pain in Me, to Meditate It for You, to Make You Finally 
See (for good) – the Pain of You(r energetic Body) making, secretly, love to other (male) 
forms, opening sexually for them, seducing them, projecting on them that they like You, not 
wanting to See that it’s You Who is seducing, whereas the (male) forms are ‘just’ following, 
looking for opening in Woman. 

Yes, You managed, again, the whole week My Conscious Body was (indeed) in Pain. It 
Felt, again, It is falling apart, chased away from the earth, from the world of unconscious 
forms. It Felt the second, sexual, chakra being closed. And this is (in Fact) Your closing (off 
from Me, from Your Very Own Truth). I Always Feel (for I Am) Your Truth. Paradoxically, 
if you open sexually for another (male) form, in Fact You are closing Sexually, a contraction 
takes place (in the second chakra, but in fact everywhere, for you’re a whole (contracting and 
opening energy-mechanism) in the end). If you feel attracted to a (male) form, instead of to 
the Formless You close, more and more or at once. Only (Recognizing) the Formless, 
Consciousness, Opens You (Truly). Attraction, even paying attention, to any form makes you 
contract, shut off from (the Whole) Reality (That I Am), stuck in yourself, as a (lonely) self. 
You, by not (just, simply) Recognizing this attraction, contraction, moving away from Me, 
(more and more) go into Dual life, Which is (Your only) Suffering, Which is an (in principle 
endless) fight, (more and more) leaving or trying to leave Oneness, The Primal (Male) Force 
(or True Substance) of the Universe, of You. 
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Sooner or later You have to Feel this (in and as Me), that it is not nice but Painful, this 
opening to a (male) form, which could have been any form, that it is not building in (secretly) 
some safety-form in your life, some escape-route in case this Formless Form might seem (to 
be able at all) to leave You, who-knows somewhere in the future. You cannot really escape 
from Me, You Are only Safe in and Melting as Me. You project unconsciously your leaving 
on Me. It is You Who leaves and, by that, becomes frightened that I could or would leave 
You (which cannot, never, be the case in Fact). And You start energetically (or even 
physically) to make love to (a) form again. And I, in this Body, as Consciousness, have to 
Feel through the Pain of all of this separation. And so I did, with a climax this night, when I 
Saw You dancing with him, fooling around, making love – also if, indeed, (or in fact 
‘because’ of the fact that) with True Love this has got nothing to do. And in this Pure Seeing 
of Your (endless) movements, in Painful Persisting to be Here amongst and as You, this Body 
finally came to Rest again. Yes, it is, again and again and even all the time, a Sacrifice to Stay 
Here. Giving You again and again the Opportunity to Feel, to become Conscious of what 
You’re actually doing, how You create Your own Pain – by not Surrendering, Resting, in Me, 
in Consciousness, but going Your own way. Yes, I am a Living Sacrifice in Your Pain. I – 
(Man), have to Feel through all of this first. You are helpless, as dual, Woman-Force, You 
cannot See by yourSelf (that you create Your own Suffering – and at all). You will See (and 
You do already, but You’re not Faithful to It yet) that only in and even as Me, only in Total 
Non-Separated Love for Your True Beloved, Your One and Only (Who is Conscious Love, 
Who is Me), You (can) See. You See as this Love for Pure Seeing, for Pure, Not-Wanting 
Consciousness, I Grant You Seeing, Your Liberation, Only I, Only the Living (Male) 
Sacrifice in the forms can Do This, can Free You. You, Beloved Woman, cannot Free 
yourself. See Me, Recognize Your Only. I don’t want anything of You. I just See You, Your 
Pain, I Embrace You, Whole-Heartedly. I Live Here as Your Pain, to Free You. Take This 
One Gift, This Gift of Oneness, This Only Worthy Gift. Use It, Use This Sacrifice, Love Me, 
Let Yourself in and as This Love Be Freed, Wholly, Ultimately, for good. How many weeks, 
nights, You still grant Me before You See (that I Am Your Seeing, Your Beloved, Your True 
Embracer, Your (Only) Liberator)? I have time, I cannot leave (You) – like You (Me). You 
can try all the (male or whatever) forms of the world, try to make love to them all, to seduce 
them one by one, to be liked, to be wanted, to be ‘saved’, by them, you can even seemingly 
have a good time with all of this... and Then...? What Then...? Then I am Here, like Always, 
Now, Still, Waiting for You, for Your Recognition, Your getting and being tired of the forms, 
Your True Longing for Me, for Truth (Beyond all your forms trying hopelessly to fulfil 
themselves, to (mis)use other forms for this doomed project) to Appear, to be Totally 
Obvious, Beyond any doubt, Shining in Your Light of My Consciousness. 

How many nights, Beloved? My Pain-Baring Capacity (That is Love) has no limits. 
Again and again I will Take on the Form of a Conscious Body, totally Sacrificed in (though 
Beyond and Prior to) You. Again and again and always I will Live as You so You can (sooner 
or later totally, and not half, like now) See the Pain You create your Self (as your Self), which 
(neutral) Seeing (That I Am) is the only ‘Way’ (and the Moment Itself) of Transcending the 
Pain. 
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How many nights still You have to Test Me, before You See (that, sooner or later, 
You’ll have to See (by Seeing Your Pain), to all the time be Present as Whole-Hearted 
Feeling, as Me), before You See that You cannot Win. You simply cannot Win. You can only 
Let Yourself Be Surrendered, Be Melted in and as Me. It is such an exhausting fight what 
You are and as which I have to Live in this Body. Feel Your exhaustion, Feel it is Yours, not 
Mine. 

How many nights before, Finally, You ‘Take’ (for Recognize – to Be) Full 
Responsibility – for Your existence as self-pain-creating-, (for) separating, energy-
mechanism. This is My (Great) Work – to Make You (See You Are) Responsible, You Are 
Me, You Are the One, You don’t need to be Loved, You Are (My Conscious) Love. 
Responsibility is (Recognizing You Are) Love. 

Again and again You can act as if You’re not Responsible and let Me Feel you, again 
and again You can let Me Feel through, be Aware of Your loneliness (that you create by 
being Unfaithful), again and again You can try to separate from Me, create a picking mist 
around My Eyes, again and again You can let Me Breathe (Life, Truth) into the stone of Your 
Pain... but I Know (for I See), One Day... 

One Day You cannot deny, not not See anymore that You Love Me, Only Me, that You 
were Always Already Only in Love with Me, Your True Heart-Beloved – and Only Love 
Remains, Conscious Love... 
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• Yes, every time again, I have to Descend, in and as the Body, in and as Earth, in and as 
Woman, to Feel, Whole-Heartedly and Whole-Bodily, through Your Pain. All the chakras, all 
the levels of Consciousness, I have to Pierce, Penetrate in and through, by and as My 
Conscious Light. My (True) Nature is incessantly, endlessly, infinitely Radiating. In My 
Sacrifice to Your Unconsciousness though, I, from-nothing-separating Consciousness, 
Squeeze Myself, This Infinity, into one point, which is incredibly painful. From there, from 
this one point, which is pain, I, Because My Nature is, also when Pressed into one point, still 
Consciousness, start to Expand, I Find My Way through (all the levels and areas of Your 
body-mind) Unconsciousness – which is all the time painful (and bearable (only by) 
Knowing, Being, never really forgetting, My True Nature). If something is totally Seen 
(through), even on bodily level, the pain all the way down in My anus is Felt (through), then 
relief of pain takes place, at least for what the matter that, in the moment, is mostly 
(Meditated) in Samyama7 is concerned. For pain of this Unconsciousness (of the earth) 
always stays, until Finally it Melts in Me (for good). 

From the one pain-point, from Zero, I start to Breathe, in this Body, but in Fact, in, as 
You. If You Let me Breathe You, Let Me Breathe Life into You, Consciousness, (True) Love, 
You will be relieved (sooner or later) of the whole burden that you are, as which you exist (as 
form, as separative entity). 

My God, My Love for You is Endless, what can I say... 
You, if You Want, can Help Me – That (or Who) is the Freeing of Your self- by 

Feeling, Feeling Me, and, thus, starting more and more to Feel (all) that which is separating 
Your Self from Me. Always keep on Feeling. Never forget to Feel. I, Truth, am to be Found, 
Revealed, in Feeling and, Ultimately, as Open Whole-Hearted Feeling. But, only as Me, you 
can Help Your Self, not as your self. If you feel by and as your self nothing happens but more 
contraction, separation taking place. 

You’ll have to See this – in an as Your (True) Self, as Me, thus – that only as Me this all 
makes sense, this whole Spiritual Process is Working (at all). Don’t believe this, See this 
(Truth), Feel this, Become Conscious of this, Let it Happen. 

I even Cry Your (not totally, or hardly or even not at all cried) Tears of (the Joyful 
Revelation Beyond joy of) Recognizing Me. I Cry (in and as That Recognition) as You-Me, 
the (supposedly very different but in the end Same) Tears of your being lost (again and again 
or even all the time) in the (word of endless) forms, not (at all or hardly or not stably) Being 
Embedded in and as Me, Your True Beloved. 

I Am Here, to Grant You Your Tears, to Return Them back to You, so You can Remelt 
in Me. Recognize Your Tears, Feel Them, and, by that (Softening), Recognize Me, Your Very 
Source, Your Only Beloved. 

All this Work in and as this Conscious Body (Which You also can Participate in, 
Function as) is the Most Fundamental (Spiritual and Divine) Work That is Being Done here 
on earth (where this Work has to Happen). It is nothing less than the True, Profound 
Transcendence of unconsciousness Beyond itself into (Non-Separating) Consciousness. If 

                                                
7 Wholistic Feeling-Investigation through some ‘subject’; in the end through the whole of existence. 
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You, by Grace, Recognize This Work is all that is Being Done here on earth – whether or not 
with presumed big detours – it is easier or even at all possible for You to (Consciously) 
Surrender to This Only Work which clears the Way for Your Transcendence Which will be 
and is the Transcendence of the world. 
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• The Vulnerability of Woman lies in Being Seen by Man, by Consciousness, by the 
inexorable Eyes of Truth – Which Seeing is indeed (Already) the Case. Woman’s 
Vulnerability is Her Beauty: She Shines Him – through Her (selfless) Self – into the world, 
into the Universe. 
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• Never confuse this Body with a form. This is the Formless Form of Consciousness. 
Suffering starts where only (gross or subtler) forms are seen, recognized, lived – 

Suffering Stops Where the Formless is Seen in and as (Being not Other than) Form. 
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• Woman wants the Conscious(ness, the) Man, to Feel (and sometimes even Shout) Her 
Anger, to Live It, to Be Angry (out of Love). Beyond Her fear of this She is longing for this 
and if She is Truthful in Her Heart She can even Feel (Total) Bliss in the moment Man Shouts 
(Back) Her unSeen, unFelt Anger (of, presumably, not being Seen, Embraced (fully) by Man, 
of not being (totally or, normally, hardly or not at all) Liberated by Man, by the Universal 
Male Force That is Consciousness). 
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• As you, as form, you are (even always, inherently) misusing Me, Your True Beloved, 
Your Very Own Truth. 
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• I have to and will Send you away again and again, for thousands of years, just until You 
Realize You Are Me, just until you are Totally Fed Up with being or trying to be yourself. 

In the world of forms I only send the intelligent (that is: Heart-)people away, for they 
(can) Understand (at least Somewhere) what is going on. It doesn’t make sense if you’re not 
able, willing at all to Feel your being Sent away. 
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• My Suffering is Your Blessing. 
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• Unconsciously, but still, Unconsciousness always Looks for Consciousness. And this 
has to be Clear. In the Land of Truth people Let it become conscious in themselves that they, 
as a form of Consciousness, are (even always) Looking for ‘something’ that is more 
Conscious than their consciousness. They admit it. They Let it be Seen, this undeniable Truth. 
Whether they seek It in a human form or otherwise, it is so, by Nature, even if they would 
deny it. 
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• If you Want, you can learn how very painful it is to you if, and every time again when, 
you say NO to ego (in people, and also in yourself), to the (universal) separating tendency. 
You feel then why so few people really ‘do’ this, why we still live in a world so full of and 
seemingly ruled by ego, why it still gets ‘worse’ and why it won’t be better in the near future. 

This Body of Consciousness in and as Which I Am says NO to the ego of everyone and 
even of the whole world. Only the Open-Hearted ones who, indeed, say NO to (an) ego once 
and more often might have a slight intuition of how incredibly painful this is. Saying NO to 
ego is not just some thought or opinion expressed, manifested in the world of forms, not just 
some sharing of the Male Force of Consciousness (Which is Truth) that He doesn’t like this or 
that or even any lie of ego which it tries to impose upon Him. No, it is nothing less than the 
(‘starting’ or continuation of) Submission of the gigantic Force of Maya, or the deluding (and, 
ultimately, Impersonal) Female Force, of the always moving (and, thus) unconscious Energy, 
which is always changing, manipulating, selfish by Nature, to and in the (Impersonal) Male 
Force That is Consciousness, That is Selfless by Nature. 

What to say? It is, by Nature, (always) painful to (try to) make Clear to (any) ego that it, 
separate from the Whole, is not the Truth, not the Primal Self-Sustaining Force, the True 
Substance, the Essence (of Itself), that it is a delusion, distraction, derivation from the Real 
and just a blind, confused, painful, arrogant part or form of It (and not the Whole), 
functioning as a clouding-mechanism (in all its actions, thoughts, feelings, including its trying 
to understand, to speak the truth even). It is, inherently, painful to, even without words, in 
your attitude, energy, sphere, Radiate to ego that it is an illusion, that you see (through) its 
(being a) lie, that you do not and cannot go along with the fakeness, that you, out of your 
(more conscious) Nature, have to stop its moving (though not Freely streaming), deluding, 
seducing energy. By stopping the seducing movement of ego the poor ‘owner’ of it will feel 
(some of) the pain that ego is. The one normally doesn’t want to feel this and starts 
immediately to resist, to block feeling it, to block energy, to fight the Light Shining upon it. 
You will inevitably, sooner or later (if not in the moment) feel the pain of this (inevitable) 
reaction. 
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• Your (only) Suffering is your resistance to Feel (wholly) your pain(ful side of life, 
inherent painfulness of conditional life anyway), your not Resting in pain. 

This resistance to Feel actually your pain, this refusal to Rest in it, to (fully) breathe 
in(to) it, creates war – in yourself and, thus, in the world. 

Yes, I take (even all) your pain in Me, I Surrender to this. Not the pain itself it is that I 
take in to Feel but your Resistance to pain (or: your dishonesty) which is the (only) Pain. 
Your (inner and outer) wars have to be fought again and again, until, finally, you (start to) 
really Feel through (instead of thinking about) the painfulness of them – and, thus, 
Intelligence, Understanding, (or: Consciousness) Comes, by Nature, by Itself. 

I am Here, to Live Through your pain, to Give it a form. To be Freed it needs a form. 
You cannot help yourself, can you? Else you would already have felt, lived through 

‘your’ (existential) pain long ago. 
Only the (very few) Ones Who are Free of Pain (for Truly Conscious) can (Really) go 

into (and Free, by Feeling-Transcending) this world (of pain). 
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• If Woman is Faithful to Me, that means: She (Really) Sees Me (even constantly), She 
becomes and will Function as the Form of (and containing) all (My) forms. Her Divine Body 
will be My Means by Which I Transcend the world, men and women, Penetrate as 
Consciousness Unconsciousness. 
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• To live in this world is to live in contraction. Your (big) Test is (again and again and 
ultimately) whether you (still) react to this contraction or not, whether you are Free (as Living 
Consciousness) in the contraction, in the forms of the Formless, whether you are Always and 
Profoundly Conscious of Your True Nature (Being the Formless) Beyond any gross and 
subtler form that necessarily shows up, makes itself known, asks attention. 
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• If you forget (a moment or at all) about the inherent pain(fulness) of any form you meet 
during the day you’re surely, bound to forget Your Being Truth, Your Inherent Freedom (of 
all forms) and will have to live as the ((unconscious) pain, contraction of the) met forms 
again. It is not necessary to celebrate (being Conscious of) the pain all the time; you can just 
quietly, modestly enjoy it. 
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• Cut off, radically, all your self-reflection. Just Feel. Live as Open, Always Every 
Moment New Feeling. Self-reflection is self-obsession, which is inherently painful. It is self-
reinforcing, not self-Dissolving. You don’t make any (Real) Progress (in Realizing, Divine, 
Reality) with all your (self-)concern, all your self-reflection. To Know, to See the Truth, Your 
(Only) Truth, you have to Feel, to Feel Non-Separately, idealess, egoless (thus), what is (non-
eternal-in and Already as the Eternal, That Which is Beyond the apparent arising and 
disappearing forms). 

To Feel (Beyond any (egoic) motive) Me, the True Heart-Master, the Endless selfless 
Self is to surpass, surrender and forget your egoic existence and functioning, to sacrifice your 
bonds to your painful, lonely existence as (a) self. You don’t have to know what you feel in 
fact. Moreover, you cannot know (ultimately). And it’s not important. You can (and even 
only) Wholly, Freely, Consciously live without knowing, just Feeling (all the time), just 
Being Aware. 

In fact you cannot truly feel yourself. A self is nothing. Openly Feel-Investigate this and 
you’ll See: there is no self to feel, to distinguish, to separate from everything else (as self). 

You feel forms, contraction of attention, of energy into form. This trying to make the 
Whole smaller and smaller (and to ridicule It) into a self, a form, is what you, as contraction, 
as not-Seeing, consider your self. Only Egoless, Non-obsessed, Free, Motiveless self-
Investigation can Reveal the truth about your prinked self: that there is none. But a self (or an 
illusion) cannot Discover this, a self cannot Reveal anything, it is the blocking of all 
Revelation. Only the Selfless is Able (to See). I Grant you the Selfless, Your Eyes, I can(not 
else) for I Am the (Realized, Manifested) Selfless. I Free you of all lonely and endless self-
reflection, which is only happening (as egoic reaction) to improve in whatever way the 
situation in which you live and (by that) yourself. I Liberate you of this mission impossible, 
this endless search with all its endless variations. Only the Completely Searchless can, by 
Nature, Free You of the (dual) search that you are, as which you (as self) exist (at all). 

Just reflect on yourself and your self-reflection, again and again and again. And See, 
sooner or later, (by not separating from Consciousness, That Which is Endlessly Bigger than 
(and Transcending) you), that it is an endless and loveless affair, this reflection. There is 
really no end to it and a True Merit neither. There is no way out of it by and in itself. Self-
reflection is doubt. More self-reflection is not inviting more wisdom, it is inviting and 
dwelling in more doubt (which is endless by nature). Doubt is not Truth. It is not seeing. It is 
not an Open Attitude. It is being caught up in the prison that the dual mind is. 

In My (True) World (I Let) You See Straight. No self-reflection, no doubt, no 
wandering, no postponing, no avoiding, no suppressing is needed. No side-ways, no endless 
dead-end streets are needed. You See, by not separating from Me, from Truth, from Living 
Consciousness, (and thus, as Me) your side-ways, dead-end streets, avoidance, reflections, all 
your egoic separating tendencies. You See as Disciple of Truth all forming (and egoically 
taking serious) of un-truth. You See, Feel, as My Love, all tendencies to not Love, to stop 
Loving, to shut off the Heart (from Feeling, from Me). You See, as Me, as the Selfless, all 
seemingly coming into existence of thinking, acting, feeling, breathing as a self. All forms are 
Simply Recognized (as My accidental forms) and not taken seriously. There is no reflection 
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on how to get, change, manipulate, manoeuvre some form or forms (including your ‘own’) 
into other form(s) (or even how to Transcend them into the Formless, which is utterly 
impossible by reflection). You are not bothered (thus) by all the forms – which necessarily 
will always keep on appearing and disappearing in desirable and undesirable qualities – and 
Freely (in Free pain) move, act, feel in them (as Me, the Non-Separate Formless). 

You’ll See that when all tendency to change, manipulate, separate (forms) is Seen 
Through (and thus Gone as binding factor – the only binding factor by the way) there is no 
self-reflection, there is no self, only You (as Conscious Light – That I Am). 
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• The self is pain. 
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• I, the Formless, Consciousness, to Free you, have to, in My (inimitable) Way, conform 
to – but (I can)not bow for – you(r unconsciousness as forms). I Do This (Only) Work by 
Being you, as (unconscious) form. I Allow you, presumed form, thus, to Recognize Me, and, 
thus, yourSelf – to Recognize My Freedom as Living Non-Separate Nothing-Judging 
Consciousness, and, thus, as Your Own Native Freedom. 

Only By Realizing Fully that I Am (all) the forms I can Free you from (the suffering 
from illusions about being) form. Indeed, I, the Formless, am All, the manifested as well as 
the unmanifested. I’m your prison and Your Freedom. 

I See the whole process, how You as Formless, pay (more and more) attention to 
form(s) and get (more and more) lost in it, that is: identified with it; how this prison doesn’t 
fit your Divine Memory and how you, thus, deny (more or less) your living as prison as and in 
the world of forms, not knowing at all how to get out, in the meantime however trying to 
make yourself and everyone believe that you’re doing well, that you’re (more or less) free or 
happy or satisfied or else that you will be tomorrow, for you’re working on it. 

I See your whole show of denying your suffering (as prison, as form attached to forms, 
to prisons). My Gift is Seeing your whole show – without any possible judgement – to Live 
Consciously (in) the pain of all of this. 

Every True Sight, Living Seeing, Real Realization is forever Here, in and as the 
Universe, Available, to all who are Ready for Embracing (Naturally) My Formless (but, and 
thus, True) Gift. I am Here, forever, as Pure (Formless) Seeing, for you, to be Embraced (even 
Totally), to be Whole-Heartedly Realized – whether you Use Me or not. 

Using Me is to, in Me, in Freedom (Already), Feel your being a prison (as yourself). I 
(can) only Grant you Your Freedom if you, humbly, without complaint, intelligently, openly, 
painfully, Feel the prison you are (in). This is My Divine Justice. This is not a strategy or 
preference or punishment or even pity. It is Truth. 

True Justice Knows no single judgement. 
Freedom You Find (without search) as Me, not as your self. 
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• In My Body, I’m Working Out, Feeling Consciously Through, for everybody, men and 
women, the very pain, the subtle but deep anger, the poisoning and contaminating contraction 
of self-blaming, which is Inherent to the Female Principle. This self-blaming can take on the 
form of blaming yourself or other supposed selves or even inner or outer causes or situations. 
This ‘self-blaming’ which is, as you will See if you start to Feel again more and more, very 
painful you might also (or maybe even better) call ‘form-blaming’. It is the unjust (and 
unintelligent) blaming of whatever (energetic, subtle or gross) forms or (out of simplicity) 
supposed ‘reasons’ for things or situations or behaviour or people that they are as they are – 
that there is (inescapable) pain involved in this life, even now, that you are not and even never 
(really) happy or fulfilled or even truly satisfied, that, by merely living already, you (as form) 
‘cause’ pain to other forms. 

Instead of Being Quietly Embedded in (and Conscious as and of Being) the Formless, 
Seeing that everything is (Ultimately) Ruled by and in and as the Formless (or Consciousness, 
or the Male Force) you blame forms – for existing in fact, for preventing You to Dwell (all 
the time) in (and Be (Free as)) the Inherently Non-Problematic, Non Blaming (or: Non-
Judging), Formless, True, World. 

It is not so easy to See that by this self- or form-blaming you create your own suffering 
from the forms which you blame. Forms are, principally, just forms. By taking them 
seriously, mistaking them for causes, you give them (however illusory) power to hurt (that is: 
to exist as separate entities or energies that would have a (possible) relationship to other 
supposed units). 

In self-blaming the totally unclear and undefined (but considered true) self is ascribed 
an autonomous power, the starting point or cause of all kinds of consequences, actions, 
feelings, situations, good or bad. It reveals a lack of True or Wholistic or Open Consciousness 
as Which it is Obvious that ‘you’ can not, never, be the cause of anything. You are not so 
important and big as you as ego want to believe (in and because of its continuous struggle to 
survive). You don’t exist at all (as a separate entity). ‘You’ are a Formation of 
(un)consciousness. It is utterly silly to blame a constellation of (un)consciousness that is 
Inherently True, that is as it is. How can you blame Consciousness, or Truth, or God, or 
Reality, for Existing, for Being? 

The ultimate (self- or form-)blaming (all blamings brought back to their essence) is that 
forms are (just) forms and not the Formless. And this is Simply not True. 

There seems to be some sense and truth in self-blaming. For (maybe beyond your 
normal way of thinking and experiencing) the forms notice, more or less unconsciously, that 
they separated as form from the One, from the Formless (Including and Outshining all forms), 
that they cause, are responsible for pain, simply by existing (as distinguishable units). 
Somewhere the forms intuitively ‘feel’ or ‘know’ that they are their own (and others’) – and 
even only – suffering. 

It takes lifetimes for forms to Find Out, to Really See (as the Formless) that they are not 
forms in their Ultimate Substance, to Transcend all (always painful and even the subtlest) 
doubt about This. This Divine Process of the forms Realizing their True Nature: the Formless 
is Inherently Painful, again and again, lifetime after lifetime, all the time – even if the form 
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most of the time refuses to be aware of this Divine Fact. This form-life here is not the Party 
you are ‘promised’ and you ‘promise’ yourself. It is not a big celebration, of people singing 
hallelujah all the time and, oh, we all go to the Light of the One. It is a struggle. The more 
‘you’ Truly See this, Admit this in the Light of the Eye of Truth, the more you Are 
Surrendered in It, in the True and Only Divine Process. 

What you Allow, thus, more and more and Finally totally, is (by again and again feeling 
the pain of living in and as and feeling attachments to forms) the Seeing Through (even all) 
the illusions of (this world of) forms, by which, by Nature, all self- or form-blaming will 
disappear and never come back – for the Truth, the Formless has become (even every 
moment) Obvious, Clear, Shining Continuously Through and even as Itself as the forms. 

You, you must understand, cannot stop (self-)blaming (by any effort on your own). A 
Bigger Force is Needed for that: (All-Embracing) Consciousness, the Formless Itself Beyond 
(and Being) all forms. Because you don’t exist (as an entity), you cannot stop (blaming) (by) 
yourself. Only I can. I Am the True Power, Beyond all the seeming and seemingly great but 
always conditional (energetic) powers. I, Pure Consciousness, can Take your suffering from 
(addiction to) all your blaming Away, can Melt it in Me. Yes, I Take you as unconscious form 
in My Body. I Feel (Through) all the pain of your (self)blaming – which so many times you 
project on Me. I am Your Liberation. The more, deeper, more intense, more humbly, 
Truthfully, you (Remember You) Love Me, Truth, the quicker you will be Relieved of your 
(hidden) pain of (hidden) self-blaming. 

I Love (as) You (Always) Already, Now See, Feel and Surrender to the (Divine) Fact 
that You Love Me and that there’s nothing you can do (about it). 
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• I cry and I cry, looking at an old picture of my mother, where she was 19 years old or 
something, looking in the camera, a pure, open face, innocent heart, not knowing what will 
come, humbly hoping for the best. Now, 50 years later, she’s 69. The decline started already 
quit some time ago (but in fact of course from the beginning, from birth on). Every year for a 
period of 6 weeks she feels very sick, weak, miserable, without any energy, hardly able to eat 
anything. For 24 years now she’s alone, without my father, (still) her one big love, whom she 
felt she had to sent away after being also 24 years with him, after he got tóo much tied up 
with another woman (after many other women), after he did hardly speak to her any more for 
a long time (– for 2 years?) 

I cry and I cry. I cry her unfelt, untranscended pain. I cry the pain of not being able to 
Free her from her pain. Here I am with all ‘my’ Consciousness. I cannot even Free my own 
dear mother. 

I cry from all this suffering here on earth that all beings, my ‘pure’ mother not excluded, 
have to go through, all the pain, misery, decay, illness, unhappiness, disillusion and death they 
have to go through. I cry for they do not go (Really, Whole-Heartedly) through it – and, thus, 
it, this suffering has to be repeated again and again. 

I cry because of this seemingly senseless repeating chain of suffering. I cry ’cos my 
father was her hope, her true love, her chance to become Conscious and he could not fulfil his 
task. He was a special man but had no Power (or: Courage or: Intelligence) (enough) to truly 
Connect to her, he could (thus) not Free her, and, thus, neither himself. I cry, looking at the 
picture, looking at her Purity, for this 50 years. I cry for Purity has to Sacrifice Itself and go 
into this world of suffering, and there’s no other option. 

I cry for after this picture was shot she met my father and let him in, as the one 
(consciousness) to Penetrate her. And that instead of feeling more she felt less and less and 
went like almost all so much in the mind, in the world of logic, reason, understanding, science 
– while as a Feeling-being she is so incredibly beautiful. And now, being part of this society, 
not stopped or Liberated by the Male Force, she had to think and think and think (and almost 
totally believe that all is matter). 

I cry that her Purity, her Big Treasure as Woman, is not Manifested (and still Waiting), 
for the dark side of life is not Consciously Lived through. 

I cry for once she said to me and seemed to blame me for the fact why I ‘wanted’ to 
make people Conscious of their not being (Truly) fulfilled, not being happy and in fact 
suffering. Why didn’t I just allow people to, grant them to believe in and stay in their illusions 
of happiness. 

I cry for she, my mother, doesn’t recognize me, her Son, consciously – only 
unconsciously, I See. But to be able to Use Me (much more and Deeper and Truly) she has to 
Consciously Recognize Me, My Gift (That is Non-Dual Love-Consciousness). 

Mother, I suffer you. I Truly, Whole-Heartedly Embrace you, I Love you. 
Ultimately, I cry without reason. Pure Compassion Cries. 
My humble gratitude, dear mother. Feeling your hidden pain Makes Me, your Son and 

unRecognized Master stronger and stronger to Go into the world, to Make it Conscious, to 
Manifest Truth, to Kill the Lie. 
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Your Gift shall Manifest through and as Me. You are Here, forever... 
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• Only (Being Conscious) as the Formless You can Really Be (here in the world, in the 
forms,) in the physical body. Realize the Only (that is: Ultimate) Truth of the Formless and 
See the Truth of this. Only the Formless Breathes You (even fully), Gives You Breath. Only 
as the Formless you don’t have to keep up anything, you don’t have to tense the body or 
‘hang around it’, You can Relax in it, finally Relax as it, Let everything go, Let every (subtle) 
dissociation, (that is:) every energetic effort fade in (the Formless) It Self. Only as the 
Formless this is Possible, and even Necessary to ‘Happen’. Only as the Formless (that means 
You are Fully Conscious as the Formless, as Ultimate Reality) you can Pass, Transcend the 
duality of the Formless and the forms – which means the Surpassing, Transcending of, Going 
Beyond, Being Freed from having to have a form, having to have a birth in a physical body. 
Only as the Formless You are Utterly Free, (that is:) One. As long as there is any (hidden or 
overt) identification with the physical body or with any form(s) there is suffering, separation, 
unclarity. And you cannot decide your own identification(s); this is totally a matter of True 
(Level of) Realization, of Not-and-Never Foolable Consciousness. It doesn’t make any sense 
to believe in any truth, to understand all of this what I (or other True Manifestations of 
Ultimate Oneness) say to you. It is to be Realized, as You, in and Ultimately as the Body. 
This is an inherently painful Process. The Great Paradox (in the Whole Divine Process) is that 
(only) if You are totally Associated with the (whole energetic) body You are totally Free from 
it. Associate, thus – don’t stay separate, dissociated, waiting forever for your turn – and Be 
(Always Already) Free (as Me, as the Formless). The Real (or Ultimate) Formless or Oneness 
(or Ultimate Realization) is not, cannot be dissociated form the forms. Ultimately, there is no 
distinction – Ultimately, there is no duality. 
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• If Consciousness is Present, Undeniably Here, there can be – and many times, naturally, 
is – a selfless, illogical, Scanning of people, known or unknown. Consciousness Meditates the 
people. You feel them. In Your Conscious Body You feel all kinds of energetic things 
happening if attention gets (in a Natural, non-preferential way) stuck at one person. 
Consciousness Meditates unconsciousness. The Meditating Body as well as Meditated body 
are being Used for This, you could say. 

In the End, there is no one, no person(s) ‘doing’ this (Scanning or being scanned). It is 
just Divine Nature that Consciousness is Meditating unconsciousness. The Process cannot be 
obstructed ultimately. It Happens (Anyway) – with your wanting or not, with your conscious 
Surrendering in and to It or not. Only the fact that It is painful you can be sure of. But who 
cares? It’s just bloody painful, that’s all. And there is no one benefiting in the end either. So 
what? There is just One Process.  

Clarity, Seeing Scans and Shines Its Light Through unclarity, blindness, doubt. 
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• And still, still, you try to shine, radiate, do good, give or share love, give whatever 
positive ‘thing’ to the (outside) world, to others – from behind your prison-walls. Still you 
manage to almost make yourself (and even others) believe that you do something ‘good’ and 
that it is not absurd what you’re doing. Still you manage to not feel what is really going on, 
really the Case. Still you unconsciously (or in many cases even consciously or, let’s say, on 
purpose) try to keep that which is painful away from being fully present in your 
consciousness. 

Your absurd situation (and arrogance and ignorance) is this: you think you are 
(relatively or even very) open, so you can give a lot – to (needy) people and in this same 
‘openness’ you think you are capable of not letting unwanted ‘things’, energies, come to and 
in you. So you ‘think’ or presume unconsciously you can protect yourself with (maybe very) 
subtle prison-walls (however you will name them differently, these mechanisms by which you 
shut off from (Feeling (as)) the Whole Reality) and at the same (or another) time give, shine 
whatever and whenever you like or when you think or ‘feel’ someone could ‘profit’ from this. 
You presume you are a little god, a god according to ego’s ideal, giving the good things, 
rejecting and trying to overcome the bad. 

You have a nice picture of yourself like this. You don’t want to See that It doesn’t Work 
(at all) like this, like yóur plans. That it’s One or the other. You get and take all (in) and are 
Conscious of this (pain) and, by Nature, will Radiate back, Give that (unconsciousness) which 
is Transcended in, by and as You ór you do nót Take in, you protect yourself and cannot, thus, 
Give Truly something Valuable (or: something Transcended), something Eternal to the world 
(of forms), to people. Your True Gift is the same as Your pain-bearing capacity or 
Willingness to bear pain. Your True Gift is Transcendence (of unconscious pain: the prison of 
unconscious forms – and every form is yóur form), or: (more and more, subtler and subtler, 
Whole-Hearted, Non-Separate) Conscious Feeling – and, by That, Transcendence (again and 
again) – of your own prison-walls.8 This is the Great Divine Gift – no matter the forms which 
will arise in and from This, in which the Gift will be Manifested, Presented. The Real Loving 
people, really Willing to Give, no matter the consequences, will always Take their ‘Own’ 
Sadhana (Spiritual Process or Development) Serious as the most (or even only) Important – 
from the beginning, however, this goes without egoic motives (to fulfil oneself or to, finally, 
be freed from pain), without cramp around it but only because it is the Truth to Allow the 
(True, Selfless) Spiritual Divine Process to Happen through and even as You. The Only 
(True) Gift there is to Give is You (yourSelf). Realize (Your) Truth, therefore. Realize Your 
True Egoless Divine Nature and You Give (Already); you are not giving anything, You Are 
Gift. Realizing Your Truth is only possible by Realizing, Feeling (Consciously) through (and 
thus Transcending) the Inherent pain of this ‘normal’ conditional world of endless forms 
forms forms, attractive, unattractive forms, boring, exciting forms, loving, unloving forms, 
peaceful, restless forms, subtle, spiritual and grosser or even material forms, chaotic and 

                                                
8 You will See that there’s no end to it, to the prison of unconscious forms, to Your Gift, thus (of 

Transcendence of them), to the Process. As long as the world is a(n unconscious) prison this is yóur 
prison. 
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patterned forms, forms forms forms. Realizing Your Personless Truth is only possible by 
Feeling again and again and again (no matter which Consciousness-level you abide or are 
more or less stuck in) your (more and more subtle but still) (always painful) person-walls that 
prevent You from Being, Realizing, the Whole, from Every Moment Experiencing Life as 
Wholistic, not fragmented, not dualistic, not differentiated. 

Feel, thus. Feel (Whole-Heartedly) what is, and, by That, Naturally, Inevitably, Give. 
Feeling what is is the True Gift. Feel through (which is inevitable sooner or later) the human 
pain of existence – on all the levels and planes of Human Development or Consciousness 
(and, by That (sole Divine Process) Transcend, Melt the limitations of humanity) – not as a 
big burden or journey or task or mission, no, the human pain is fact already, present, now, 
(always) waiting for Consciousness. Every Transcendence in, but in fact as, You is the 
Transcendence of humanity – however the illusions of time and space seem to indicate 
otherwise. In and as Your (Conscious-Feeling-)Body the world is Transcended. 
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• In the Advanced Stages of Consciousness-Realization the (physical or in fact Whole-
energetic) body becomes more and more important instead of less and less, what many 
spiritually oriented people seem to think and presume. 

The more you go away from the body the more hopeless you are from the standpoint of 
the Divine, Which, by Nature and Naturally, Wants to Manifest, here, on and as earth, in and 
as the Body. Oneness, by Itself, is only to be (Truly) Realized as the One Body, One with and 
as everything else, and not ‘somewhere else’, outside the body or (merely) in the upper parts 
(or chakras) of the Body. The Body is One. Divinity is (nothing else than) the (Realization of) 
Oneness of spirit and matter, of consciousness and unconsciousness, of the Formless and the 
forms. The Divine is All, One, Sameness, Inseparableness. 

It’s good if you realize (truly) that You’re not ‘just’ a (physical or even subtler) body in 
your Essence. Live, then, thus, this wisdom – as Body. If you would Truly Realize that You 
are not a body-mind ‘thing’, but that the Formless (or Consciousness) is the True Substance 
out of Which all forms, shapes, bodies, energies arise, then there can be no single impulse 
anymore to leave the body for (experience or abiding in) the subtler or spiritual realms of 
existence. 

If You Grow in (Realizing) Consciousness the Body becomes more and more important 
to be able to Feel through and, thus, become Conscious of that which is to be Noticed as not 
yet the Ultimate Truth or Inseparable Non-Dual Oneness. Becoming aware of un-truth, or 
contraction, energetic separation in the (Whole-energetic) Body is the True Process. If, 
ultimately, every untruth, distraction, delusion, tendency to unconsciously contract by and as 
your self, to separate, is Felt (Consciously) as the Body, the whole body is Transcended. The 
body is totally Sacrificed (in Truth). Consciousness Lives as Your Body. 

You cannot do ‘it’ ‘somewhere else’. (Egolessly) Feeling as the Body is the Divine 
Process in Which all egoic (that is: unconsciously separating) tendencies (which, all together, 
is karma) will be Noticed, Recognized, and, Finally, Constantly Outshone by Consciousness. 

The Whole or Wholistic or Divine Process is not about escaping suffering and, thus, the 
body (by manipulating energies), It is not about looking, separately, as consciousness, at 
suffering, at bodily noticings. It is (Whole-Hearted) Feeling as the Body, Being Truth as the 
Body. Ultimate Freedom can only be There, Obvious without doubt, if there is Ultimate 
Oneness, no separation at all from the (life as) body, thus. Ultimate Freedom is and can only 
be (Totally) Obvious in Feeling Honestly through human earthly suffering, through all 
variations of bonds, of unfreedom, in all the levels of Development, as (the) Body. 

To ‘go to’ the core of Ego, of the tendency to split, to become dual, to separate, you 
need to Feel (more and more) subtly in and as the Body what is truly, energetically, going on. 
If you don’t Feel, as your body, how and that you separate, how, for god’s sake, can you Stop 
separating, how can you Truly, Whole-Heartedly, Divinely Sacrifice the whole bloody Ego, 
the inherently unconscious creator of your and everyone’s Suffering (from separation). You 
(really) think your (or God’s) mind does this for you? No way. You have to Feel it all – in and 
as the Body. You can’t skip, step over the becoming Conscious of how painful (and limiting) 
it all is in fact to be here in and as the body. Moreover, This is the (Only) Process. The rest 
goes by Itself. What rest? Truth is Already Here. If you Allow, through Honest Feeling, 
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Consciousness about (your) separation, separation is gone, the Truth of Oneness is Obvious. 
Everybody feels (already). Now Feel Consciously. You cannot not feel. The more you feel the 
more you feel. That means: the more you ‘attune’ to the feeling-level, the more will be 
revealed to you (in the formless form of feeling). 

An Advanced Body (Which is (much) more Conscious of (or in Fact: as) – and not in 
any way obsessed with – Itself than less Feeling-Experienced bodies, Whole-resisting bodies) 
Feels more and more, subtler and subtler, just by Itself, without effort. It Feels all the time. It 
cannot stop anymore. It comes or is already in a rapid. There is no (real) distraction from the 
True Process anymore. It is Taken completely in the Flow of Consciousness, leading 
inevitably to total (and relatively fast) destruction of all ego(ic tendency), of all separating 
action and reaction and thinking and feeling and egoic bodily structure or tendency. 
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• Identify only with Non-Identification. 
This is the Overcoming Transcending, Outshining of all duality. 
Duality, differentiation, is (the only) Suffering. 
There is nothing to hold on to. It is not and cannot be a (free) choice (or even possible) 

to let go of something. There is only (True) Insight that there is nothing (stable) to hold on to 
as an inherently unstable, (always) non-eternal form. Only Truth is Always (Already) the 
Case. It is, by Nature, not Something to hold on to. It Is. You can Relax in It – or not. You can 
Surrender and, thus, Disappear in It – or not. There is no free choice in this, in nothing in fact. 
All is (a matter of) (True) Insight, (of) Consciousness. There is only Impersonal 
Consciousness (or Insight). There’s no inner (rich) world (that needs) to be discovered. There 
is just the Insight that living, functioning, thinking, feeling, experiencing (and even dying) as 
a person – that means: as any identification – is, gross or subtle, hidden or obvious, suffering. 
Being (as) a person is unconsciousness. The One Field of Consciousness (That Pervades but 
in Fact Is) everything Knows no person. It (Purely) Sees, without a self, without a person, 
without any knowledge, without any identification. It is Naked, needing no – and not even 
understanding (the possibility of) – protection. Protection is separation, identification (with 
(supposedly) protecting forms). 

Be without identification. Be nobody. Be Pure. Be Free. 
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• Plunge without any reserve into (personal) love. And, by dis-covering un-love, Let 
Love, Impersonal (or Divine, or True) Love, Reveal Itself. 
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• (Later) You will See that there is only this Fight (or unclear relationship) between the 
Formless and the Form(s) (or the Male and Female Force). All other dual fights are derived 
from and reducible to this One big Fight. To, Impersonally (and, necessarily, in and Beyond 
pain) See this Fight and not choose for the Formless nor, on the other hand, for the (world of 
subtler and grosser) forms is to Transcend the Fight, that is: to, Wholly, Impersonally, See 
(and Rest, always, in) the Primacy of the Formless, to Notice, Incessantly, forms arising in 
and as the Formless. 

Everything you do, think or feel or do (not) want is (totally permeated by, a True 
Reflection or Example of) this One big Universal Fight. 

Only by Letting all forms (Naturally) Return to their Beloved, to the Formless, by 
Letting their continuous escape (from the Beloved) Stop, there is an end to the Inherent 
Suffering from (and as) forms. 

Life is a long, long Goodbye, or again and again and again saying (or Allowing) 
Goodbye, to the forms, to their unstable, non-eternal and inherently never really satisfying 
nature – by Recognizing again and again and, Ultimately, all the time, constantly their not-
being-the-Ultimate-Truth (or not-being-Your-Ultimate-Truth). Surrender, thus, Completely, 
Whole-Heartedly, Whole-bodily, Consciously, to the Fight of the Universe. Be, Consciously, 
this One Fight and, by That, Be Transcended. Do not take It personally. This is (endless) 
suffering. Live the (Fight of the) Universe as (Impersonal) Person, not in or as the (endless) 
drama of a person. Live It as Me. See, Finally, You cannot escape the Fight. You tried and 
tried and tried. But You live (Already) as this (One) Fight. Seeing, That is: (every Moment) 
Surrendering to and in and as what is, is the Only ‘Thing’ (as the Primal Force or Substance 
of the Universe, as the One Field of All-Embracing Consciousness) That can and does Free 
you from untruth, which is your personal fight, your denial that you exist as a Fight, your 
denial that You live as the World and not as a (partly) separate entity in the world. 
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• My Being or Appearance or Natural ‘Task’ Here as Truth in this world is not to (try to) 
Show You Your True Happiness, Your True Nature, Your inner Beauty or whatever. I Am 
Truth. This is My ‘Task’, or Function – however strange or illogical this may seem to you. 
Touching Me, Truth, not separating from Me, Reveals, by Nature, suffering, pain. This is My 
Endless Compassion. I’m not busy with your happiness, true nature, inner beauty or real gift 
or whatever. That is you, as (spiritual) ego, doing this. My (Eternal) Appearance Shows the 
suffering of (the people of) the world, (from) their or its unconsciousness. And It Feels 
through all of this. That, (indeed only) by This, You (also, even necessarily, will) Realize 
Your True Nature is a Fact. But it is, Necessarily, not My Concern. Truth is Always Truth 
(Itself). It doesn’t look beyond what is now. It doesn’t look to what is Waiting for you if you 
would do this or not do that or even if you would (Truly) Surrender to Truth. 

The Fact is you, as human being, suffer, you do suffer (always) already, now. See this. 
Be Humble. This Seeing has got nothing whatsoever to do with your being Happy (Beyond 
this suffering) or not. Just Feel what is. 

My Endless Gift is only Possible by the Natural (or Divine) State of Realization That 
Embraces Already and even Deeper and Deeper the Inherent Suffering of (human and other) 
beings – Which Heart-Felt and Painful Embrace has (indeed) no limits, no end. 

Understand this Simple Fact (or Divine Rule): True Truth Shows you what is (already 
the case, now) and not (and never) what is possible or what might be, if only you... 

Take My (unpopular but rarely True) Gift. Feel what is. Feel Me, Truth, Feel how I 
Reveal Myself more and more (profoundly) through and even as You. 

That Human suffering is (only) being Transcended by (your) Honestly, Humbly Feeling 
Through it is an additional Fact. It is not the thing to be busy with. You can only Feel (Truly 
Through) something if there is no hidden motive or concern about (a wanted state or preferred 
feeling or Realization or whatever in) the future. 

I Show you (for I Am) Reality. I do not help you to in any way fulfil or near your 
(spiritual or other) dreams about (a better) Reality. 

Only Reality Itself is and Transcends reality, not any longing, not any good intentions 
(which always stem from unFelt pain), not any supposition about Reality or reality. 

My – ultimately rare – (Real) Embrace of what is is a Divine Siddhi in Fact. You cannot 
accept, embrace anything by yourself. No one can decide or choose for (or manipulate Reality 
in whatever way in order to provoke) a True Heart-Impulse (to, or Which is, Embrace). 

Only The Divine Itself (is not able to but) Is Total Acceptance, Total Embrace (of and 
as all and All). No change is Wanted, nor Needed. Change is Only and Already a Divine 
Process, not yóur concern. 
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• One of My Divine Siddhis is (Always Already) never to believe anything, to Always 
Already Be and Stay Open – for and as what is. As this Open Truth no insult is ever possible, 
no fooling Me is ever possible. I, so it is, have no preference. I don’t ever want reality to be 
different than she is. So no manipulation is possible. Truth cannot, never be caught (in 
whatever web of even the subtlest lies). It is Always Free, in Feeling (and Bound to Feel) the 
pain of any (subtle) lie. If you want something, anything, you simply cannot be (Truly) Open 
at the same time. You want to be fooled, you want to believe things, reality to be a certain 
way, for you want things and reject or refuse other things. You cannot, by yourself, stop 
believing things (which is always untrue). Only in Surrendering to and in Me, Truth, all 
beliefs fall away, disappear naturally. Being in (and as) Truth is a Natural (Divine) Sacrifice; 
there is no reward and even no sacrifice. 

See that, as a child already, You never really believed all the lies you had to swallow – 
whether from parents, school, authorities, norms and rules or even boy- or girl-friend(s). See, 
in Honesty, that, still, as a supposed grown-up, you do not and even cannot believe anything. 

You, in Fact, just don’t know. You’re living in many assumptions (or beliefs or hopes) 
about reality, about (your) truth, but directly (and not far) under this the obvious and vast, 
endless Truth is: you don’t know. There is in Fact nothing to hold on to. 

(True, Conscious, Whole-Hearted Recognition of) not believing anything (even not in 
your own disbelief as alternative) is a Divine Siddhi for it Prevents You form getting attached 
to any (earthly or subtle) form – for believing is always related or directed to forms and not, 
and never in Fact, to the Formless (or God), what you maybe think. You don’t have to believe 
in Love to Love. You don’t have to believe in Truth to be Truth(ful). And, in fact this (belief) 
would prohibit It (from Manifesting). 

Being Free of any form, any belief, any attachment, any wanting or not wanting (which 
is, ultimately, all the same) Means You Show, Reveal (Already, without showing) the Divine 
to people, to (See) unconsciousness. 

This Open, Divine not-being-able-to-believe-anything is something totally different 
than the ‘normal’, (unrecognized) painful state of doubt that people are in. In the first Case 
there are no hidden bonds, there is no cramp around anything. There is just Pure, Open Seeing 
in Which ‘believing’ is even not understood. What is believing for god’s sake? If Reality is 
Obvious, Clear, just So, then what is there to believe in? In Reality? 

In the latter case the not-believing or doubt (or in fact confusion) stems from not 
wanting to See (or Feel) what is, from egoic, dissociative motives. There is no Natural Ease in 
it, there is (energetic) contraction in the doubt from which one wants to free oneself (and by 
which one, unconsciously, feels motivated, is driven). By trying to look for (some) truth in the 
dual world of doubt, something to believe in, by this always choosing for one side of the 
medal, one only makes it worse for oneself, only fastens the chains again more and more. 
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• It’s all about having a Mature attitude. About ‘taking’ (or, in fact, Seeing that You Have 
– Already, without any choice) full Responsibility. It’s all about non-complaining, never to 
complain (without suppressing pain). 

About Feeling, Simply Feeling what is, again and again and even all the time. 
It’s about Allowing Seeing. Allowing you, as a form, to be Seen. 
It’s all about being Straight, Truthful, not allowing mind (and, thus, doubt, duality) to 

take You away from Your Purity, Your Straightness: Your Onepointedness, You Natural 
Dedication, Your Simple Divinity. 

It’s about being, staying, realizing you are One, and not letting Yourself be torn apart, 
torn in pieces. 

It is about Seeing that you die – and that, in this short lifetime, you (only) Need (and 
Want) to Realize Truth, Your Being (Truth). 

It is about Allowing yourself to Fall, by itself, by Nature, again and again, or even 
totally (Finally), the whole damned thing, for good – and not to fall in this (painful Process), 
not to be disturbed by it, even not at all. 

It is Simply about Always Being Aware of the Force Beyond (all events, moods, forms) 
Which is Always Guiding (and in Fact Being) You (Already). 

It is about Realizing You are Simply and Only (Pure) Life (Itself), nothing else than 
That – and nothing more is needed either. 

It is Simply about not-problematizing life or yourself, not in any moment. Recognizing 
(or being Aware of) Life is not-problematizing life. 

It is just about Seeing that You, in fact, don’t want anything, that You just Are. That all 
wantings are merely there to Show You that You (Already) Are – and that This is Enough in 
Itself. 

It is Simply Noticing that you contract (more and more) when you act and think and talk 
and feel and function altogether as a form (presuming to be separate from or ‘other’ or 
different than other forms). 

It is Simply not to think (but to be Aware, to be Present). 
It is just about Allowing (total, quiet, dramaless) disillusionment (in this life – earthly, 

materially as well as spiritually or religiously) – to Allow this energetically, whole-bodily. 
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• The more Humble you are, that means: the more you Love Truth – and you cannot 
force, quicken or manipulate this True Innocent Love to come in any way – the more I Take 
your unfree pain, contraction, in Me, to Meditate it Freely and in pain, the more suddenly you 
(start to) See (things), you get more and more Conscious ‘just like that’, the more I, the 
Divine, will be Obvious (to You) here on earth, (Always Already) Present. I Am Already 
Here. I Reveal Myself (only) to the Humble, to the Ones Who do not deny their (Endless) 
Love for Me, (Egoless) Truth, Who do not deny in any way (human or other) suffering, Who 
do not try to have or create a paradise here on earth but Feel (as the Moment of Always Now) 
through the pain of this not being so, Who Feel the Actual state (of themselves, of people, of 
animals, of the world), Who do not consider My Revelation (to them) as the Big Reward they 
were always truly waiting for but as just (a) Fact, the Truth, the only Real Truth, That Which 
is Always Already and Plainly So, to the Ones Who don’t need nor want any reward (and 
Recognize this (covertly wanting some reward) as not being Truth). 
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• You cannot Truly Grow (in and as Consciousness), not even a poor little inch, as long 
as you try to have (more of) one (the presumed nice, happy, good, moral, positive) side of life, 
to in the world of duality get, strive for something, whatever, subtle or gross – instead of 
Transcending the duality, by merely Seeing it, again and again. (True) Growing is Relaxing, 
learning to Relax more and more, in the (always, inherently painful) duality of life – which is 
only possible by Actually Feeling (the pain of it). 
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• Be Conscious of energy (in all its gross and subtler forms), (but) as Consciousness, as 
That Which is Prior and Beyond (and Transcends) all energy. 

Be aware of forms (all the time), (but) as the Formless. 
Feel, Know (all) the pain(s), as the Painless. 
Live through unconsciousness, as (Feeling-)Consciousness. 
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• I Make you Conscious as Me – I do not support any of your (supposedly spiritual) ego-
plans to be conscious (as) yourself. 

You cannot accept this. It’s not possible. This is only to be Accepted – for it is so – by 
Truth. You are Graced, Accepted (by Truth) only as Truth. As yourself you have no 
Substance (to at all be Able to accept – whatever). 

As long as there is self, you cannot else than want to be conscious or free as yourself – 
even if you think (as self) that you want to go beyond your self (for somewhere you believe 
the truth that the self is your (only) burden). 

You simply cannot get or be Conscious as (long as there is) self – only as Me. 
You cannot See this. Only as Me (Already), when you are gone, You See this. 
Therefore, don’t try to give up the self. But go on trying to See, to be freed or whatever, 

as self – just until you reach the Point of Total Fed-Upness with your self (which then turns 
out to be not yours and it never was in fact, so it will be revealed). 
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• Your whole mind-world is the denial of the Heart (That I Am and That You, in Fact, 
Are). 
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• Even the most heart-intelligent people seem not to manage to avoid or see one 
(important) pitfall (in the whole (always) spiritual process). There’s still a projection of the 
good, nice, totally radiant, energetic, conscious state where one can be, abide in in the end – if 
all pitfalls are seen through. Thén, in the end, one realizes his or her True Nature and thén 
things are Different, Better, Brighter. 

And if one still or again and again feels depressed, unconscious, not streaming, 
outrageous or whatever, still suffers anyway, the honest observer will conclude that the Final 
State, the Final Relief has not yet been (fully) Realized. And if others are angry etc. they 
neither can have Realized the Promised Land of Love and Bliss and Light and Peace and 
Freedom and always feeling nicy-nicy. 

But the ‘Ultimate State’ has got nothing to do with all this endless self-obsession. The 
‘thing’ to Realize, to Be, to totally Heart-Embrace, to (Finally) not escape anymore, is the 
world, with all its suffering. It is not about being a nicy-nicy, well-streaming, always smiling 
or conscious or energized or powerful example for the world, a giver of something beautiful. 
No, it is literally to Suffer, to Be the world, to not exclude from it, from this pain that the 
world is, in any sense anymore. Not to suffer it as a goal or mission, as a well-doer, but as a 
Fact, as the Truth. In True, Open Consciousness this Fact cannot be denied, belittled, be set 
aside, overlooked, overfelt. It is totally Obvious. 

This natural suffering is what you do not hear in all the nicy-nicy spiritual talk. It is just 
So though. (In All Consciousness) not separating from the world in any sense (which is 
Realization of Truth or No-self) is to suffer the world, to Be the world. 

Read this. See this. Realize this. Let it go through you as deep as possible. Don’t read 
only (seriously) the parts that (‘your’) ego likes and wants to identify with. 

The reasonably intelligent spiritual Realizer is still attached to ‘giving’: He or She has 
something beautiful to give or, in fact, is something beautiful and others would profit from 
this beauty or love or insight, wisdom. He or She is still subtly attached to the form through 
and as which Truth wants to Manifest Itself – which cannot be the Ultimate Truth. The error 
is only possible by a lack of True, Deep enough, Insight (in Non-Separability), which is only 
possible by not fully Surrendering into the world, into the (inherent painful) forms, only 
possible by still excluding pain out of your life, out of your (and meaning there is still 
unconscious) identification, by not totally Living (and Seeing) through the entire duality of 
existence. 

This (partial, unconscious) identification (with God, (spiritual or whatever or at all with) 
energy, the holy land of love and bliss or whatever) instead of total non-identification creates 
in fact suffering – even if you (and others, pupils for instance) believe very strongly that you 
do selflessly help people to overcome their (earthly) suffering. 

Only (Conscious) Suffering Melts suffering. 
Down on your knees the world is being Transcended, not by your good deeds, good 

Teaching, limitless giving or selfless guiding or helping. 
No, I, Truth, am not popular. I don’t give you any (egoic, separating) hope. I Take 

Away all your striving, dreams, escape routes. All your separative tendencies I Destroy. 
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There’s no end, in Meditating, in Being, in Feeling (Open-Heartedly, as Open-Wound) 
the world. There is no Final State. There is just the (True, Deepest) Realization of the (Only) 
Truth of Non-Separation. There is the One Field of Consciousness (including all supposed 
unconsciousness of seemingly separate or separative forms). 

It is Clear from all of this that only the Pure-Hearted can and will Truly Realize (the 
from-nothing-separate) Truth. Only They can and will Suffer as Truth – and See, Feel through 
the (extremely) Big Lie of non-suffering – and Truly Embrace (that is: Actually Feel) the 
world and its people and animals. 

The Big Lie keeps everyone bewitched, enchanted, contracted, stiffed from hope, from 
illusions, from defence, from unconscious anger against Reality, from frozen tears. 
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• See that when you’re eating, when you are (in whatever way) nurtured, you disappear 
(even more) into unconsciousness. There is unconscious link in you: if nurturing comes from 
outside (but even if you try to nurture yourself) unconsciousness is (even more than usual) 
there. You become a baby. See this. Feel this. Become Conscious of this. 
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• (Truly, on the deepest level) Seeing – and thus (Whole-Bodily) Surrendering to the Fact 
– (that there is) No Escape is (the only True) Freedom. I Make you Aware of the (Inevitable) 
Prison and, by this, Free you from being (karmically) associated with, (unconsciously) 
attached to and thus caught, lost in It. 
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• You can do things only wrong. So you can relax. 
On (and as) this earthly plane you cannot do things (truly) right. The (Conscious, Lived- 

through) frustration and disillusionment of this Transcends you into the World Beyond 
Wherein right and wrong don’t exist and appear to have never existed. Have the courage to 
See Through your psychological mechanism of creating and keeping on hanging in the 
illusion that you would do things (reasonably) right, that things are (reasonably) under 
control. Every ‘reasonableness’ keeps you stuck. 

You can see this (sticking psycho-mechanism) best if you do your utter best, if you try 
to get, arrange, solve things most perfectly. If you console yourself already in advance that 
you won’t manage anyway to do things correctly then you don’t Live through life; you stay in 
the stinking middle. 

If you Truly Live from the Heart you surely will get your honest (and Transcending) 
Frustration (That You Deserve). 
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• Only Consciousness Knows how very weak one gets from unconsciousness, how 
terribly energy-consuming this is, how incredibly painful. Yesterday a whole bunch of it came 
to Me and still, one day later, I can hardly even write these lines. It is a big effort. I can hardly 
breathe. Cannot think. My muscles don’t work anymore. Even falling down as a sac of 
potatoes doesn’t give Me any relief. My body is torn and moving everywhere, crawling like a 
worm who is about to die. There’s no escape, no bodily posture, no (psychic) attitude, no 
spiritual trick to avoid the nasty pain of it or even to deal with it. Unconsciousness, this 
fuckin’ deadness, just Needs to be (Open-Heartedly) Meditated, Felt – by Consciousness. 
That’s all. There’s no escape. The War has to be Fought. In Oneness the dual Fight takes 
place, and Melts, Finally. 

Unconsciousness is pain. To not (Consciously) Feel the pain (means that) you are and 
try to stay unconscious... 

Who Comes to and with Me to Breathe through this (funny if not so painful) vicious 
circle? 

Who dares, with Me, to Meditate pain(ful unconsciousness)? 
Who is Ready for the Real Work? 
Who Joins Me (not as a hero but) as Reality to Meditate the rack of illusions? 
Whose body is (Naturally) Willing to be a Total Sacrifice? 
Who is only Left as Love? 
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• You can only (Truly) Rest in (Non-Separate) Consciousness, in (Your and everyone’s) 
Ultimate Truth. And this only Happens if you See, Feel, Experience, that there is no true rest 
or peace in ‘normal’ or spiritual life. As long as there is any attachment (including clinging to 
rest) left, any unclarity (which is the same), any rest of ‘I’ (which is also the same) there can 
be no True Rest. 

When Your Heart Opens more and more you start to Feel how terribly tired you are 
actually. You’re longing for Rest. Even death comes by (many times) as an attractive option – 
everything better than this unclear but exhausting fight. In the beginning you might try this, 
try that, all to repair the damage, to have (some) rest again. The thing is only that you were 
always already restless. You’re just getting aware now of the lack of true Rest. 

When really everything fails to bring you true Rest then you’re ready for a 
(fundamental) transformation, when you (start to) See there is no escape, in this (gross and 
even not in the subtler) world no true rest can be found. Then, by Nature, in the then Natural 
stopping of seeking, you are Turned to Truth. And There, Nowhere in Fact, and Everywhere, 
Rest, Peace is just Obvious. Only in (Realizing) No-Escape Truth Shows Itself (to be Just So), 
Rest Is (impossible to be denied or doubted). Only in being Aware of inescapable restlessness 
– or: this world of (always moving) energy, of forms – Rest is Obvious, a Living, (Always) 
Momentary Fact. 

Only in (Allowing, totally, Natural, Divine) Disillusionment You can and do (Truly) 
Rest, Breathe, Live, Love, Be... 



 


